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1. INTRODUCTION

Canada voluntarily opened its nuclear fuel cycle to international
inspection when it ratified the Treaty On the Non-Pro!iferation of
Nuclear Weapons (NPT) on 8 January 1969. Subsequently Canada signed
an agreement with the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) which
not only commits it to open its nuclear facilities to IAEA inspection
but also to accept "... that in implementing safeguards pursuant thereto
the Agency shall take full account of technological developments in
the field of safeguards, and shall make every effort to ensure optimum
cost-effectiveness and the application of the principle of safeguarding
effectively the flow of nuclear material subject to safeguards under
the Agreement by use of instruments and other techniques at certain
strategic points to the extent that present and future technology
permits".* Canada has undertaken to assist the IAEA in developing the
tools it requires to effectively apply safeguards: the TRUST program
which went forward in the late 1960's and early 1970's is a good example
of such assistance.

Late in 1974 Canadian safeguards efforts were expanded and
accelerated with a goal of developing effective safeguards for the
CANDU reactor. The CANDU reactor has the following characteristics
which are significant to safeguards, namely:

(i) the fuel is natural uranium contained in small bundles,
(ii) refuelling is on-power and continuous,
(iii) refuelling can be done at either end of each of the several

hundred pressure tubes forming the reactor core
(iv) spent fuel bundles are continuously discharged and are

stored in water-filled bays.

These features give rise to special problems for safeguards since
the reactor core cannot be sealed off during normal operation and the
annual throughput of fuel is so large that counting and identifying
all spent fuel bundles would be an impractical, time-consuming task,
particularly since the spent fuel storage bays have enough capacity
to contain several reactor-years of spent fuel.

A cooperative program with the Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB),
Atomic Energy of Canada (AECL), and the IAEA was established in 1975,
as laid down in Research Agreement 1733/CF, to investigate techniques
for the application of safeguards to a continuously fuelled reactor.
Analysis of the CANDU concept indicates that there are basically three
areas of prime safeguards concern:

(i) at the reactor face, where spent fuel is first removed from
the channel,

(ii) along the system for transporting spent fuel from the reactor
to the storage bay, and

(iii) in the spent fuel storage bay,

although other areas may also deserve some attention. The cooperative

»Article 6, GOV/1493, 6 December 1971
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program was thus designed to develop techniques and instruments to
safeguard these sensitive areas, but no attempt was made to establish
and install a complete, overall safeguards system. Because it was
clear that the imposition of a research and development program on an
operating power reactor whose sole function is to generate electricity
would severely constrain the program, the Douglas Point Nuclear Generating
Station was chosen as the main site for the project since it is owned
by AECL and power production is only one of its purposes. Douglas
Point is representative of most of the features of the CANDU station.

2. PROGRAM OUTLINE

2.1 Program Scope

Before a safeguards system can be established for any given reactor
it is essential to first determine the diversion possibilities at that
particular facility. This information can be provided by what is called
a "diversion path analysis" (DPA) of the actual facility to be safeguarded,
so one of the goals of this program was to develop a method of performing
a DPA which is particularly suited to the CANDU reactor type.

Two measures may, in general, be used to detect the diversion of
significant quantities of nuclear materials: material accountancy,
and surveillance/containment. The particular way in which these general
measures could be applied to effectively safeguard the CANDU reactor
in light of the overall safeguards objectives was another goal of the
program. Once this was established specific techniques and instrumentation
were required, some of which are unique to the CANDU reactor and so had
to be developed, demonstrated, and evaluated.

2.2 Specific Project Goals

The following subsections give the goals of each of the specific
projects undertaken under this program, with the results of each are
reported later in this document.

2.2.1 Diversion path analysis: to establish a model technique for performing
and reporting a DPA for a CANDU station.

2.2.2 CANDU safeguards system: to study the features of the CANDU station
and to establish how item accountancy and surveillance/containment
measures should be applied.

2.2.3 Bundle counter: to count the net flow of spent fuel bundles discharged
from the reactor core and sent to the spent fuel storage bay.

2.2.4 Covers and seals: to enclose a stack of spent fuel bundles in a way
that will allow an inspector to determine that no bundles have been
removed during an unattended period.

2.2.5 Spent fuel verifier: to analyse an array of spent fuel bundles to
verify by some attribute that all are spent fuel.

2.2.6 Photo-surveillance camera: to demonstrate the desirability of recording
the date and time on each frame exposed; to investigate the use of a
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random interval timer; to develop an optical motion trigger; to develop
a.gamma radiation level trigger.

TV surveillance camera: to demonstrate the use of a TV system in a
limited access area.

2.2.8 Power monitor: to monitor and record the reactor power history.

2.2.9 Equipment evaluation: to assess the equipment and techniques developed
and under test in this program.

2.3 Personnel

The following lists the names and affiliation of thosa people who
were principally involved in the running of this program or who made
significant input to program projects.

D. Amundrud (AECL-WNRE) V. Smiltnieks .(DSMA)
R. Dennys (AECL-PPSP) R.M. Smith (AECL-WNRE)
D.A. Head (AECB) W.O. Smythe (AECB)
J. Hodgkinson (AECB) J.E.S. Stevens (AECL-PPSP)
A. Jones (AECL-CRNL) I. Todorescu (IAEA)
J. Kaniewski (IAEA) A. Waligura (IAEA)
Y. Konnov (IAEA) P. Vodrazka (AECL-PPSP)
C.A. Sinmonds (AECL-PPSP)

3. RESULTS

3.1 Diversion Path Analysis

A diversion path analysis was undertaken in 1976 of the Douglas
Point Nuclear Generating Station to establish a model by which such
anlayses can be carried out for CANDU nuclear power stations. The
work was done by Dilworth, Secord, Meagher and Associates under contract
to the AECB. The first step in the analysis was to define in a simple
physical sense what constituted a diversion and then to enumerate all
the possible diversion routes. Each of these diversion routes was then
evaluated as to the extent of diversion possible, potential means of
diverting material, the difficulty of the diversion, and the level of
safeguards necessary to detect such diversion.

The goal of this project was met by the work performed in that a
model for performing a DPA at a CANDU power reactor was established.
In addition the use or this model has the benefit that not only are
the diversion paths identified but also they are quantified using
several parameters such that a priority ranking of paths is possible.
In this way an analysis of various safeguards options is possible so
that a cost-effective safeguards system may be established.

This work was reported in "Diversion Path Analysis of Douglas
Point Generating Station", Report No. 725/867 produced by Dilworth,
Secord, Meagher and Associates in August 1976 and distributed within
IAEA, AECL, and AECB at that time.
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3.2 CANDU Safeguards System

The salient features of the CANDU reactor of safeguards significance
were analysed by a joint working group with membership from IAEA, AECL,
and AECB with a view to establishing a general startegy for effectively
applying safeguards. Since the fresh CANDU fuel is natural uranium while
spent fuel contains plutonium, spent fuel was identified as the material
of prime safeguards concern, and it was on this material that the working
group concentrated. Spent fuel originates in the reactor core and is
discharged and transported by some mechanism to the spent fuel storage
bay where it is stored. Each of these three areas (the reactor core •
and associated vaults, the transport mechanism, and the spent fuel storage
bay) were analysed in light of present day technology to determine how
material accountancy and surveillance/containment measures could be
employed to produce a scheme to effectively safeguard spent fuel - and
hence the plutonium contained therein.

The faces of the reactor and the spent fuel storage bay can be
monitored using photo-surveillance and TV surveillance and seals, while
item accounting can be applied by counting spent fuel bundles during
transfer from the reactor to the storage bay and by placing these in
sealed enclosures. Provision can be made for inspection and verification
of the bundles before sealing and reverification of the seals on the
enclosures.

The results of this work have been reported in the paper "Safe-
guarding On-Power Fuelled Reactors - Instrumentation and Techniques"
by A. Waligura, Y. Konnov, R.M. Smith, D.A. Head and O. Hodgkinson,
IAEA-CN-36/185 (and AECL-5712) presented at the IAEA International
Conference on Nuclear Power and its Fuel Cycle, Salzburg, Austria,
2-13 May 1977.

3.3 Bundle Counter

Item accounting provides a higher level of safeguards assurance
than containment/surveillance measures and therefore should be employed
wherever possible. Item accounting can be applied to the spent fuel
storage bay and a portion of the spent fuel transport mechanism, but
this requires the development and use of novel devices for its implementa-
tion. One such must be capable of counting the net flow of spent fuel
bundles discharged from the reactor core through the transport mechanism
to the storage bay - a device called the "bundle counter".

A prototype bundle counter was developed by Sandia laboratories
for the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency and installed at the
Pickering Generating Station under the U.S.-Canada cooperative TRUST
Program. That device performs adequately in its basic function of
counting the net flow of spent fuel bundles under the conditions of
operation at Pickering G.S. and the overall accuracy of the count is
quite high (£99.555) as determined over two periods, one covering more
than 18 months and the other about 11 months. The fact that this
instrument has operated for more than three years without failure
indicates that its reliability of operation is quite good, and this
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performance characteristic meets all that should be expected of an
operational instrument.

Although this prototype bundle counter very successfully meets
all the performance goals set for it, the installation itself is not
äcceptablä for several reasons. Although the remote counters can easily
be read they have not been made tamper-resistant. In order to read the
secure counters a heavy concrete slab must be removed requiring that
equipment be set up and significant operator assistance be given: the
whole process requiring about 6 man-hours of operator effort. As well,
to read the secure counters the inspector must climb down into the spent
fuel transfer trench, a procedure which is potentially unsafe.

A second bundle counter project was undertaken at Douglas Point to
further test the performance of the Sandia instrument under the more
difficult conditions prevalent at Douglas Point and to design and
produce an installation which both reduced the man-hour requirement for
operator assistance in reading the secure counters and increased the
level of safety during the inspection routine. At Douglas Point the
bundle counter must be able to handle a much greater range of radiation
fields on spent fuel bundles than at the Pickering station due to larger
variations in the neutron flux both axially and radially. In fact the
bundles at the ends of each channel at Douglas Point are essentially
out of the neutron flux and can remain there up to two-years before
discharge. The second goal of the test, to reduce operator effort and
increase safety, appeared to be achievable if the bundle counter could
be installed in one of the concrete shielding blocks above the trench.
The shielding calculations which were undertaken, mostly by AECL Power
Projects, in order to design this installation required considerable
effort. An overall detailed review of the program results is presented
in "Douglas Point Nuclear Generating Station Spent Fuel Bundle Counter
Performance Evaluation", by Dilworth, Secord, Meagher and Associates,
Report No. 764/954, November 1977.

We can draw several general conclusions from this project.
(1) The technology is available to produce an instrument which

can count the net flow of spent fuel bundles to the storage
bay, even under difficult conditions.

(2) A bundle counter is not and will not be an "off-the-shelf"
item, but there must be detailed applications engineering
to fit it to the particular reactor.

(3) When a large variation in the radiation fields on spent
bundles is normal there is difficulty keeping instrumental
error acceptably low (i.e. <1%).

(4) A bundle counter has definite limits within which it will
work effectively, and one of the parameters is reactor
power.

(5) It is possible to engineer an installation which requires
little station operator assistance to run and read the
instrument, and which does not present a high degree of
risk to the inspector.
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3.4 Covers and Seals

Containment and surveillance is comnonly applied as a safeguards
measure in spent fuel storage bays using cameras. The cover and
seal technique can be used as a redundant containment and surveillance
method, with the advantage that the inventory is divided into small
groups so that failure of a cover or seal only exposes a small portion
of the total inventory. The goal of the Douglas Point program with
respect to covers and seals was to demonstrate that it was possible
to practically employ this concept, and this goal has been met.
Covers and seals also have the benefit that yearly physical inventories
become possible, since only a small number of seals require counting
and verification rather than a large number of spent fuel bundles.

The results of the cover and seal work undertaken under this
program are reported in; "Ultrasonic Uniquely Identified Seal for CAHDU
Spent Fuel Bundles Surveillance", by S.J. Crutzen, R.P. Debeir, J.
dal Cero, and R. Dennys, report 17-30085, 1977. Briefly, it was shown
that a "security" cage can be placed over and sealed to a stack of
trays containing a large number of spent fuel bundles to "protect" it,
and that it is practical to install and verify seals under water in a
spent fuel storage bay. The ultrasonically obtained seal signature is
both unique and reproduceable so that the seal may easily be re-identified
at any time with comparatively little effort.

An evaluation has been made of the anti-tamper capabilities of
the wire version of the ultrasonic seal, and these are considered to
be quite good. It is virtually impossible to duplicate the seal
signature and therefore the production of dummy or replacement seals
is not considered to be credible. An attempt by a machine shop to
refurbish a broken seal was not conclusive, but did raise the suspicion
that this may be possible given access to information on the construction
details of the seal. It is evident that improvements to the physical
detail of the seal are possible which will result in increasing the
level of security associated with this seal from good to very high.

The program has demonstrated that strict attention must be paid to
engineering detail with a view to increasing the ease with which all
operations are performed (and hence reducing the time required to
carry them out). For example, the threading of the wire portion of
the seal through the fuel tray inside the security cage proved to be
most difficult and time consuming, and this problem will receive
engineering effort in future applications to alleviate the problem.

3.5 Spent Fuel Verifier

A device that samples some attribute to verify that an object
is in fact spent fuel can be useful in two different aspects of the
application of safeguards. Before objects which resemble spent fuel
bundles are placed under seal the inspector will desire assurance
with some degree of confidence that they are spent fuel, and similarly
if the seal is broken the device should be capable of reverifying
that the exposed objects are spent fuel. The practical problems
encountered are: (1) to chose a suitable attribute which can be
measured with some degree of confidence, and (2) to sample this attribute
wjiile the fuel is stored in a two- or three-dimensional array.
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In this program the attribute chosen for sampling is the high
gamma radiation field associated with spent fuel: although this
attribute will not give complete assurance than on object is spent
fuel it has the advantages that it does give some assurance and it is
possible to sample this attribute given the technology available today.
'One attempt was made to sample this attribute in the array of stored
spent fuel at the Douglas Point station, but was unsuccessful due to
insufficient collimation and/or positioning of the detectors.

This project was terminated without further work when it was
realized that the spent fuel storage method at Douglas Point is
not representative of the practice at new CANDU stations. The project
has been transferred to the 600 MW CANDU safeguards program and an
operating spent fuel verifier will be developed and demonstrated
therein.

3.6 Photo-Surveillance Cameras

The use of photo-surveillance cameras by the IAEA for safeguards
purposes is now a well established technique and a large number of
film cameras are presently in operation. The photo-surveillance
camera projects in this program were undertaken with the intent of
developing and testing features which could be added to film cameras
to improve their useability and performance. The document "Douglas
Point Nuclear Generating Station Surveillance Film Cameras Performance
Evaluation" by Dilworth, Secord, Meagher and Associates, report no.
764/967, December 1977 gives an outline of the projects and reports
the results obtained. A brief rf-.Hfte' of specific conclusions is given
here.

3.6.1 date/time function

All the cameras under test wer* constructed in such a way that
both the number of elapsed days and the time to the nearest minute were
permanently recorded on each frame exposed. This information proved
to be very valuable for determining the exact times at which events
of safeguards interest occurred, and doing so with no effort. As
well this information was also used as a diagnostic tool in determining
the occurrence and quality of some types of faults or failures of the
timers or the camera modual (such as multiple frame exposures}.

3.6.2 random timer

Each of the cameras was equipped with a random interval timer
(more accurately described as pseudo-random) with which to trigger an
exposure, and this function was tested over a period in excess of a
year. The reliability of the timer could not be faulted but its
randomness was found to be wanting in several areas. A computer
analysis of the electronic circuit indicated that the design parameters
were not optimized; for example a 6-bit shift instead of a 10-bit
shift within the shift register would improve the randomness. As
well, an inordinate number of low probability sequences occurred in
one film for which about 1000 timer intervals were determined which
could not be ascribed to either a component failure or a wiring error.

The idea behind using a random timer to trigger a camera is that
this will effectively increase the film capacity of the camera and
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reduce the predictability Ot the interval between exposures. No
formal or mathematical study was undertaken to quantify these benefits
or to investigate possible drawbacks.

3.6.3 optical motion detector

One camera was equipped with Ln optical motion detector which was
to trigger an exposure whenever motion occurred in the field of view of
the camera. Unfortunately the detector could not be made to operate
in a satisfactory and stable manner and so no practical tests could be
undertaken.

3.6.4 gaima level detector

One camera was equipped with a gamma level detector which is
designed to trigger an exposure whenever the gamma radiation field at
the detector reaches or exceeds a set level. The detector was found
to operate as designed, but it did not produce photographs of radioactive
objects passing within the field of view of the camera. The failure may
be due to either or both of two effects: (1) the geiger tube is located
at the camera within the secure housing so that the radiation field from
the passing object win be attenuated by the distance between its path
and the camera, and (2) the camera observes an area which is somewhat
physically removed from it so that the point of closest approach
may not be within the field of view. This represents a failure of the
concept of placing the detector with the camera rather than of the
''•isign per se.

It would appear that a strategically placed remote sensor would
have a better chance of success in many applications, although this
would present difficulties with securing tire connecting cable.

Details of these cameras are presented in the three documents:
"Compact Secure Surveillance Camera System", SAND 76-0308, June 1976,
A prototype Optical Intensity Change Detectov for the Compact Secure
Surveillance Camera (Model B)", SAND 76-054,, December 1976, and
"A Gamma Sensing Actuator for the Compact Secure Surveillance Camera
System (Model C)", SAND 76-0420, September 1976, all by J.H. Campbell
and J.J. Aragon of Sandia Laboratories.

3.7 TV-surveillance

The use of closed circuit television (CCTV) systems for camera
surveillance applications is a technique of growing importance to the
IAEA. Within the Douglas Point program a project was initiated to
assist the IAEA in evaluating the use of a CCTV system for surveillance
in a limited access location. In such an application CCTV is an
attractive technique since only the TV camera need 02 placed in the
limited a-cess location while the monitor, recorder, and other
controls car. be located in an easy-access area. A TV camera was
mounted within the reactor containment shell observing the fuelling
machine maintenance area while the recorder/monitor unit was located
outside the containment shell in an area which is continuously
accessible, and the cables connecting the two installations passed
through the containment shell.
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The AECB/AECL involvement in this project was one of providing
technical and service assistance to the IAEA, for example, the installa-
tion of the camera and the recorder/monitor units. The only installation
problem to arise was the stringing of the CCTV and power cables through
the containment shell, where we learned that any penetration of containment
requires considerable planning, approvals, and scheduling and cannot
be accomplished in a time less than several months. Since the operation
and evaluation of the CCTV system were done only by IAEA personnel, no
technical or evaluatory comments will be made herein. The project
officer was Y. Konnov, Division of Development and Technical Support.,
IAEA.

At no time after the installation of this CCTV system was access
restricted to the recorder/monitor unit, although there were times when
access to the area surveyed by the TV camera was restricted. This
project, then, was a good practical demonstration of that advantage of
a CCTV system which permits the monitor and recorder to be located in
a continuous access area.

3.8 Power Monitor

The purpose of a power monitor is to provide an independent record
of the reactor power history to provide assurance that the reactor was
used in the manner claimed by the reactor operator. The Douglas Point
project involved the installation of an IAEA supplied device, its
subsequent removal, and a comparison by the IAEA of the record made by
the device to the operating record. The device supplied was a Mark II
Track-Etch Power Monitor originally manufactured by General Electric.

It was possible to find a suitable location for this device in
the Douglas Point reactor and successfully install it. However, the
first time the device was removed from the reactor after several months
operation it was found that the tape drive had malfunctioned and no
power history record had been made; a misalignment of the gear drive
was suspected.

The problem was corrected and the device reinstalled without incident.
However, removal of the device a second time after more than a years
operation has proven to be difficult. Several problems arose at the
station which affected its operation and which required a large number
of man-hours to resolve so that it was not possible to assign the
manpower necessary to remove the power monitor. To compound the difficulty
the power monitor cannot be removed while the reactor is at power and so
the work of its removal must compete with the high priority jobs scheduled
for shutdowns which are required for maintenance.

Because of the above-mentioned difficulties one must conclude that
the Track-Etch Power Monitor as presently configured is not an adequate
safeguards instrument since its servicing requires not only significant
operator assistance but also a reactor shutdown.

Once the device is removed from the reactor the contained tape will
be forwarded to the IAEA, Division of Development and Technical Support
for etching and evaluation.
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3.9 Equipment Evaluation

As part of the Douglas Point program the IAEA, Division of
Operations A was invited to operate the equipment under development
and to evaluate it as safeguards equipment. This was done on two
separate occasions early in 1977 during regular inspection visits to
Douglas Point, by teams headed by J. Kaniewski and by I. Todorescu.
AECB/AECL have not officially been informed of the results of those
evaluations.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions related to each piece of equipment are noted
under its specific sub-section in section 3 of this report. In
general this program has demonstrated that equipment can be designed to
safeguard the "spent fuel from a CANDU reactor. The concepts developed
in this program are now being further developed and applied to the
CANDU 600 MW reactor.
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and Techniques" by A. Waligura, Y. Konnov, R.M. Smith, D.A. Head and J. Hodgkinson,
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Performance Evaluation, by (V. Smiltnieks) Dilworth, Secord, Meagher
and Associates, Report No. 764/954, November 1977
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Appendix E Ultrasonic Unique Identified Seal for CANDU Spent Fuel Bundles

Surveillance, by S.J. Crutzen, R.P. Debeir, O. dalCero, and
R. Dennys, Report 17-30085, 1977

Appendix F Ultrasonic Wire Seal Tamper Resistance
Appendix G Douglas Point Nuclear Generating Station Surveillance Film

Cameras Performance Evaluation by (V. Smiltnieks) Dilworth, Secord,
Meagher and Associates, Report No. 764/967, December 1977

Appendix H Discussion of "Douglas Point Nuclear Generating Station Surveillance
Film Cameras Performance Evaluation, Report No. 764/967"

Appendix I Douglas Point Nuclear Generating Station Safeguards Instrumentation
Preliminary Operating Procedures, 1977

Appendix J Operating Guide for the International Atomic Energy Agency Reactor
Power Monitor, by R. Steele, March 1977
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APPENDIX A

BUNDLE COUNTER PERFORMANCE AT THE PICKERING GENERATING STATION

A prototype spent fuel bundle counter was designed and built by Sandia
Laboratories, and installed in the Pickering Nuclear Generating Station as part of the
TRUST program. The device was designed to measure the net flow of spent fuel
bundles discharged via the transfer trench to the spent fuel storage bay. It was
installed on 3 December 1973 to monitor the conveyor that services units 3 and 4,
and operated for one year for developmental testing. An operational life test of
the instrument was begun on 5 December 1974 and its operational history has been
compiled for two consecutive periods, although the instrument continues to operate.

5 Dec. 1974 to 15 July 1975

Plant records for this period show a total of 7192 irradiated fuel bundles
transferred to the spent fuel storage bay from units 3 and 4 with twelve bundles
transferred from the bay back to the reactors, yielding a net of 7180 bundles to
the bay. The instrument registered 7219 bundles to the bay and 14 bundles to the
reactor, yielding a net of 7205 bundles to the bay and a net instrument error of
0.35 percent. The instrument has correctly registered the following events:

a. 3577 pairs transferred to the spent fuel bay
b. transfer of twelve single bundles to the spent fuel bay
c. transfer of six pairs of bundles from the bay to the reactors
d. no transfers of single bundles from the bay to the reactors
e. transfers of fuel from a reactor that had been shut down for

more than seven months
f. transfer of fuel that had been cooled for nine months, then

activated for 26 days, then cooled for four months
g. transfer of fuel that had been irradiated for five months

The difference between the instrument records and the plant records have been
determined to occur during twelve specific periods of time. All available data
on these periods have been analyzed and the conclusions of that analysis are:

a. Three transfers of ram extensions* (fueling tools) were each
counted as "single to the bay".

b. Three transfers of ram extensions* were each counted as "pair
to the bay".

c. Eighteen grapples* (fueling tools) were counted when attached
to single bundles as 18 "pairs to the bay," i.e. 18 more "bundles"
than were transferred.

d. The transfer of one pair of bundles containing a bundle with only
three percent of normal burnup that had been cooled for six months,
resulted in a count of "single to the bay" rather than "pair to the
bay".

e. Debris from a damaged bundle was counted as one "single to the bay".
f. The causes for three advances of the "pair to the bay" could not be

identified.
g. The causes for the transfer of three pairs of bundles not registering

as three "pair to the bay" could not be identified.
h. The cause for one advance on the "pair to the reactor register" could

not be identified.

*Radiation measurements of ram extensions that have been cooled for several days
outside the reactor have shown radiation intensities of several hundreds of rads per
hour at a short distance from the tools. The radiation from grapples is expected
to be similar.
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15 July 1975 to 2 June 1977

Plant records for this period indicate that 6744 bundles were transferred
from units 3 and 4 to the spent fuel storage bay. The bundle counter registered
a total of 6754 bundles transferred. The difference has been correlated to the
transfer of two grapples and six ram extensions with two advances on the "single
to the bay register" unexplained.

Two other observations regarding the instrument's performance may also be
of interest. The electronics of the instrument continue to function after an
absorbed radiation dose of approximately 106 rad. The radiation detectors were
tested after an exposure to approximately 2 x 105 rad and found to exhibit no
detectable difference from their original performance.
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FOREWORD

The work on which this report is based was carried out by Dilworth,
Second, Meagher and Associates Limited under D.S.S. Contract No. IISQ-
87055-6-0160. The Bundle Counter used in the tests was purchased by the
Atomic Energy Control Board from Sandia Laboratories as part of the
Safeguards Instrumentation Development Program at Douglas Point. The
co-operation and assistance of the Douglas Point personnel during the tests
is gratefully acknowledged, as is the assistance of Sandia Laboratories in
the assembly of the test instrumentation.



1. INTRODUCTION

This report summarizes the important aspects of the bundle counter
work at Douglas Point. It describes briefly the events leading up to the
final series of tests, gives the results of those tests, and includes an
evaluation of the effectiveness of specific components and aspects of the
instrument, as well as a performance evaluation of the unit as a whole.

Suggestions for tamper-proofing and tamper-indicating are included,
as well as a summary of modifications made in the course of the work.
Concepts of further modifications are outlined which could improve the
performance limitations or operating characteristics.

The scope of the bundle counter work at Douglas Point included the
determination of shielding and collimation parameters, and radiation
profiles and ranges. Collaboration with Sandia translated these parameters
into specifications for the bundle counter design insofar as detection levels,
maximum ranges and other specific operating requirements were con-
cerned. The basic design of the electronics, the hardware layout, and the
tamper-indicating components were fixed by previous work in other
facilities.

The development and testing carried out by DSMA at Douglas Point
included some redesign and modifications. All of these activities were
oriented to produce a functioning instrument for the operating conditions
specific to the chosen location near the fuel transfer tube at Douglas Point.
The scope of work did not allow evaluations specifically designed to show
the instruments' potential application in other facilities on its function in
other configurations.

2. SUMMARY OF EVENTS

Dune 1975

June to December
January 1976
January
February
February to June
June
July
July to August

Bundle counter ordered from Sandia.
Shielding and collimination design.
Shielding and collimination components delivered.
First analog tests.
Trip to Sandia to witness counter performance.
Design completion and delivery to Sheridan Park.
Acceptance tests by AECL at Sheridan Park.
Installed at Douglas Point.
Erratic performance, trouble-shooting.
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August
October
November
December to March
March 1977

April

May
June to November

Douglas Point shutdown.
Bundle counter removed to DSMA lab.
Test rig manufactured.
Testing, redesign and manufacture.
Installation at Douglas Point (Test No. 1).
Recommissioning (Test No. 2).
Second analog tests (Test No. 3).
Operating Tests (Test No. V).

TEST PROGRAM

Test No. 1

Start Date:
Purpose:
Duration:
Test Conditions:
Fuel Passed:
Results:

Test No. 2

Start Date:

Purpose:

Duration:
Test Conditions:

Fuel Passed:
Results:

Test No. 3

Start Date:
Purpose:

Duration:
Test Conditions:

March 3
Noise immunity
36 days
Reactor and fuel handling shutdown.
None
Counter and power registers remained stable. All
systems operated correctly.

April 7
Test of modification and response to normal fuel
transfers.
«!days
Reactor start-up and normal fuel handling
operations.
118 pairs
Counter registers logged correctly, power supply
registers missed one pair.

May 18
Analog measurements for design optimization and
response to abnormal fuel transfers.
3 days
Reactor at 70% power. Various bundle counter

and fuel handling parameters varied.
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Fuel Passed:

Results:

Test No. t

Start Date:
Purpose:

Duration:
Test Conditions:

Fuel Passed:

Results:

13 pairs, 14 singles and 14 passes of 3 ram

extensions
The counter logged the transfer of:

(a) pairs as 12 pairs to the bay, 1 pair to the
reactor

(b) singles as 12 singles to the bay, 1 pair to the
bay, and 1 missed
(c) ram extensions as 4 pairs, 4 singles, 6 missed.

May 19
Long-term stability and reliability.
172 days

Normal fuel handling operations plus monthly

passes of single bundles and ram extensions.

Reactor power was limited to 70% by operating

constraints.
251 pairs, 20 singles and 6 passes of ram

extensions.
Counter registers logged 247 pairs, 23 singles and
no ram extensions.

4. DESIGN AND COMMISSIONING

While the bundle counter was being manufactured, extensive theore-
tical analysis was performed on the fuel radiation profiles, collimation,

field strengths and shielding requirements. A special shielding block was

designed and manufactured, and installed in place of an existing block.

Figure 4.1 shows the general location of the instrument in the fuel transfer

route, and Figure 4.2 shows the arrangement of the major components of

the bundle counter installation.

When the block was in place, the sensing components of the bundle

counter were installed to obtain, test data to verify the theoretical

calculations. A malfunction in one of the amplifiers significantly reduced

the value of this data, but enough information was obtained to proceed with
the manufacture of the electronics.

During manufacture, the analysis of the data continued, and a number
of changes were made. Some operating limitations were recognized but
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required extensive redesign and solutions were not implemented.
The initial testing and operation showed a number of performance

errors and limitations whose sources could not be identified and the
decision was made to perform complete tests under laboratory conditions.
The bundle counter was taken to DSMA where radiation sources were
available to simulate fuel movements. These tests identified a number of
design errors, manufacturing errors and performance limitations which
were rectified by repair and redesign. A chronological listing of
modifications during this period as well as subsequently, appears in Figure
*.3.

The instrument was reinstalled at Douglas Point in March, before the
end of the long shutdown that started August 9,1976. This is referred to as
Test No. 1 in the Test Program section. The counter was fully powered for
a 36 day period of no fuel handling activity, and all registers remained
stable.

After reactor start-up the counter was used to monitor normal fuel
handling operations for 41 days. During this period, 118 pairs of fuel
bundles were discharged from the reactor and all were successfully logged
by the secure registers on the bundle counter. The power supply registers
missed one pair, and this phenomenon was diagnosed as mechanical stiction
in the register. Since these devices are sealed units, no maintenance was

_ attempted.
It was recognized that more extensive testing with single bundles and

ram extensions was necessary, as well as confirmation of shielding and
collimation performance, and detection threshold optimization. Plans were
made for a repeat of the analog tests made during manufacture of the
counter. This series of analog measurements is referred to as Test No. 3.

5. TEST NO. 3

5.1 Purpose

The general purpose was to verify theoretical calculation on radiation
profiles, optimize the counter response to the wide range of fields, and
determine limits of performance. Specifically, the list of items to be
determined was as follows:

1. The relative strength of the detected radiation field for various
fuel bundles and ram extensions.



DATE

JAN. 27/77

FEB. 1/77

FEB. 3/77

FEB. 9/77

FEB. 10/77

FEB. 14/77

FEB. 18/77

HAR. 1/77

HAR. 2/77

MAR. 2/77

KAR. 3/77

OCT. 3/77

OCT. 6/77

MODIFICATION

Replaced two of SN5497
(positions 112-4 and 112-5)

Added buffer (type 17407) and
pull-up resistor

Replaced single shot 174123
(position 122-4)

Added fifty O. IpF bypass
capacitors beside each
digital chip

Added two S1OOOuF filter
capacitors to 5 volt power
inputs on component boards

Added buffer (type 17407) after
flip-flop output «121-4 pin 13

Added logic gates 17402.
Significantly revised latter
part of circuit

Changed printer inputs

Revised power supply decoder/
driver and counter register
wiring

Added heavier duty cable

Added 1 Kohm cull-up resistors
at inputs to power supply
decoder/driver

Replaced amplifier 13401
(position 111-2, R-side)

Added lOOOuF capacitor to
one- c ho t multi-vibrator
(position 114-2)

PURPOSE

Bundle counter did not count
when tested after receipt of
circuit cards from Sandia
Laboratories. Components
apparently failed in transit.

To transmit the power failure
signal to the power supply for
test point accessibility.

A 'spare* buffer was wired
according to Sandia Laboratories
instructions to provide a
power failure interface signal.
However, as the buffer was
already used, the chip was
damaged.

Good design practice calls for
these capacitors to provide noise
imxinity from the current transients.

Due to the long distance between
the power supply and the bundle
counter, it was felt that better
filtering was necessary.

Too many inputs were overloading
that flip-flop output.

A design change was required to
enable the bundle counter to count
correctly if the radiation field
statistical variation fluctuated
through the detection level more
than once per transition.

To reflect changes previously
made to the logic.

To reflect changes previously made
to the bou.KHe counter driver
circuits.

To reduce voltage drop between
power supply and buncle counter.
To maintain voltage within
specifications for the electronics
in both the power supply and
bundle counter.

Due to the long distance between
the power supply and the bundle
counter, low impedance path to
+VCC is required for noise
immunity and decoder/ driver
Chip protection.

Component failure while under
test at Douglas Point.

Bundle counter did not count
when set to maximum sensitivity.
Capacitor shown on schematic had
not been installed

FIGURE 4.3
• BUNDLE COUNTER MODIFICATIONS
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2. The shape of the radiation profile as bundles approach and
recede from the counter.

.. 3. The response of the counter logic to fluctuations in the field
profile as bundles move past the counter.

4. The speed of the shuttle as it passes the counter and possible
variations.

5. The apparent length of the detected radiation field as bundles
move past the counter.

6. The actual time gap or overlap available between radiation
profiles for single bundles and pairs moving past both detectors.

7. The logic time gap or overlap produced by the instrument from
the actual radiation profiles.

8. The optimization of the decision threshold settings to maximize
the operating range of the instrument.

9. The optimization of the shielding and collimation.

5.2 Test Procedure

The bundle counter was left installed in its shielding block with all
electronic circuitry functioning. In addition to the digital readout from 1he
counter registers and the power supply registers, a four channel high speed
analog recorder was connected to specially buffered terminals which
allowed real time recording of the analog outputs from both geiger tubes
and the logic inputs to the decision circuitry. This permitted recording of
the radiation profiles seen by each tube in proper time relation, as well as
the precise points at which the logic circuits responded to the profiles.
Figure 5.1 shows the schematic arrangement of the test instrumentation.

Radiation survey meters on the floor of the service building along the
line of the fuel transfer tube and approximately 2 meters in front of the
bundle counter location gave adequate warning when the shuttle containing
fuel was approaching the counter. The recorder was then switched to a
high speed to obtain the analog traces.

A total of 42 recorded runs were made, 14 tests involved single
bundles, 13 involved bundle pairs and 14 ram extensions. In addition, one
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test was run with the shuttle empty to verify that the instrument does not

respond to the empty shuttle. Figure 5.2 is a summary table of
experimental data and calculations for various test parameters of fuel
bundle runs during which data was recorded. Figure 5.3 is a summary of
the ram extension runs.

5.3 Test Results

The bundle counter and recording equipment worked very well and
good data was obtained. Precise speed determination of the shuttle was
possible from the radiation field trace which, in turn, permitted accurate
correlation of the field profile with the actual position of the shuttle.
Previous experience reduced the number of set-up and calibration runs
required, so that most of the runs made contributed to the test data.

The results of the test are summarized here by topic of the
information sought, and correspond to the list of test purposes given in
Section 5.1.

5.3.1 Detected Field Strength

The reason for desiring this information is twofold. First, if the
fields due to ram extensions were in all cases lower than for fuel, then it
could be possible to set detection thresholds at a level that would count
fuel only. Failing that the detected field strength is required for
determining the performance limits.

The ranges of detected field strengths for fuel bundles and ram
extensions are shown in Figure 5A. It is evident that the end shield bundles
are an order of magnitude lower in field strength than the ram extensions
used. In fact, even bundles from core positions are comparable to the
hotter ram extensions. Further, since the ram extensions available in these
tests were all colder than normal because of the extended shutdown prior
to the tests, it is clear that it is not possible to exclude ram extensions
from the counter record on the basis of field strength alone.

The most important consideration for the detection of a ram
extension is its frequency of use over the past two or three weeks, which
determines the level of activation of specific isotopes. This factor makes
the detection of ram extensions after a long shutdown most dependent on
the immediate past use. Several hours out of the core under these
circumstances would be enough to reduce the radiation field to below
detection levels. If the reactor has been operating for more than a month
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and the ram extensions used consistently, then they could be detected much
longer after their last use, perhaps several weeks.

Since ram extensions are normally transported only several times a
year, and since there are only a small number of them, the error in the
count of bundles will be small, although inevitable. At present, the
estimate for transport of ram extensions is four units twice a year.

If they were all counted on the way to the bay, and none counted
when returned to the reactor, the equivalent error would be +8 pairs. At a
nominal throughput of 1,000 pairs per year, this represents an error of 0.8%
which would have to be added to the other instrument errors. If some of
the ram extensions were either not counted on the way to the bay, or
counted on return to the reactor, this error would be decreased.

Spent fuel from all but outside channel locations saturates the
detectors. This occurs at about 100 R/hr at the detector. This causes no
problem other than a possible delay of approximately 40 msec for the tube
to start coming out of saturation. In fact, very fast saturation creates a
uniform and repeatable detector signal profile which could be used in an
alternative electronic configuration for the discrimination between single
bundle and bundle pair transfers.

5.3.2 Radiation Profiles

The detected field due to scattered radiation as the fuel approaches
the bundle counter location is extensive and for hot fuel can exceed the
direct field f.-om colder bundles. This was originally considered detri-
mental to the proper operation of the counter since it provided more
opportunity for statistical variation in field strength as the field crosses
the detection threshold which, in turn, could cause the logic to receive
more than one signal and react incorrectly. Subsequently, the logic
circuitry was redesigned and now the statistical fluctuation is no longer a
problem. In view of this fact, the outer absorption shields around the
transfer tube on either side of the counter location are not required and
may be discarded.

Figure 5.5 shows a typical profile from a single bundle and Figure 5.6
from a bundle pair. The important aspect of the profile is the slope of the
de'creasing field of the first tube and the slope of the increasing field of the
second tube. Both these slopes are directly related to the shielding and
collimation between the two tubes of the counter and the response
characteristics of the tubes. The other two slopes are less distinct, but are
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not significant to the operation of the instrument.

"iiie precise location of the geiger tubes above the collimating holes,
and the shielding of the section of the transfer tube between the detectors
create the signal overlap or gap which gives the counter the ability to
discriminate between one and two bundles. Therefore, the shielding in this
area is most important for the proper operation of the counter. The
saturation slopes indicate that the shielding is adequate, but the optimi-
zation of the collimation and spacing could improve counter performance.

5.3.3 Effect of Field Fluctuations

Radiation fields have a significant statistical variation over milli-
second periods. Around detection threshold levels this variation is as high
as 20% over 5 to 10 millesecond periods. In order to stabilize the logic
response to this variation, a sampling time of 38 milliseconds was chosen
and the geiger tube outputs were put through a number of divider networks.
This still proved inadequate to prevent multiple logic signals as the
detected signal fluctuated so memory circuitry and time delays were
incorporated. The counter now has immunity to field fluctuations in time
periods under 300 milliseconds while retaining the high speed response
necessary to differentiate between one and two bundle passes.

Figure 5.5 shows this effect as well as the logic response. The front
end of the logic responded to the rise and fall of the field as the bundle
went under the outer absorption shield but the remainder of the circuitry is
immune to these signals and the counter indexed properly and only when
the bundle passed under the counter itself.

When very hot fuel bundles passed by the counter, the tests showed
that the outer absorption shields might be able to artifically create a field
fluctuation with a period longer than 300 milliseconds. For this reason, the
outer absorption shields should be removed.

5.3.* Speed of the Shuttle

An unplanned benefit from the presence of the outer absorption
shields was a pair of relatively exact and easily identifiable points on the
profile traces which correspond to the points in time when the shuttle front
end enters the first shield and when the rear end leaves the last shield.

. From these points, it is possible to determine with precision the average

speed of the shuttle as it passes the detector area.
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The speed variations in the various runs of the test was smaller than
expected. The average speed of the carrier containing one bundle was 107
cm/sec and with two bundles the averaged speed was 10& cm/sec. The
variation in speed for single bundles was about 2% and for pairs, with one
exception, about 5%.

Seven single bundle transfers and seven pair transfers were averaged
to obtain these speeds. One run, No. 23, was excepted from the
calculations as it exhibited an unusually slow speed. No explanation was
found at the time of the test. The timing marks on the chart indicate that
the correct chart speed was chosen. The transfer system pumps apparently
functioned throughout the transfer. One remaining possibility is a slower
transfer due to some defect in the fuel or particulates in the transfer tube
which increase the friction between the shuttle and tube. This, in fact, is
supported by the counter response during this run. Despite the fact that
the detector logic successfully identified a bundle pair travelling towards
the bay, the registers logged a single bundle transfer to the reactor. This
phenomenon could occur if loose radioactive particles were in the transfer
tube a meter or so ahead of the shuttle as it approached the counter. If
used deliberately, this method would, in fact, be one of the easiest
subversion techniques.

5.3.5 Apparent Length of Fields

Due to reflected and scattered radiation, the counter geiger tubes see
fuel bundles considerably longer than their physical length, the speed of
travel, and the size of the window would indicate. Because of the presence
of the outer absorption shields, accurate speed measurements were possible
for each individual run. This made identification of apparent length of
fields and correlation of bundle position with profile shape much more
accurate and useful than would have been possible from theoretical or
average speed calculations.

From the table of Figure 5.2, it can be seen that the apparent length
of a single bundle around the level at which detection occurs is two to four
times the actual length. Because the fuel moves past windows which are
0.75 bundle lengths long, the apparent length signal includes the window
length contribution. Due to the extensive shielding in the area between the
detectors, most of the remaining apparent length originates as the bundle

F—
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approaches the first window and recedes from the second, and does not

affect the operation of the counter. However, even with this severe
shielding, fuel from high flux positions produces profiles that have a gap of
less than 1/4 bundle, which is half of the theoretical separation the
geometry could provide without the effect of the apparent length.

For bundle pairs, the apparent length at detection levels is also
significantly longer than the actual length. In this case, however, the.
added apparent length works to advantage and produces more substantial
overlap of the two detector signals.

When the apparent length is measured at 1350 mR/m, the results are
very close to actual lengths, and the separation between single bundle
profiles matches the theoretical expectations and also becomes very
uniform. Unfortunately, the low fields associated with end shield bundles
cannot maintain a high signal overlap for bundle pairs containing one end
shield bundle. But at this signal level, the average signal length seems to
provide excellent discrimination between single bundle and bundle pair
transfers.

The geometrical representations of actual fuel position with time
relative to the detected signals shown on Figure 5.5 and 5.6 can be used to
visualize the relationship between the actual fuel position and the apparent
fuel position as determined by the detectors at any time during the passage
of the fuel past the bundle counter.

5.3.6 Actual Time Gap and Overlap Between Signals

The time gap between the detected signals from a single bundle
provides the logic input for indexing the appropriate register. The
theoretical spacing between the two detectors is 1-1/2 bundle lengths, or
75 cm. The fuel travels approximately one meter per second, which means
that for 250 milliseconds one bundle is not visible to either detector. In
actual fact, because the apparent length of the radiation field is
considerably larger than the physical length of the bundle, this time is
much shorter, and could easily be half of the theoretical value, or even
less. For very hot single bundles with short cooling times, it is possible for
the gap to reduce to zero, or even to an overlap, in which case the counter
would register the passage as a bundle pair.

The time overlap between detected signals for a bundle pair initiates
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an equivalent logic function for the pairs registers. In this case, the longer
apparent length of a bundle pair works to advantage. The theoretical 1-1/2
bundle spacing was meant to produce equal gap and overlap times for single
bundles and pairs. From the tests, the overlap varies from very nearly the
theoretical for pairs from the majority of core locations to almost double
for hot pairs taken from high flux positions in the core.

The time gap and overlap, of course, depend also on the radiation
level at which the measurement is made, and to be useful, this
measurement must be made at the detection level selected by switches in
the electronics. The choice of detection level is influenced by absolute
radiation levels and the performance limits in addition to optimization of
gap and overlap functions. Fuel burn-up, core position, irradiation history,
cooling history, transfer speed, shielding and collimation all affect the gap
or overlap that will exist at any given detection level setting. Unfor-
tunately, the gap or overlap of the signals is much more sensitive to
changes in these parameters than the signal lengths themselves.

Only a small difference exists between the gap of a hot single bundle
and the overlap of a cold bundle pair. This difference demands exact
spacing of the detector tubes. Good shielding and collimation and correct
choice of detection level help to increase the difference somewhat.
Nevertheless, fuel characteristics have a direct bearing on the performance
of the instrument, and are the basis for the limiting statements of what the
instrument will detect correctly.

Referring to Figure 5.2, the signal gap and overlap column at the
detection levels shows that, for the reactor conditions and fuel dishcarged
during the test, some optimization of the detector spacing is indicated. If
the spacing were increased by 0.15 bundle lengths (7.5cm) the minimum
gap and overlap could be balanced at 0.35 bundle lengths. It is important to
note that the reactor was at 70% power throughout this test. If the power
were raised to 100%, the gap for hot single bundles would be reduced still
further, justifying an even greater increase in spacing. However, a
coincident decrease in detection level could also be required for bundle
pairs containing an end shield bundle.

From the results of these tests, it is not possible to accurately state
at what reactor power levels the counter would begin to miscount. It does

appear that at 70% power the overlap from cold bundle pairs is adequate
for proper detection and the gap from a hot single bundle is also adequate,
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but marginally so. Without experimental back-up, it appears that if the
power were raised to 90%, a significant number of high flux residence
single bundles could cause the detector to register pairs. Also, if the power
were lowered to less than 60%, pairs containing an end shield bundle would
be counted as singles.

Subsequent data from test * shows that even at 70% power
approximately 5% of such pairs were counted as singles, indicating that
perhaps 70% power might have to be the lower limit of reliable
performance. Some of the improvements described in Section 8 would
increase this performance range. However, substantial improvements
would not be realized without major redesign of the collimation.

5.3.7 Logic Time Gap and Overlap Between Signals

In order to provide unambiguous signals for the logic decisions, the
instrument integrates the detected field over periods of 38 milliseconds.
Counting logic requires three sequential periods of detected field above the
threshold level setting before the subsequent logic sequences are initiated.
Similarly, after the signal has been recognized, the counting logic requires
three sequential periods of detected field below the decision level before
the logic sequences are continued. This results in a time offset of the logic
gap (or overlap) from the actual signal gap (or overlap) of between 76 to
114 msec. The range of time stems from the possibility that sufficient
field can be detected near the end of one sampling period for the counting
logic to recognize the presence of the item in that period. This
phenomenon further reduces the decHon time available between two
signals by one clock period.

The logic responses to the detected signal can be seen on the
examples in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 and the table in Figure 5.7. The time
period during which the logic first detected fuel presence is indicated on
the figures by a 38 millisecond portion of the signal preceding the logic
response. Despite the 3S millisecond ambiguity, it is plain that a
significant difference in the response exists in cases where the geiger tube
rapidly comes out of saturation. Logic responses to the reflected field as
the fuel approaches exhibit negligible difference between increasing and
decreasing fields. However, in the area between the detection windows,
where the collimation is very severe and when hot bundles are involved, the
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detection level for a decreasing field is consistently and significantly
higher than the level for an increasing field. This phenomena is an aid in
recognizing single bundle transfers, but significantly reduces the logic
overlap in pair transfers.

Fortunately, when the field strength is low such as from an end shield
bundle, the unsaturation of the tube is gradual enough that the logic
responds approximately at the same level as on an approaching signal.
Figure 5.8 shows a typical bundle pair transfer where the second bundle is
from an end shield position. If the logic had responded to the slowly
unsaturating signal as it does to the fast slope signals, a signal gap instead
of overlap, would have been generated and this pair would have been
counted as a single.

At a nominal 100 cm/sec of transfer speed, each 38 msec period
advances the fuel by U cm. Were it not for this very unsymmetrical tube
response to saturating and unsaturating signals, the detectors would have to
be separated a further k or 12 cm to balance the detection ability between
singles and pair transfers.

5.3.8 Threshold Level Setting

The decision threshold is that level in the detected field which
actuates the decision logic. The threshold is adjustable by means of
switches in the electronics, and has a range of from an equivalent of 20
mR/hr detected field up to several thousand R per hour. The experimental
results indicate an optimum setting for the decision threshold of about 250
mR/hr. As can be seen from the data in Figure 5.2, this setting directly
affects the ability of the instrument to discriminate between one and two
fuel bundles. Accepting the fact that there are performance limits for the
instrument in this application, that is, accepting the fact that hot single
bundles above a certain burn-up or power level will be miscounted as
doubles, and that cold bundle pairs below a certain burnup or power level
will be miscounted as singles, the setting of this decision level will shift the

operating range either to properly identify hotter single bundles at the
expense of miscounting more cold pairs or vice versa. The 250 mR setting
appears tc be close to the optimum compromise assuming the reactor is
operated at its design parameters and accepting the fact that • the
collimation, shielding, and spacing of the geiger tubes cannot be changed.
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If they could, then a lower decision level, and slightly increased spacing
would broaden the operating range somewhat.

A further requirement of the decision threshold is that it be low
enough to detect relatively cold fuel. Unfortunately, the fields for cold
fuel can be lower than those of ram extensions. It is thus not possible to
choose a setting which will detect all fuel and not respond to any ram
extensions. Within the limited flexibility in performance optimization, and
the obvious preference that must be given to fuel detection, it is not
worthwhile to attempt to optimize the error due to either counting or
missing ram extensions. The decision threshold has therefore been picked
solely to optimize detection of fuel, and the response of the instrument to
ram extensions is accepted as is.

Lowering the threshold level setting much below 250 mR/hr will
increase the risk of false signals from the fuel as it passes under the outer
absorption shields. With these shields removed, somewhat lower levels
could be used, but again with increasing risk of false signals, this time from
scattered fields or contamination in the transfer tube. The miscounting of
hot single bundles as pairs would definitely increase unless the reactor
power limit were restricted, or the geiger tube spacing increased.

Since the transfer of cold pairs is a more routine activity than the
transfer of hot singles, then for normal operation, neglecting possible
effects of subversion, the instrument might yield a higher overall accuracy
by reducing the threshold level setting to perhaps 200 mR/hr. Also, from
an overall safeguards view, having hot singles count as pairs would be
counter-productive to any diversion effort.

5.3.9 Shielding and Collimation

As already stated, there is very limited scope for optimization of
shielding or collimation without major changes to the structure. In general,
the requirements for shielding and collimation are simple. The more the
better. Specifically, shielding between the two geiger tubes is most
important, as it directly affects the detectable difference between one and
two bundle transfers. The vertical hanging shields installed between the
underside of the concrete block and the transfer tube help to create a
sharper distinction between the signals from fuel under the center
absorption shield and fuel in the detection window. Increasing the
thickness of the shields has a limited benefit since the reflected field from
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the fuel contributes significantly to the long detected length of the field.
The lead shields immediately below the geiger tubes preferentially

attenuate the scattered and reflected fields. This also helps to increase
discrimination capability. These shields are presently 1.6 cm thick, and
space is available for doubling this value. If this were done, however, the
decision threshold would have to be lowered because of the increased
attenuation of all fields detected by the sensor tubes. This could begin to
cause problems as these circuits are already operating close to the lowest
available settings. An increase in thickness to a total of perhaps 2.5 cm as
a maximum could be tried. At this level of shielding, the decision threshold
would have to be lowered to approximately 50 mR/hr. The level of
improvement in the discrimination could be about 10 to 20 msec of
additional time in the actual time gap available, which probably does not
justify the change.

The collimation is fairly inflexible, given a fixed spacing between
geiger tubes. Figure 4.2 shows the schematic shape of the collimation from
which it can be seen that the geiger tube spacing of 1.5 bundle lengths has
been maintained throughout the shielding resulting in a centerline spacing
of the detection windows of 2.25 bundle lengths. If the surface geometry
of the holes were modified to provide maximum absorption or downward
reflection of indirect radiation, then the apparent field length of bundles
could be reduced. This would require creating a stepped surface on the
insides of the collimating pipes, which would be a costly process for the
existing block.

An alternative would be to simply reduce the diameter of the
collimating holes, since most of the fuel saturates the detector well before
the detection window is filled by the passing bundle. The geometrical
shapes in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 illustrate the position of the fuel in
synchronism with the detected field profile. These figures show that
saturation occurs before the windows are 50% occupied, indicating that
smaller windows and collimation holes could be used.

Decreasing the sizes of these components in the existing installation
would reduce the apparent length of the signals and also the field strength.
The apparent length reduction would tend to enhance the difference
between single bundles and pairs, but the reduced field strength could
reduce the fields from end shield bundles to perhaps below detectable
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levels. The overall effect would probably be beneficial only for slight
reduction, unless the reductions were accompanied by a better exclusion of
reflected and indirect fields.

During fuel transfer operations the fields around the electronics
reach 500 mR. The fields above the shielding block are less than 10 mR,
and are lower by a factor of two than the fields on the service area floor
elsewhere along the fuel transfer route. The accumulated dose for the
geiger tubes would be approximately 50 mR per bundle which would yield
an annual dose of approximately 100 R. This is quite insignificant
compared to operating experience in other facilities where similar tubes
have accumulated doses of 10 R.

6.1

6.2

TEST NO. *

Test No. 4 was organized to estimate the reliability and accuracy of
the device under actual operating conditions. There are important
qualifications associated with this test. No deliberate subversion was
attempted. Inspections and servicing were performed by personnel familiar
with the device and were not given time limits. Reactor operation and fuel
handling did not span the full range of normal operating capabilities.

The conclusions drawn from the test must reflect these limitations.
Specifically, the accumulated error in the count of bundles must be
recognized as only one facet of the overall instrument error, and this error
will generally be increased by other considerations like component failure,
a broader range of operating conditions, possible aging of critical
components, and the more nebulous aspects like power interruptions,
instrument failures, subversion, and mishandling.

Test Procedure

The bundle counter was installed in its shielding block in every
respect identical to its intended operating condition except for a real time
printer connected to buffered signal terminals in the power supply box. No
restrictions were placed on reactor operation or fuel handling. In fact,
occasional single bundle transfers and ram extension movements were
encouraged in order to exercise the instrument more fully.

Daily checks at the power supply registers and printer were made and
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a log kept of their operation. All anomalies were noted and correlated with
reactor operating conditions and fuel handling details. Monthly checks
were made of the secure counter registers.

During the test period, the reactor was operated at only 70% of its
approved power limit with an associated reduction in neutron flux densities
and fuel handling frequency. This was an operating constraint not related
to safeguards work.

6.3 Test Results

Figure 6.1 shows a tabulation of the fuel movements and counter
operation. From May 19 to September 6 (110 days) 212 pairs of fuel
bundles and IS singles were discharged. The counter logged 208 pairs and
21 singles. In addition, 4 passes of 2 ram extensions were made, and none
of these actions was detected.

Excepting the ram extension transfers, the counter made five errors
resulting in the logging of 5 bundles less than were actually transferred.

Three of the errors were mistaking bundle pairs for singles and all
three of these occurred simultaneously on both register banks. The fourth
error was the missing of a bundle pair on the secure registers while
counting properly on the power supply registers, and the fifth error was the
missing of a bundle pair on the power supply register but counting properly
on the secure registers. The net error therefore was identical on both
register banks although some of the errors were created at different times.

On June 10, the power supply register missed one pair in a 3 pair
discharge. The secure registers were not read until 3uly 11, but by
inference, all three pairs were detected. The channel fuelled was M17.

On 3une 22 both the power supply registers and the printer logged one
pair of a four pair discharge as a single bundle transfer to the bay. Again
by inference, the secure registers made a similar error. From fuel handling
records, it was determined that this pair was from positions 11 and 12 in
the core (12 is one end shield position). The channel was T07 and with the

reactor at only 70% power, the neutron flux density at position 11 was less
than 10% of central core flux density.

A similar occurrence happened on Dune 30, this time from channel
KO*. Again the pair containing the end shield bundle was counted as a
single by all three record systems.
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The fourth error occurred some time between the July 11 inspection
of the secure registers and the August 3 inspection, when one pair was
missed by the secure registers. Both the printer and power supply registers
recorded all events correctly, hence exact identification of the event is not
possible, and no explanation can be given.

Since the logic signals for all registers originate from one place, it is
not clear how the two register sets could record different data. One
explanation for the power supply registers missing a count could be the long
signal cable, possibly less than ideally matched, where the signal could
deteriorate. Lab tests do not support this theory as steps were taken to
match the system and significantly increase the transmitted signal power.
Another explanation for errors at either register might be simple
mechanical stiction of the register wheels. This has been observed during
the lab tests, but the sealed register units have no provisions for
maintenance.

The fifth error occurred on August 5 when all systems again logged
one pair in a four pair discharge as a single. The channel was A09 and the
pair contained an end shield bundle.

Figure 6.2 shows the core grid pattern and the channels from which
the counting errors originated.

On September 6th the bundle counter failed to respond at all to a four
pair fuel transfer. When the instrument was investigated at site, all power
supplies were found to be functioning and set correctly. The geiger tubes
also responded satisfactorily to source tests. The unit was removed and
taken to the DSMA lab for trouble-shooting. One amplifier in the reactor
end geiger tube circuit was found to be defective. Repairs were made and
the unit was tested and reinstalled at the site on October 7.

When the counter was installed on May 20, it was not anticipated that
the reactor would be limited to 70% power for the entire test. In order to
match the performance characteristics of the instrument more closely to
the reactor operating condition, the threshold level setting was changed on
October 7 from 250 mR/hr to 200 mR/hr.

During the 31 days, the instrument was inoperative 65 fuel bundles
were transferred. During the 32 days, from October 7th to the end of the
test period on November 7th, 39 pairs and 2 singles were transferred. The
counter logged all these correctly.

In total, during the 141 days the counter was operating, 251 pairs and
20 singles were discharged. The counter logged 247 pairs and 23 singles.
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TOTAL NUMBER OF CHANNELS FUELLED DURING TEST WAS 72.

ERRORS
JUNE 10 M17 missed one pair on power supply registers
JUNE 22 T07 one pair counted as a single
JUNE 30 K04 one pair counted as a single
JULY ? missed one pair on secure registers

AUG. 5 A09 one pair counted as a single

FIGURE 6.2

CHANNELS REFUELLED DURING TEST 4
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7. TAMPER-PROOFING

The original design of the bundle counter included extensive tamper-

proofing and tamper-indicating of the bundle counter assembly. Special

materials were used that resist drilling and cutting or that shatter or tear

when forced entry is attempted. Important and sensitive components have
been grouped under protective housings such that only input power and the

signal cables for the non-secured registers in the power supply are

accessible.
The important characteristic of a tamper-proofing or indicating

system must be its ability to cater to all forms of subversion of similar

difficulty. The present devices protect key components against skilled,
determined and complex physical entry. But other methods of subversion
such as the use of radiation sources, are much easier to implement and no
protective devices exist to deter or detect these. The tamper-proofing

must be designed as a system taking into account all aspects of the

instrument, its installation and operation.

When the tamper-proofing system is designed, it is necessary to
decide or determine the level of subversion effort which is to be
considered. Lacking definitive guidelines, this level could be taken as
equivalent to subverting the standard IAEA seals. This would mean that

forced entry into ordinary locked and sealed cabinets would ue deemed to

provide sufficient tamper-indication if an inspection can be made of the

perimeter components and the seal. Also cables within captive or
embedded conduit would be considered secure.

The bundle counter could be subverted using any one of the following
methods:

1. Insert shielding material between the counter and the transfer

tube.

2. Shuffle fuel in the transfer machine and discharge end shield

residence bundles singly or in pairs, or allow the fuel to cool

before transfer.

3. Disconnect the signal cables from the counter registers during

fuel handling.

4. Lower or raise the power supply voltage to the point where the

logic ceases to function.
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5. Raise the gamma radiation level around the counter above the
detection threshold.

6. Raise the gamma radiation level in the transfer tube water
above the reset level.

7. Install a second carrier and transfer more than two bundles
simultaneously.

8. Transfer fuel at speeds exceeding approximately 10 meters per
second.

9. Bypass the section of transfer tube monitored by the counter.

The tamper-proofing mechanisms to cater to these subversion
techniques could be composed of the following items:

1. To detect use of shielding material between the transfer tube
and the counter, captive steel tubes have been installed in that
space. These tubes cannot be removed without cutting unless
the shielding block is raised. The block is sealed in place as
detailed in item 3.

Two shortcomings of this tamper-indicator exist. The inspec-
tion of the tubes requires access to the transfer tube trench, or
dismantling of the bundle counter installation. Also, the tubes
protect only part of the detection window, and it is possible to
shield the unprotected portions and successfully pass fuel of
modest irradiation without detection.

2. Shuffling fuel so that end shield bundles are transferred singly
will result in very low fields available for detection. Depending
on the fuel history and reactor power, these bundles could pass
undetected. No defense has been found against this method,
when radiation fields are below the performance limits of the
counter.

Allowing the fuel discharged from the reactor to cool for a
number of days before transfer would probably be of only small
benefit and long cooling times would require additional
facilities. The fuel stored in the bay for more than a few years
would probably oass undetected even with increased sensitivity,
although experimental confirmation of this was not possible.
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6.

7.

Disconnecting signal cables or otherwise altering the elec-
tronics is prevented by seals. The tamper-indicating devices
and materials of the counter itself are an optional back-up in
this installation. The primary indication is a seal on the power
supply door, and a tamper-indicating wire routed through the
cable conduit which requires access to the power supply before
the shielding block, or the lead block covering the counter, can
be moved without breaking the wire.

This method assumes that such determined efforts as tunnelling
through the concrete, or cutting into the power supply housing
will either be impractical or will be visible upon inspection.

Tampering with the system voltages requires access to the
power supply which is covered by item 3. If the station power
source is lowered or disconnected, the secure battery pack will
maintain system operation for approximately 24 hours. When
the battery pack is exhausted, a power failed register is indexed
to record the event. This register functions on either
undervoltage or overvoltage, and responds before the voltage
limits of the logic are reached.

If the gamma field at the geiger tubes is raised above the
detection threshold, any amount of fuel can be transferred
without record. Presently, no device exists to detect this
method, but a film badge or TLD placed in or on the counter
could be used to indicate if strong radiation fields have been
directed at the bundle counter from a direction other than the
transfer tube.

If the gamma field in the transfer tube is raised, the counter
will not respond to fuel transfers. The detector of item 5
cannot register this event since the source of radiation can, in
all respects, be similar to fuel in the transfer tube. Defense
against this method is not readily available.

If more than two bundles are transferred simultaneously, the
logic will register a maximum of two. Defense against this
method is not readily available without altering the logic of the
counter.
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S. If the shuttle is transported at speeds exceeding the response
time of the instrument, it will not record the transfer. Defense
against this method is also not readily available without
redesign of the logic. Without considering other response
restraints, if the shuttle containing one bundle is transported ai
a speed such that the field passes one detector in less than
three clock periods, the event will go undetected. This requires
a speed of approximately 10 meters per second, assuming an
apparent field length of double the bundle length.

For bundle pairs where the cold bundle is loaded last, if the
shuttle is moved at a speed which makes the slow unsaturation
of the first detector fast enough to cause the logic to trigger at
high levels instead of near threshold, the pair would be counted
as a single. This speed might be as low as 2 or 3 meters per
second.

8. IMPROVEMENT POSSIBILITIES

It is difficult to describe improvement possibilities for the bundle
counter or its installation and use without going beyond the scope of this
evaluation or the intended purpose of this instrument. Most of the points
brought out in this section would be impractical to implement unless a
major redesign of the bundle counter were undertaken. The easy
modifications have already been done.

The improvements are grouped into a number of major categories, the
most important being 'Design1 of the instrument, which includes its
philosophy of operation as well as use of materials and distribution of
components. The 'Operation' of the device is really an extension of Design,
but includes performance capability, reliability and alternative methods of
detection. 'Maintenance' covers such items as diagnostics and repair, and
includes tamper-proofing since the use and verification of tamper-
indicating devices involves diagnostic functions. Several ideas such as
restrictions to plant operation, or alternative locations of the instrument,
are appended to whatever item would be improved by their application.
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The design of the instrument used for this development work was
adapted from a previous application. Consequently, the basic geometry,
specifically the spacing between detectors, could not be optimized. For
this specific installation, an increase in spacing of at least 7.5 cm seems
warranted.

From the testing and maintenance performed on the instrument, it
appears that a different deployment of components would facilitate both
operation and maintenance. First of all, assuming tamper-proofing can
effectively be applied, as much of the electronics as possible should be
moved to the power supply enclosure, including the registers. In addition,
the electronics should be arranged in modular packages which could be
easily diagnosed for faults and field-replaced when found defective. A
significant simplification of the electronics could be implemented,
especially if the device was assembled for a specific site and operating
conditions.

The geiger tube output pulses are shaped and then put through a
series of settable divider networks which count the number of pulses in
fixed-length clock periods. In order to get the required sensitivity the
dividers must be set very close to their minimum capability. This allows
statistical variations in the radiation field to affect the signal through the
divider networks and into the logic. Although this can be handled by logic
design, it adds a complication which could be avoided by more sensitive
detectors, or a relocation of the counter closer to the transfer tube.

The present arrangement of electronics functions with a significant
difference between the logic responses to rapidly increasing and decreasing
signals. If/jthe detection electronics is altered as it might be in a
component reduction program, the response might be made more symme-
trical. This would necessitate a further increase in spacing, but might
result in more accurate detection of a brqader range of irradiated fuel.

f??'''5-''
The electronics and logic both haveVscope for component reduction,

^v '

or the use of a microprocessor. The design criteria for this instrument
were primarily based on performance and development flexibility rather
than portability, ease of operation, or cost reduction.

The structural components, particularly those meant for tamper-
indicating, employ expensive materials and require special casting,

1



machining and finishing. Significant cost reductions could be realized in
this area. In addition, with most of the components moved to the power
supply enclosure, the structures around the geiger tubes could be greatly
simplified, avoiding the need of specially-designed concrete and lead
blocks.

8.2 Operation

At the beginning of the development work the bundle counter
exhibited electronic instability and sensitivity to electrical and electro-
magnetic interference. Subsequent modifications reduced this to what
appears a satisfactory level. However, the modifications were designed to
correct the operation of the instrument with a minimum of redesign to
existing circuitry. If this constraint were not applicable to a subsequent
design, then components with more inherent noise immunity could be used.

The reliability of the instrument cannot be adequately quantified with
the limited tests that have been completed to date. Nevertheless, it is
evident that a large number of single-component failures would each cause
total instrument failure. Properly designed back-up systems and duplica-
tion could improve this reliability.

The performance range in terms of reactor operating parameters and
the burnup and cooling time of the spent fuel is probably more constrained
than was expected at the start of the program. Optimization of the
detector spacing and threshold levels could improve this range a small
amount. Use of more severe collimation, as would exist if the detectors
were mounted in holes drilled into shielding concrete in an area where the
transfer tube is closely surrounded by concrete rather than being in a large
trench, would increase the performance range much more dramatically.

The detection of at least some of the ram extensions is inevitable
with the present design. Shielding baffles to selectively exclude ram
extension fields from the counter were shown to be ineffective early in the
development. Selection of threshold levels which could eliminate the error
contribution caused by ram extension transfers was shown to be impossible
without increasing the error contribution from end shield bundles. An
improvement in the accuracy of the data could be realized by restricting
the transfer of ram extensions.

As far as sensitivity is concerned, there is no difficulty in detecting
the presence of fuel as it passes the counter. The difficulty arises in
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maintaining the signals for a long enough period and in the proper sequence

to discriminate between single bundle transfers and pairs transfers. It
appears that several other signal characteristics could be worth exploring
for possible use in this discrimination. One would be the length of the
signal at approximately 1350 mR/hr, and the other would be the uniform
slopes of the geiger tube outputs going into and coming out of saturation.

The power requirements of the device limit the independent operation
to perhaps 2* hours or less depending on the condition of the battery back-
up. With the same size of batteries, considerably longer operating times
could be achieved if the instrument were designed to shut down to a
monitoring state when the detected signal falls to near background. The
geiger tube output could be used to alert the system to a measuring state.

"; The continuous operation of the geiger tubes by themselves would draw
considerably less power than the entire logic and register circuits. A
component-reduction design or the use of low-power components could, of
course, also achieve some power saving, but not as significant as
effectively switching the system on only during fuel transfer operations.

8.3 Maintenance

Most of the improvement possibilities described in the other sections
would also result in improved maintenance. Such items as component
reduction, modular design, relocation of components to the power supply
and redundancy all have inherent maintenance advantages. A few other
items warrant specific mention.

Built-in diagnostics would greatly facilitate service checks, calibra-
tion if such were required, and repair. Diagnostics could be specific items
such as visible confirmation of logic states or internal readouts of geiger
tube outputs, or simply facilities for easy plug-in access to this data using
an external input-output module. If this module could at the same time
selectively input various radiation field simulations, then a very complete
functional check could easily be implemented.

The tamper-indicating devices around the bundle counter proper
require lifting of the lead block covering the counter opening and close
inspection of the devices in a cavity below floor level. A radiation hazard
exists if fuel is transferred at the time the counter is being inspected or
the secure registers read. The radiation fields above the counter from fuel
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passing through the transfer tube can briefly reach 500 mR/hr. The
relocation of not only the registers and associated electronics but also the

tamper-indicating devices to the power supply location would make
inspection easier and safer.

With a large portion of the electronics and associated mechanical
components in a cavity below floor level, the possibility exists of

radioactive contamination from water or dust penetrating the cavity.
Although this has not happened in the present installation, it could add

complexity and delay to routine maintenance or replacement.

"9. CONCLUSIONS

This section summarizes the capabilities and limitations of the bundle
counter under its present design parameters, installation details and

operating conditions. Although some specifications are stated in exact

terms, the nature of the instrument and the large number of interdependent
operating conditions require these conclusions to be considered as
estimates only.

9.1 Operating Conditions

There are upper and lower limits of reactor power beyond which the

counter may register incorrectly. Hot single bundles from central core
locations may count as pairs if reactor power is above 90% and fuel burnup

is close to the design maximum. Bundle pairs containing one end shield

bundle may be counted as singles if the reactor power is below 70%. These
estimates apply for fuel extracted from the reactor and discharged in the

normal time span of approximately two hours, and are the conditions at

which the effects begin to be evident.

9.2 Detection Capability

The effect of cooling time of the fuel on counter operation has not

been tested. Cooling times associated with normal fuel discharge

operations will probably not affect the performance limitation. Fuel which

has been cooling in the bay for times measured in years will probably have

fields below the detection capability of the instrument.

Ram extensions used for refuelling operations may be detected as
single bundles or pairs, or not detected at all, depending on their past
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history of use in the reactor and the time between their last use and
transfer past the counter. No exact definition of detection can be made.
If the reactor is at 70% power or less, it appears that even after several
months of use, the ram extensions are not hot enough to be detected. If
the reactor is at 100% power, or has been over 70% for more than a few
months, then ram extensions do get hot enough to be detected and require
days or weeks of cooling to reduce radiation fields below the detector
threshold settings. In general, the detection of ram extensions depends
greatly on the operating procedures, and these can usually be altered to
either favour detection or favour non-detection.

The test data suggests that detection capability is not affected by
changes in the shuttle speed, unless very drastic speed increases are made.

9.3 Shielding Requirements

The instrument requires that radiation fields around the detectors fall
below a background reset level after a transfer operation, before a
subsequent one can be detected. This level is in the order of a few mR/hr
at the geiger tubes and can be exceeded either by a strong source on the
floor above the instrument or by radioactive contamination of the transfer
tube water. It appears that contamination from a defective bundle can
suffice to raise this level high enough to cause errors. This normally
persists for one transfer only, due to dilution and the transfer tube water
filtration system.

The collimation is essential for proper operation of the counter. Any
removal or rearrangement of the shielding could cause errors. Except for
the introduction of extra shielding in front of the windows, any rearrange-
ment would most likely result in the counting of all transfers as pairs.

9.4 Reliability

In approximately 10 months of operation, there has been one
component failure in the field, and two during shipment. Malfunction of
the register banks has apparently occurred twice in the field and twice
under laboratory tests.

In general, any component failure, except of a register bank, would be
catastrophic, that is, would cause total incapacitation of the instrument.
There are a few negligible exceptions to this generalization, but the
majority of limited-life components, such as power supplies, geiger tubes,
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analog circuits and logic chips have no back-up or failure indication.
The battery back-up can maintain operation for no more than 24

hours and would generally be less due to the battery state.
•• Non-electronic components such as cables, connectors, junctions and

switches have not fared well. Printed circuit board connectors have had to
be refurbished during lab testing. Some terminals on strips in the power
supply have become open circuits, perhaps due to careless wiring at site.
The printed circuit card toggle switches which determine threshold level
settings have experienced oxidation of unused (normally open) poles such
that when a detection level change was attempted, the instrument did not
function until the switches were cleaned.

9.5 Inspection Requirements

Routine reading of the secure registers requires the service building
main crane to lift the upper lead block. The counter is located in
Contamination Control Zone 3 which requires radiation badges, accompani-
ment by station operating staff, the wearing of lab coats and plastic shoe
covers, and the use of hand and foot monitors on leaving the area.

During the time the lead block is 'not in place, the fuel transfer
system cannot be operated without prior arrangement and the setting up of
radiation barriers around the counter cavity.

Tools are required to remove whatever type of seal is installed on the
power supply, and a key is required to open the door. Simple electricians
tools are required to unfasten the sealing wire to permit lifting the upper
lead block. Both the power supply registers and the secure registers can be
read without any further dismantling of equipment.

Inspection of tamper-indicating facilities can be complex if it is
necessary to verify the integrity of the shielding in the transfer tube
trench. In that case, it is necessary to lift a second shielding block and
enter the trench. Protective clothing or even plastics could be required.

Excluding the trench inspection, the opening of the power supply and
counter cavity, reading of both register banks, and resealing could be

accomplished by two people in one hour, provided the crane is available.

9.6 Maintainability

There is a minor access hazard to the counter from potential transfer
tube operation. Troubleshooting of the instrument in its cavity is awkward
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9.7

due to the below-floor-level location and tight quarters. The instrument
can be lifted up to floor level without disconnecting any cabling by
removing four mounting bolts. Contamination of the housing and cavity is
possible from water and dust originating on the service area floor, although
this has not been a problem to date.

Because of the lack of built-in diagnostics, fault-finding is compli-
cated and time-consuming. Access to electronic components is restricted
because of the close packaging and use of wire-wrap boards.

Both the power supply box and the bundle counter assembly weight
approximately 10 kg each, and must be handled with care due to the fragile
components.

Replacement of defective components would be difficult to accom-
plish without lab facilities, and access to most components requires either
dismantling of other components or unsoldering of wires.

Subversion Possibilities

The counter can be subverted by discharging fuel resident in the
reactor end shields either singly or together with a second bundle of modest
irradiation or flux residence. Fuel stored 'in the bay for long periods could
be put past the counter undetected, although the safeguards in the storage
bay would also have to be subverted.

Transfers of more than two bundles simultaneously would register
only two on the detectors. Raising the radiation level in the transfer tube
water above the reset level would incapacitate the counter. Either
instigating or waiting for a component failure would enable fuel to be
transferred undetected. Shielding the space between the transfer tube and
the counter would also work.
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Two Schematics of Douglas Point Bundle Counter



ZO singles were discharged. The counter logged 2*7 pairs and 23 singles.
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APPENDIX D

Discussion of "Douglas Point Nuclear Generating Station Spent Fuel Bundle
Counter Evaluation. Report No. 764/954"

The report on the performance of the bundle counter at the Douglas Point
N.G.S. presented as Appendix B was written by Varis Smiltnieks of Dilworth,
Secord, Meagher, and Assoc. (DSMA). The AECB let a contract to DSMA, as
consulting engineers, to install, test, evaluate, and report on the performance
of the bundle counter. Also involved in this project were James W. Campbell
of Sandia Laboratories and Dr. A.C. Whittier of AECL Power Projects. The
bundle counter was designed and built by Sandia, while the radiation physics
and design of shielding necessary for the Douglas Point installation were
done at AECL Power Projects.

Both J.W. Campbell and A.C. Whittier were given the opportunity to review
this performance report before it was issued. Neither completely concurred
with the report, although the majority of the criticism came from A.C. Whittier.
The following is a brief resume of the main points of contention. Since it
was not possible to resolve these, they are reproduced here for the information
of the reader.

Comments From James H. Campbell

1. The report is a well documented and reasoned evaluation of the performance
of the bundle counter, and he agrees with the majority of the document
as written.

2. The discussion on pages 19 and 20 does not make it sufficiently clear
that the power monitor register will record subversion or tampering
due to under or overvoltages.

3. The comments on page 23 concerning separation of electronics and detectors
will have a large impact on the plant and/or applications engineering,
greatly increasing the difficulty of installing the device.

Comments From A.C. Uhittier

1. The shielding and collimation on the reactor end detector (D]) is identical
to that on the bay end detector (Do), so the variation of dose rate as a
bundle disappears from tha view of D^ should be a mirror image of the
variation as it comes into view of D-, but the traces do not show this.
For example, in Figure 5.5 the trace for the single high powered bundle
has a much sharper signal reduction from Di than the signal increase
on D?. Also, as the bundle approaches D? the trace for low dose rates
exhibits statistical fluctuations while the tail of the trace from D1 is
smooth. It would therefore appear that when the dose rate is decreasing
the output voltage of the circuit connecting the geiger counters to the
recorder does not respond rapidly enough, and in fact there appears to be
a large delay before the voltage starts to decrease. This could explain
the apparent anomaly that the logic circuit indicates a dose rate below
threshold while the trace shows a field far above threshold.

He does not agree with the explanation in the report that there is
saturation of the geiger counters, because the logic circuits which
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are also fed by the geiger counters show no such delay.

(Reply from V. Smlltnieks: the 'much sharper signal reduction' is actually
a difference in slope of approximately 53Q

2. Because of the geometric symmetry, the point at which the dose rate on D1
drops below threshold and the point on D2 where it rises above threshold
should be symmetric with respect to the ends of the central absorption
tube, whereas the traces show them displaced to the right of centre. In
fact, Figure 5.6 indicates that D-I drops below threshold when about 20%
of a high powered bundle can be seen and the dose rate would be about
1000 times greater than threshold. Also the dose rate at D2 rises above
threshold while the front end of the fuel bundle is still 160 mm inside
the absorption tube. Two explanations are possible: 1) the points at which
threshold is reached are placed much too far to the right in the Figures,
or 2) the shielding and collimation on the monitor is not as specified.

(Reply from V. Smiltnieks: threshold levels are placed on the traces by
measurement, not interpretation.)

3. If the voltage trace on D, is adjusted to look like a mirror image of the
increasing signal on D„ and is moved so that it drops below threshold during the
appropriate time interval,then the voltage traces are quite assymetric relative
to the absorption tube. This is not as expected.

4. The threshold dose rate settings do not seem to be the same on the two
detectors. For example, in Figure 5.5 the dose rate goes above threshold
for D2 at a point when the bundle is 90 mm further away than for the
corresponding point for D,,

(Reply from V. Smiltnieks: the threshold settings have been verified to
be similar in hot cell tests at Sandia as well as by tests with sources
at the DSMA lab.)

5. On page 12 it is stated that there can be a time offset of between 76
and 114 ms; that is, two to three time periods, which implies an uncertainty
in the actual gap in dose rate of one 38 ms period. Actually it can be
as much as two, depending on the threshold level setting. The dose rate
changes rapidly as the end of a bundle just passes under the absorber tube
or is just about to emerge, and when the bundle is farther inside, the
dose rate changes more slowly. Thus for a high threshold where the dose
rate is such that sufficient counts can be picked up in say 2 ms to keep
the logic open during this 38 ms interval, and then the dose rate drops
below threshold at 2 ms into the interval, the logic circuit will show
the drop below threshold 3 x 38 t (38 - 2) - 150 ms after the actual drop
below threshold. As'the bundle approaches the exit end of the absorption
tube it is possible for the Do to pick up sufficient counts in the last
2 ms of an interval to initiate a logic trip a little over two intervals
later, in this case the logic trip occurs 2 + 2 x 38 = 78 ms after the
dose rate exceeds threshold on Dg. Thus the apparent gap can be decreased
by as much as 150̂ - 78 r ̂  intervals from the actual time the dose rate

drops below threshold to when it next exceeds it.

For lower threshold settings the dose rate near threshold changes more
slowly with time and the maximum "fake" decrease in interval is only one
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period. Thus for a threshold of 540 mR/h the decrease can be as high as
1.5 intervals, whereas for 150 mR/h it cannot exceed one interval. This
means that dropping the threshold does not have the same effect on
accuracy of counting high powered single bundles as is implied by the
report.

6. On page 12 it states "substantial improvement could not be realized without
redesign of the collimation", and on page 15 "this would require a
stepped surface on the insides of the collimating pipes". Considerable
thought went into the design of the collimator: to set the field of view
to pick up low powered bundles the detector was set directly in line with
one edge to give a sharp signal cut-off, and to reduce scattered radiation
dose rates the edge opposite the counter edge was stepped. Further, the
thin lead scattered radiation suppressors placed directly beneath each
detector must be sufficiently thick to suppress scattered radiation,
but not so thick as to cause low power bundles to go undetected. The
evidence indicates that the collimators are performing exactly as intended.

The statement that "in general the requirements for shielding and collimation
are simple. The more the better" shows some lack of understanding.

No redesign of collimator can improve the gap for single bundles or overlap
of pairs; on the other hand, if the logic circuits have trouble with the
fluctuating dose rates as bundles approach and recede from the monitor,
extra shielding, properly placed, would help.

7. Calculations showed that the dose rate from a ram extension can be anything
from zero (and, therfore, quite undetectable) up to 1600 R/h, and no
measurement was needed to ascertain this. Since the major activity from
a ram-extension is due to 0Mn, which has a half-life of 2J hours, the
statement on page 6 that "The most important consideration for the detection
of a ram extension is its frequency of use over the past two or three weeks,
which determines the level of activation of specific isotopes. This factor
makes the detection of ram extensions after a long shutdown most dependent
on the immediate past use" is not accurate. Whether or not one will be
detected after a long shutdown depends on the number of times it has been
used in the past 10 years, since the long term activity is due to 6°Co
which has a half-life of 5.3 years.

8." On page 9 it is stated that radioactive particles in the transfer tube,
or a faulty fuel bundle could cause the situation in run #23 where the
logic operated properly but the registers did not. This may be, in
fact, a result of the logic circuit associated with D£ not clearing
properly after one pair passed the monitor, and before the next pair
arrived. To the monitor this would look like fuel travelling from the
bay. This situation was pointed out some time ago as a possible means
by which the monitor could be "fooled". To say that the "detector logic
successfully identified a bundle pair ... /while/"... the registers logged
a single bundle ..." is hard to accept, since tFe registers are activated
by the output of the logic circuits. Unless some spurious blip got into
the circuit that affected both registers the same way, it is suggested
that the logic circuits did not, in fact, give a proper indication.
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(Reply from V. Smiltnieks: the possibility of the logic not having
cleared before run 23 was investigated and found not to be the case.)

9. Some.low power bundles were missed with a threshold setting of 250 mR/h.
Calculations indicate that the dose rate from an outer channel previously
irradiated at 70% full power for two years in position 4 and then cooled
for two years in the end shield would be 600 mR/h through 16 mm thick
suppressors. When the first bundle of the pair is just about to come into
view of D2 only 2/3 of the viewing field of D, is filled with the second
bundle of the pair. Thus the field will be 400 mR/h on D, just as D«
sees the first bundle. If the second bundle had been irradiated in
position 2 instead of position 4 its power would have been so low that it
would be missed. There are various combinations of operating power and
cooling time that would put the bundle below threshold. Further,
since the geiger tubes were not calibrated on fission produce gammas there
is some uncertainty about the relationship between dose rates from spent
fuel and switch settings in the circuits. In other words a threshold
setting of "250 mR/h" does not leave a satisfactory margin for uncertainty.

10. The evidence in the report indicates that a threshold setting of 150 mR/h
would allow the discrimination between high powered single bundles and
bundle pairs, while at the same time allow all "end shield" bundles, to
be detected.

The shielding was designed to reduce the radiation scattered from the
bottom edge of the collimator holes to acceptable levels, which has been
achieved. This leaves the scattered radiation from the water and steel
in the transfer tube as the main source of scattered radiation. While
there is every reason to believe the monitor would operate properly with
a threshold of 150 mR/h and a suppressor of 1.6 cm thickness it is
recommended that the suppressors be increased to a thickness of 3.2 cm
and the threshold reduced to 50 mR/h. This increase in suppressor
thickness will reduce the relative contribution from scattered radiation
by a factor of 6.

(Reply from V. Smiltnieks: there is experimental evidence to show a
setting of 150 mR/h will count a disproportionate number of hot singles
as pairs.)
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1. INTRODUCTION

Candu fuel bundles have to be stored for several years in a pool before

transfer to long term storage. Due to the strategic value of the fissile

material, this storage should be put under surveillance. Among the different

techniques which could be used, seals seen to be suitable for the surveillance

of large quantities of bundles stored under '»ater in spent fuel trays provided

that the following criteria are respected:

- under water sealing must be possible,

- under water identification of the seal must be easy and reliable,

- the integrity and tamper resistance of the seal must be maintained for

several years,

- fabrication, installation and verification costs should be limited.

The Ispra Joint Research Centre of the European Community has developed

a sealing technique using ultrasonics for unique identification of the seal (1).

This identification can be remote controlled and performed in different conditions:

under water, under irradiation (Y field), in dry air. In order to adapt the

"ultrasonic identification technique" to the Candu fuel surveillance, a

collaboration agreement was signed between Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL)

ana J.R.C. ISPRA. Seals were made at Ispra following the criteria defined by

AECL. R handling tool was designed and fabricated at Ispra for sealing trays

under water and remote controlled identification of these seals. Conmercially

available electronics was chosen by the J.R.C. to fit the identification method.
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2. WORK CRRRIED OUT AT J.R.C. ISPRA

2.1 Design and Fabrication of the Seal

The seal is made of a body, identified internally with randomly

distributed voids, on to which a wire (cable) is bonded. Closure is possible

by introducing the other extremity of the wire, ended with a needle, into the

locking device brazed inside the seal. This locking device is a non-removable

system and its insertion inside the seal by brazing as well as the other extremity

of the cable are part of the ultrasonically identified zone of the seal; figure 1.

All the pieces of the seal, including the non return locking device

and cable, except the braze, are made of stainless steel (AISI 34OL).

The characteristics of the braze are as follows:

Kicrobraze 10, of the Wall Colmonoy Ltd, Brackley, Northants, U.K.

Composition: 11 % P

0.15 % C

88.65 % Ni

Brazing temperature range: 929 to 1010°C.

This eutectic braze is used in powder to be spread in small quantity

on the pieces to be brazed together (Fig. 2).

The pieces of the seals are as follows:

- body of the seal (Item 1, fig. 1), machined at the final dimensions before

assembling.

- Cover of the seal (Item 2, fig. 1).

- Small pieces of metal to be used for producing the marking (Item 3, fig. 1).
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Pig. 1 - Scheme of the seal
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Figure 2 Preparation of the marking of the seal (body of the seal, inclusions, braze powder).
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with one extremity covered by a magne formed tube and the other by a

magne formed needle (Item 4, fig. 1) .

- The cable needle magne formed on the cable has a weak point which enables

detaching the seal and which is designed to break when trying to tamper with

the seal (Item 5, fig. 1).

- The guiding tube on which external machining is such that braze powder can

easily be introduced and can also be stopped (flow stop) in order to avoid

wetting the internal chamber where the grip should remain free (Item 6, fig. 1) ,

- The grip, constituting the non return system which has to be free inside the

seal (Item 7, fig. 1).

Brazing of the seals is made following three sequences:

(a) Assembling of all the cleaned pieces on a special support (Fig. 3) applying

braze in the defined zones: - identity (2.5 gr of powder) (point A fig. 1)

- needle (point B Fig. 1)

- cable extremity in the seal (point C Fig. 1)

- guiding tube in the seal (point D Fig. 1)

(b) Pressing the body of the seal to ensure that all inclusions in the marked

zone will provide a defined gap (1.4 mm) Fig. 4

(c) Introducing the seals, on their supports, in the brazing furnace.

The characteristics of the industrial brazing furnace are as follows

(Fig. 5):

- Type V250, LC made by GALILEO-?i'EAT.

- Vacuum: 10 Torr is sufficient for correct brazing; the vacuum as a function

of the temperature is shown on Fig. 6.
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" Figure 3 Assembling the seal on the support before brazing
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Figure 4 Pressing the marked zone of the seal to get the
constitutive pieces on the right position.
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Figure 5 Industrial vacuum furnace
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- Temperature: diagram on Fig. 7.

- Temperature measurement: 2 thermoelements for the go non go regulation and

4 thermoelements for the pieces temperature measurement.

- Useful zone dimensions: 1000x600x300mm

- Duration of the cycle: 5 hours; this short cycle is obtained using forced

helium convection for cooling the brazed pieces; about 10 seals can be brazed

in one cycle (Fig. 8).

After brazingi the seals are quite clean except one face on which

Nicrobraze has flowed (Fig. 9). Machining this surface will provide the seal

with a perfect face, through which the identity of the seal will be taken

using ultrasonics (Fig. 10).

Brazing all the elements of the seal at one time does not give any

trouble either on the grip (internal locking device) or on the cable: tensile

tests give

- cable rupture : 265 ± 15 Kg.

- needle week point rupture : 235 ± 25 Kg.

- internal grip rupture t unknown; needle break before at 520 Kg.

Control of the fabrication is performed using mainly ultrasonic NDT;

the quality of the different welds can be evaluated while taking a picture of the

identity by ultrasonic scanning Fig. 11.

Visual inspection immediately shows if the Nicrobraze wet correctly

and some metallographies were produced mainly for the brazing of the cover

(point A Fig. 1) and for the brazing of the guiding tube (point D Fig. 1)

Figure 12 shows examples.

Ac a conclusion, the fabrication of the seals is an industrial process

and the materials used are common. The quality control demonstrates the aspect

of the corrosion and tamper-resistance criteria.
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Figure 9 Aspect of the seal after brazing.
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Figure 10 Finished seal ready for use.
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Figure 12 Metallographies of a brazed guiding tube in the body of the seal.
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A series of 6 seals, fabricated in laboratory, was furnished in

July 1976. The requested series of 28 seals, fabricated following the described

procedure was furnished in July 1977.
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2.2 Seal Installation and Verification Apparatus

Sealing the security.cover over the fuel trays means:

(a) To position the seal, under water on the top of the spent fuel cover near

to the sealing holes,

(b) to thread the cable needle through the opening in the security cover and

through the hole in the end of the storage tray,

(c) to introduce the cable needle into the appropriate locking device in the seal,

(d) to push the needle until the non return locking device locks the end of the

needle.

The operation (b) obviously requires different handling tools for

threading the cable; those tools, prepared by AECL, are described in section 3.

To render the operations (a), (c) and (d! foasible, a remote controlled tool was

prepared. It is mainly composed of:

a) A rather precise cavity which has to position the seal during all the

operations; the seal is positioned with the grooved side corresponding to

the spring loaded plunge in the cavity. The plunger pushes the seal against

the internal reference surface of the cavity (item 4 Fig. 14). This

reference is necessary to locate the guiding hole in the seal for the cable

needle and also for assuring that the seal always has the same position

with respect to the ultrasonic transducer. This cavity is also used as

positioning device for the seal identification. (Item 1 on Fig. 14).

b) A hollow sliding rod with a "funnel" shaped end in which the needle is

placed and locked (Item 2 on Fig. 14). This insertion rod slides

in the handle of the tube and has two positions:

- upper position for insertion of the needle in the rod

- lower position for locking the needle into the seal.

r —



Figure 13 CANOU Spent Fuel Cover Seals
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Pig. 14 - Scheme of the installation tool
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c) A handling tube in which the insertion rod slides; on the upper end, near

the handle, a cross pin defines-the up position of the system.

When the seal is positioned correctly in the apparatus cavity and the

needle threaded in the insertion rod, removal of the cross pin in the upper end

on the handling tube makes the centre rod depress fully; it drives the insertion

tube on the seal and guides the needle into the seal. On the upper end of the

centre rod a grove indicates, by its position, the position of the needle in the

seal.

Tests of the equipment made in the laboratories showed that to be sure

of the closure of the seal grip on the cable needle, pressure has to be put on

the centre rod before removing the seal from its centering cavity.

A scanner is positioned onto the centering cavity of the installation

apparatus by means of three wing nuts. This scanner consists of a small electric

motor (110V) driving, in translation, an ultrasonic transducer; Fig. 15.

The installation tool and scanner, are designed and fabricated to work together.

The scanning of the seal for identification can thus be made immediately after

installation without any further handling.

Screwing the scanner on the cavity of the installation tool must be

done correctly to give the exact positioning of the transducer with respect to the

seal.

Figure 16 shows the complete installation apparatus with the seal

positioned in its cavity and the cable needle threaded in the insertion rod.

The motor part of the scanner is well visible. The electric cables

are for the electric motor (mains) and of the transducer (coax 50 ohms cable).

r
i

-



Figure 15 Scanner connected to the installation apparatus
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Figure 16 Seal installation and verification apparatus
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2.3 Ultrasonic identification equipment

As seen in paragraph 2.2 the scanner of the seal is attached to the

installation tool. This scanner is connected to the electronic equipment by

a 10 m long, 50 ohms coaxial cable. The scheme of the identification equipment

is shown on Fig. 17.

2.3.1. Driving Mechanism

The electric motor has no specifications. It should work on the mains

and be powerful enough to drive the slide centering the transducer. The driving

speed is not an important factor as it can always be correlated to the chart

recorder speed. An order of magnitude is : 5mm/sec.

The positioning of the scanner on the seal installation apparatus is

such that the identified zone in the seal includes the closing device, a

diameter of the marked zone and the brazed extremity of the cable (Fig. 18).

2.3.2 Transducer

To achieve good reproducibility with ultrasonics, characterisation and

correction of transducers are necessary.

Among a series of ten similar transducers : Panametrics, central

frequency 5 MHz, focal distance 1.25 inches, (Fig. 19) six transducers were chosen

as correctly matched transducers.

Those transducers were positioned in new housing (Fig. 20) to correct

small excentricity and misalignment between mechanical and optical axes.
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FIG. 18- SCANNED ZONE OP THE SEAL: A,B.
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These precautions enable the user to interchange transducers

without losing more than 5 to 10% of reproducibility (depending on the aging

due to gamma irradiation). The transducer is precisely positioned in the

slide of the scanner and can easily be taken off. It should not remain for

long periods under water to avoid aging and destruction.

2.3.3 Transmission Cable

The cable is a standard 50 ohm coaxial cable in which length is

important for reproducibility of the identity. Changing the cable should be

done maintaining the same length and electric characteristics.

2.3.4 Ultrasonic Apparatus

A commercially available apparatus is suitable provided it has a fine

and reproducible positioning of the gate and synchronisation on the first echo.

A Sonic Mark 1 (Fig. 21) equipment was choosen and modified for the gate

positioning sensitivity (modification EURATOM 76 MFGl-M-VG-Sonic Instruments

reference).

Use of it for identification is simple and most of the settings should

be put on zero or on a fixed position. An example of working conditions could

be:

: 1st echo sync.

: for having highest echo at 80%

: 5 HHz

t O

: min.

: 2.0

; 1.5

: 2

: normal

-synchronisation

-gain setting

-frequency

-reject
-damping

-delay

-material calibration

-range

-operating mode
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- filter

- repetition rate

- video

- gate setting

: off or medium

: J. KHz

: normal

: from 1 to 9 on scope time scale

The gate start and length and the filtering mode are parameters

on which the inspector can act to change the identity. This identification code,

for example:

- gate start : 1

- gate length : 8

- filter : medium

influences to some extent the shape of the analog record which constitues the

identity and gives the Safeguards inspector more possibilities for exploration

of the internal identification marks in the seal.

When the transducer is exploring the identified zone of the seal, echoes

appear on the scope which can be defined as entrance echo in the seal (point 1,

figure 22), echo of a cavity in the» seal (point 2, figure 22) and seal rear face

echo (point 3, fig. 22). The gate (point 4, figure 22) is positioned in such

a way that amplitude variations of the "identity echoes" (cavities in the seal)

can be recorded as a function of the time. This analog record constitutes the

identity. The Sonic Hark 1 apparatus is battery or UOV, 60 Hz operated.

2.3.5 Chart Recorder

Almost any type of chart recorder is suitable, provided it has chart

speed of the order of 5 mm/sec. The Brush 222 recorder was chosen although it

has a higher performance than necessary for such an identification system.

The width of the paper should be kept as large as possible to get good

resolution when reading and comparing identities.
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Figure 13 CANDU Spent Fuel Cover Seals
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2.4 Reliability of the Identity and Tamper Resistance of the System

2.4.1 Reproducibility of the identity

The reproducibility of the identity depends on several parameters the

most important of which are:

- transducer matching

- electronic stability

- good matching of the electronic equipment if more than one assembly is used.

- equal characteristics of the transmission line

- mechanical tolerances of the transducer positioning in the scanner.

In the present case, the parameters to look at are mainly:

- mechanical tolerances for the positioning of the seal

- transducer replacement

as only one ultrasonic unit is to be used for this experiment.

The influence of the mechanical tolerances is evaluated on figures 24,

25, 26, 27. Figure 23 illustrates the main mechanical parameters:

- distance between seal and transducer : H

- lateral displacement of the transducer : D

- angle in the identification plane : a

- angle in the plane perpendicular to the

identification scanning : ß '

• The conclusions are easily drawn from the records: the parameters

D and ß influence the identity in a significant way, nevertheless the tolerances

to be applied to those parameters (± 1/10 mm, ± 1/10 of degree) are industrial.

For the other parameters the tolerances could be very large.

The replacement of transducer maintains a correct reproducitility of

the identity:



Fig. 14 — Scheme of the installation tool
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Figure 24 Influence of the distance between seal and transducer.
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even with the two most different transducers within the series of six, the two

records are quite easy to check: Figure 28.

Gain setting error does not introduce any difficulty when a making

a visual check of identities: Figure 29.

Adhering to industrial tolerances in the fabrication of the scanner and

on the installation apparatus, the reproducibility of the identity is quite

good. The transducers used must be characterised and corrected and the

electronics must remain in stable conditions (storage of the apparatus should

be done in dry air).

2.4.2 Tamper Resistance of the System

Different items should be examined when speaking of tamper resistance

of the present system:

- tamper resistance of the identity marks of the seal

- tamper resistance of the identity reading

- tamper resistance of the seal closure

- tamper resistance of the cable and needle

- tamper resistance of the security cover

Tamper proofness of the marks in the seal has been demonstrated (1)

and is due to the random fabrication process. The tamper resistance of the

identity reading has to be linked to the reproducibility of the record (§2.4.1).

Tamper resistance of the seal closure can be considered if it is assumed that

machining could be done on the seal or on the needle. A high degree of security

could be achieved by uniquely identifying the needle with ultrasonics, provided

it is marked internally, (Figure 30). This improvement is possible only by

utilizing a static transducer and doing electronic scanning of the needle.

Seal machining could always be seen by ultrasonic examination.
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IDENTIFIED ZONE

ULTRASONIC IDENTIFICATION

Fig.so - Identified needle for higher security of the system
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The cable must be examined visually. Eddy current examination (fast

and simple) could give a very high degree of security if considered essential.

For the seal itself, very good tamper resistance can be achieved by

making more than one ultrasonic check and using faster and mechanically

simplified methods (see section 5) but the degree of security would be higher

than that given by the security cover, which is only visually checked.
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3. WORK CARRIED OUT IN CANADA

3.1 Preparation In Canada

Subsequent to the finalization of the design configuration of tfie

seals and the seal installation and verification equipment at Ispra, tool

development was conducted at the Sheridan Park Engineering Laboratory of

Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd., near Toronto. Hand tools were required to lift

the seal into and out of the verification equipment, to thread the sealing cable

through the security cover and the spent fuel tray and to insert the cable end

fitting into the seal equipment. Two security covers for the final tests of the

equipment were purchased and shipped to Douglas Point G.S.

3.2 Hand Tool Development

To simulate the storage bay conditions, for hand tool development, a

nock up of the upper part of a security cover was fabricated at the Sheridan

Park Engineering Laboratory. A spent fuel storage tray was borrowed from Douglas

Point and these were set up in a plastic lined wooden tank which could be filled

with water to a level about 2 feet (60 cm) above the top of the security cover.

The tank was installed in the laboratory next to a concrete block wall which

had a ceiling with a handrail at a convenient height to simulate the gantry

of the Douglas Point storage bay.

A mock up of the lower end of the seal installation and verification

tool was also made to simulate the seal holder and the cable insertion plunger,

into which the needle on the end of the cable must be inserted prior to making

the final installation of the needle into the seal.
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Three hand tools evolved. One hook type tool was required to lift the

seal block, by means of the ring on the top of the seal, and insert it into the

seal holder, or to remove it.from the seal holder after the sealing procedure

had been completed. The other two tools were clamping jaw types. Two short,

standard, off-the-shelf, pistol grip operated clamping tools were modified by

extending their length to approximately 20 feet (6.1 m) overall length and

fabricating special jaws. One tool has jaws which are parallel to the length

of the tool and the other has jaws which are almost perpendicular.

The tools are required to thread the needle end of the cable through

the opening in the top of the security cover, through a hole in the edge of the

storage tray frame, grasp it correctly and insert it in. the needle insertion

plunger of the verification equipment. These operations proved to require

considerable s'till, developed through practice. The two different versions

of jaw type tools proved necessary to grasp the seal cable at different angles

during the threading process. The hook tool, which was used to pick up the seal,

proved to be quite effective and pick-up and insertion of the seal was fairly simple

and rapid. A small flat pro-:g on either side of the hook, perpendicular to the

tool handle, assists in stabilizing the seal block and in pushing it into the

seal holder.

3.3 Equipment Checks

The equipment designed and manufactured at Ispra was shipped to the

AECL Sheridan Park Engineering Laboratory for checks prior to transport to the

Douglas Point Nuclear Power Station for on-site testing. The verification

equipment assembly was set up in the same location as that used for developing

the hand tools. The laboratory crane was used to provide the support, normally

supplied by the spent fuel bay gantry hoist, at a suitable elevation over the

mock up of the security cover and storage tray.
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A dummy seal with no inner retaining collets, but otherwise physically

identical to actual seals, was used for trial operation. Dry testing was

conducted initially to determine the satisfactory operation of the mechanical

components for inserting the sealing wire needle and translating the ultrasonic

transducer. The hand tools were also checked to determine if they were

satisfactory, if modifications were required and if both jaw type tools were

required. The hand tools were satisfactory although considerable skill was

required to thread the seal cable and ii.sert it into the insertion plunger.

The installation and removal of the seal block with the hook tool was relatively

easy.

After completion of dry checks the tank around the nock up cover was

filled with water for wet test of the equipment and checks of the ultrasonics.

The physical problems of needle threading and insertion were amplified somewhat,

as expected, by the presence of water because of more difficult viewing, but

the equipment was judged to be acceptable. (Figure 31)

During wet operation, binding of stainless steel sliding surfaces of

the needle insertion plunger was experienced. The external sliding surface was

dressed with crocus cloth and this seemed to resolve the problem. Because

of known problems of sliding stainless steel surfaces, a brass substitute part

was made in the machine shop to be used if the problem recurred at Douglas Point.

The ultrasonics equipment was checked out and functioned well. The

chart recorder had been purchased by AECL and had not previously been used with the

equipment but gave excellent recordings. Recordings were compared with those

which had been made in Ispra. The particular seals were readily identifiable

and cross referencing was quite practical.
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Figure 31 Installation and identification apparatus and
handling tool check at Sheridan Park Laboratory
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3.4 Site Testing

Upon completion of the initial check outs and tests at the Sheridan

Park Laboratory» the equipment was taken to the Douglas Point Nuclear Power

Station for site tests in the spent fuel storage bay.

Two stacks of spent fuel trays (30 trays high) had been covered with

security cages in readiness for seals to be applied. The seal equipment was

installed in the bay and set up for seal installation and verification.

The dummy seal (without locking collets) was used for the first test.

The installation of the seal and cable showed the same degree of difficulty

as previously encountered in threading the needle through the tray. The initial

installation of the seal took about one hour. Subsequently an identification

of the seal was made ultrasonically in a matter of minutes. The dummy seal was

removed and a proper seal was installed. Installation and verification of this

seal took approximately one half hour. (Figure 32)

It was apparent during the tests that good lighting was required. A

portable underwater light proved very effective. It was also apparent that a

viewing glass, doughnut shaped, floating around the hand tools, would be a

considerable improvement. Such a device was constructed and tested at a later

date and proved to be of considerable benefit.

A second seal was later installed on the other security cover. This

seal was installed at the opposite end of the cover relative to the previous seal

in order to determine the effects, if any, of orientation of installation. The

orientation appeared to make no real difference in degree of difficulty of

installation, however, because the seals were close, it proved difficult, at times,

to discern which sealing cable was the new and which the already installed.

T-
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Figure 32 Seal installed on a security cover in the
spent fuel bay.
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In the process of installing the second seal the other seal was pushed and

knocked several times with the hand tools and finally the cable broke at the

weak points and the seal fell to the bay floor. This event, though unexpected,

snowed that tampering will cause the cable to break as designed.

The second seal required about one and one half hours to install and

verify. The extended time required was partly due to the close proximity of the

first seal and partly the variable due to cable threading difficulties.

The seal identification equipment functioned extremely well. There were

no problems with operation of the mechanical equipment and adequate identifications

were obtained in all cases. The IKER. portable ultrasonic apparatus was used to

cross check identities and although a different recorder is used in that instrument,

the identitites obtained were readily cross checked between seals.

On completion of the testing the transducer and translation drive

assembly were removed from the bottom of the equipment and stored out of the

water. The transducer is not designed for long term exposure to water and radiation.

The translation drive motor is sealed but it is considered prudent to

remove it for long term storage. The assembly is designed to be easily removed

by loosening three wing nuts. The remainder of the equipment is stored, hung on a

rack, at the end of the storage bay. The equipment could be made ready for

installation or verification of a seal in less than one half hour.
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4. RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The equipment demonstrated that it is practical to install and verify

seals, with an ultrasonic identity, under water in a spent fuel storage bay.

The signature obtained ultrasonically is adequate for establishing the unique

identity of a particular seal.

Threading the cable through the fuel tray inside the security cage

proved to be the most difficult part of the seal installation. This task will

be considerably simplified in other reactor storage bays where the fuel trays will

be lowered into a cage and a lid will be sealed to the top. This will allow

horizontal threading of the sealing cable which will be considerably easier.

The particular sealing arrangement tested was designed to utilize

existing Douglas Point storage trays and tray handling equipment. The design of

the tray handling tool does not allow the tray to be lowered into a cage.

The mechanism which inserts the cable needle into the seal block

functioned well with no problems except the binding experienced at Sheridan Park.

This did not recur at the site. Some consideration should be given to

improvement of the insertion of the needle into the mechanism. A particular

problem is the identical colour of the materials which makes it difficult to

determine the exact position of the needle during manipulation. A black coating

on the needle, for example, would assist in visually locating it against the

metallic background. (See also Section 5.1)

A certain degree of skill will always be required to carry out the

sealing procedure but improvements are expected to be made so that the sealing

operation will be considered routine as are other storage bay tasks.
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5. POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENTS OF THE SYSTEM

The scope of the collaboration agreement between AECL and JRC was to

explore the possibility to use the ISPRA ultrasonic technique for underwater

identification of seals or items.

The existing spent fuel trays were not modified for this purpose and the

sealing technique which was proposed depends on the existing conditions in the

spent fuel bay. Redesign of the fuel trays and mainly of the security cover

could permit use of more sophisticated seals easier to put on trays, and to

identity.

Two types of improvements were considered by AECL and JRC:

- long cable seal for easier sealing of the security cover on the trays,

- cap seal for fast and safe sealing of a specially designed security cover on

the trays.
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5.1 Long Cable Seal

If the cable could be long, enough for the two extremities to remain

above the water level after threading one end in the holes of the security cover

and tray, the seal could be dropped along this cable and lock itself at the level

of the safety cover. Sketch on figure 33 illustrates the procedure. In this

case, the installation tool could be eliminated and a simpler tool, seal positioning

cavity and scanner, could be used for under water ultrasonic identification. No

important modification have to be made to the design of the seal (figure 34).

Six of these seals will be fabricated and tested at Douglas Point Power Station.
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FIG, 33- SEALING WITH A LONG CABLE SEAL
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Fig.34 - Long cable seal design



Fig.30 - Identified needle for higher security of the system
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5.2 Cap Seal

By modifying the storage structure of the spent fuel trays and of the

security cover (Fig. 35), a cap seal could be used for easy under water sealing

and identification with very simple handling-tools.

The seal in which the principle is represented on Fig. 36, could be

handled by a simple handling tube and screwed on a stud (or assembling pin)

welded on the structure and passing through the security cover (Fig. 37). Without

destroying the stud or breaking the seal, lifting the cover is impossible.

Identification of the seal can be done by the same tool, in which a transducer can

be positioned. For tamper resistance, the same transducer must also identify

the stud (Fig. 37).

Such a method could achieve very easy and reliable sealing. The

guidelines are defined by the experience JRC Ispra has on sealing BHR fuel bundles

using smaller dimension cap seals (Fig. 38)
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SECURITY COVER

TRAYS STORAGE STRUCTURE

FIG. 35- MODIFICATION OF THE STORAGE SYSTEM OF TRAYS
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. Fig.36 - cap seal principle design
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FIXED TRANSDUCER

HEXAGONAL KEY

Pig. 37 - Installation and identification tool of a
cap seal
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Figure 38 BWR fuel element upper part sealed with a
cap seal (KRB and KWL reactors, Germany)
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Figure 31 Installation and identification apparatus and
handling tool check at Sheridan Park Laboratory
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5.3 Portable Identification Equipment

At Sheridan Park !laboratory and-at Douglas Point Reactor, the

identification of seals was performed with the furnished Sonic-Brush installation

but also with a portable integrated equipment built at Zspra in 1975 under contract

with the IAEA Vienna (I 3.4). Results were comparable.

On the basis of the first prototype portable equipment, Ispra designed

a more sophisticated portable unit to be industrialised under licence by the NUKEH

firm. It has the following characteristics:

- automatic gain control,

- electronic scanning of the seal by shifting the gate which simplifies the

mechanical systems for positioning the transducer (no translation or rotation)

- digital output on a pocket computer printer.

This new Ispra prototype (Fig. 39) or its facsimile built by the NUKEH

firm should be included in the proposed improvement using the cap seal. The

simplicity of the identification tool, which is also the installation tool, is

possible using this portable equipment because of electronic scanning of the seal

and of the assembling pin, without any movement of the transducer.



Figure 39 Portable digital identification equipment
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APPENDIX F

ULTRASONIC WIRE SEAL TAMPER RESISTANCE

The'ultrasonic wire seal was demonstrated at the Douglas Point Nuclear
Generating Station in both 1976 and 1977, and the results are reported elsewhere
("Ultrasonic Uniquely Identified Seal For CANDU Spent Fuel Bundles Surveillance"
by S.J. Crutzen, R.P. Debeir, J. dalCero, and R. Dennys, Report 17-30085, 1977).
During these demonstrations the tamper resistance of the seal was questioned,
specifically the possible removal of a broken end of the sealing cable from
the seal body in a manner which would permit the re-insertion of a new end
without apparent damage to the seal or causing tamper indications. The following
is a brief resume of a test of the seals tamper resistance.

During the first seal demonstration one seal was broken open, resulting
in the needle end of the sealing cable being left within the seal body. This
is precisely the performance expected as there is a weak spot designed into
the wire cable needle end so that failure will occur before damage can be done
to internal parts when the seal is mishandled, thus indicating tampering.
This failed seal was given to the machine shop at the Sheridan Park Laboratory
(AECL) to determine if this needle end could be removed without damaging the
seal body.

Some "ground rules" were established for the machine shop which made their
task somewhat easier but were considered feasible if a legitimate attempt was
made to tamper with the seals. These were as follows:

1. Drawings were supplied giving details and dimensions of the seal and
locking mechanism.

2. The shop was allowed to section the empty needle socket in the seal
block to observe trials. (In actuality a sample could be made from
drawings).

3. No restrictions' were placed on method so long as the seal needle could
be replaced with a new one without detection of tampering.

Two approaches were tried and the machine shop claims that the broken
needle was successfully removed from the unsectioned cavity of the sample supplied.
There is some question as to the present state of the locking collet. The tangs
have been bent open so that the collet expansion tube will enter the inside and
presumably a new needle would not lock. A section of the collet removed from
the sectioned hole was checked for hardness and found to be only approximately
Rc 32. Because of this low hardness value the tangs can be easily permanently
bent outward or inward. The machine shop claims that the tangs can be bent back
in position with a small screw driver. In their present position a needle
would probably not lock in place but if they were bent in with a tool it would
be impossible to tell the effectiveness of the lock without inserting a new
needle. Sectioning and examination of the parts would probably show some
damage or marking indicating tampering.
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The attached figures show the method used to remove the needle end.
Figure 1 is that portion of the seal body which holds the seal cable installed
and locked in place by a collet, and the weak point on the needle, is indicated.
The needle and collet are secured for machining by filling the cavity with a low
melting point alloy (cerrobend). The outer end of the needle was then removed
by drilling through with a 3.2 mm dia. drill into the 3.2 mm diameter section
of the needle (Figure 2).

The cerrobend was removed with hot water and a collet expansion tube
inserted to expand the collet (Figure 3). Cerrobend was re-applied and then a
4.8 mm drill was inserted and the end of the needle drilled out. A flat
bottomed drill was used to clear out any remaining part and the cerrobend was then
removed.

The removal of the needle end was judged to be only partially successful
in that it is questionable whether the seal would still be useable. Any such
tampering must be accomplished with assured success since there is no way of
substituting another seal if the attempt fails and the seal is damaged.

This test does indicate a weakness in the design which will be taken into
consideration on future seal designs.
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FIGURE 1
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3.2 mm diameter drill

FIGURE 2



— i*ong caoie seal design
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Collet Expansion Tube
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FIGURE 3
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FOREWORD

The work on which this report is based was carried out by Dilworth,

Second, Meagher and Associates Limited under D.S.S. Contract No. 1ISQ-

87055-6-0160. The camera equipment used in the tests was purchased by

the Atomic Energy Control Board from Sandia Laboratories as part of the

Safeguards Instrumentation Development Program at Douglas Point. The

co-operation and assistance of the Douglas Point personnel during the tests

is gratefully acknowledged.



I. INTRODUCTION

This report summarizes the important aspects of the surveillance film
camera work at Douglas Point. The work was carried out over a period of
approximately two years. Details of the last years' work only are included
here, but the modifications and evaluations reflect the experience gained
from the entire program.

Three different models of a basic surveillance film camera were
purchased for development and evaluation. All three models utilized a
basic Minolta Super 8 movie camera and all models were equipped with
identical power supply packages, tamper-indicating enclosures and an
electronic trigger mechanism which allowed a wide choice of exposure
frequencies at either fixed time intervals or random intervals which
averaged to a selected frequency and spanned a given interval range.
Additional features were included such as a LED display of date and time
which was superimposed on each frame by a mirror system, a power failed
register and a. frame totallizing register.

The Model A camera included these basic features. The Model B
camera included in addition a motion sensitive trigger, adjustable over a
range of detection levels, which was capable of functioning in parallel with
the basic trigger system. The Model C camera included a similar
arrangement using a radiation sensitive trigger instead of the motion
detector.

Three Model A cameras, one Model B and one Model C were procured
for this work. The Model B camera experienced significant difficulties
with the motion sensitive circuitry. Troubleshooting and redesign were
attempted by WNRE and Sandia, but the instrument did not operate well
enough to be used in the test program.

The scope of the work included the installation of power supplies in
three locations, two in the spent fuel storage bay area and one in the main
airlock, and operation of the cameras in these locations for the purpose of
evaluating their performance. Repairs were carried out when required and

modifications were designed where it became evident that a minor effort
would be of significant benefit.
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2. SUMMARY OF EVENTS

June 1975

March 1976

March to May

April

May

May to November

September

November

December

February 1977

February to 3une

March

June

August

September

October

December

Five camera assemblies ordered from Sandla

Three Model A cameras delivered to WNRE

Acceptance Tests at WNRE

Two Model A cameras installed at Douglas Point

One Model B and one Model C delivered to WNRE

Acceptance tests, repairs and modifications at WNRE

Third Model A camera delivered to DSMA

Model C camera delivered to DSMA

Redesign of Model B motion sensitive trigger by

Sandia

Redesigned motion detector circuitry delivered to

WNRE

Testing of Motion detector at WNRE

Trial servicing of film cameras at Douglas Point by

IAEA

Motion detector circuitry sent to Sandia for

modification

Model C camera installed at Douglas Point

One Model A camera sent to the IAEA for demon-

stration

Model A camera returned to DSMA

One Model A and Model C sent to AECL for

evaluation

3. TEST PROGRAM

3.1 Purpose

The purpose of installing and operating the camera at Douglas Point

was as follows:

1. To evaluate the performance of film-type surveillance cameras

in a reactor environment.

2. To evaluate the film records against the requirements of a

safeguards system.

3. To evaluate the operation of the various trigger mechanisms

and other components.
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4. To evaluate the installation requirements, operators' response,
and access requirements.

.. 5. To obtain feedback from the IAEA Inspectors on the operation,
servicing and usefulness of film-type cameras.

6. To obtain practical experience for the design of an instrument
for a safeguards system.

7. To gain operating experience of film-type surveillance cameras.

3.2 Description of Equipment

The camera equipment used for this test is described in Appendix A
of the Douglas Point Safeguards Equipment Preliminary Operating
Procedures Manual.

Three manuals have been written by Sandia concerning the design and
operation of the camera equipment:

1. A Compact Secure Surveillance Camera System, Report SAND-
76-030S.

2. A Gamma Sensing Actuator for the Compact Secure
Surveillance Camera System (Model C), Report SAND-76-0420.

3. A Prototype Optical Intensity Change Detector for the
Compact Secure Surveillance Camera System (Model B), Report
SAND-76-(W7.

All three Sandia reports are authored by J. W. Campbell and J. J. Aragon.

3.3 Location

The locations for the cameras were selected during the manufac-
turing period. The criteria for this selection were primarily based on the
then existing conceptual requirements of a safeguards system for Douglas
Point. This included camera surveillance of the spent fuel storage bay and

surveillance of the two airlocks through the reactor containment.
Plans were made for locating three Model A cameras in the spent fuel

storage area, a Model B camera in the Emergency Airlock and a Model C
camera in the Main Airlock. Figure 3.1 shows the locations and orientation
of these sites.





r

Only two of the three storage bay cameras were installed since for
this test it was not necessary to provide redundant surveillance of the bay,
and for purposes of evaluating camera use and performance, two were
considered sufficient. The Model A camera, designated as Al, was mounted
on the north end of the storage bay area and oriented to survey as much of
the storage bay as possible. The A2 camera was mounted on the east wall
and oriented to survey the reception bay area. The third camera, if
installed on the south end of the bay area would have provided surveillance
of the remaining access routes to the area as well as some redundancy in
the centre of the bay.

The Model B location was selected inside the Emergency Airlock,
oriented to survey the reactor end doors. The Model B camera, even after
extensive testing and redesign, did not function well enough to warrant
installation.

The Model C camera was mounted inside the Main Airlock, also
oriented to survey the reactor end doors. '

3.4 Installation

All of the cameras are housed in similar tamper-indicating enclosures
and mounted on identical power supplies. The power supplies in the storage
bay area are fastened to the walls about 2-1/2 meters above floor level.
The power supply in the Main Airlock is bolted to steel brackets welded to
the steel shell of the airlock.

Class II station power is routed to the power supplies through conduit.
For a significant portion of the test a temporary hook-up to Class IV
receptacles was used. This resulted in frequent use of the battery back-up
due to Class IV power failures or simply the need for reactor operations
staff to use the receptacles for other tasks.

Providing station power is the most difficult part of the installation,
as conduit must be installed, in some instances for significant lengths, to
reach available Class II power. The mounting of the power supply box on a

wall is straight forward and needs attention only to keep the instrument out
of the way of station traffic. This is most critical in airlocks as the space

is limited and must be kept clear for the passage of equipment.
Wherever possible, the power supplies were mounted high enough to

be out of reach to reduce not only the obstruction of walkways but also the
incidence of tampering. This was not possible in the airlock, however,
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there were no incidents of abuse of the equipment.
No special lighting was installed or any restrictions placed on normal

operations in the areas covered by the cameras.

3.5 Procedure

Prior to installation at the power station, each camera unit was
inspected and tested to detect obvious malfunctions or shipping damage.
Then the power supplies were attached to the chosen locations, connected
to power, and the secure housing mounted in place.

Installation and set-up of the camera subassembly was carried out as
detailed in the Douglas Point Safeguards Instrumentation Operating
Procedures Manual.

A program of operation was drawn up which exercised the cameras in
a number of the possible trigger settings and films were exposed, developed
and analyzed. Figure 3.2 shows the schedule of film changes in each of the
three locations for the last year of the test. It will be noted that the A3
camera was temporarily installed in two locations. This was done simply to
expedite the initial installation.

Film was exchanged in the cameras at intervals suiteo to the timer
setting and the length of the film. Standard 50 foot colour film cartridges
were used in ail cases except on two occasions when 100 foot black and
white film was tried.

The Model C camera was operated at a number of detection level
settings of the radiation sensitive trigger. Its standard trigger in all cases
was set at 10 minute fixed intervals in order to obtain as much film as
possible over the short time available, and to more easily distinguish
frames exposed by the radiation sensitive trigger.

In total, approximately 30 films were exposed over the 20 months the
cameras were operated. The Model C camera was not installed until late in
the program and contributed only five films.

•«. EVALUATION

*.l Location

The locations for the test cameras were chosen to be compatible with

the safeguards system concepts existing at that time. The intent was to

safeguard the two airlocks penetrating the reactor building containment
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and the spent fuel storage bay. A number of locations were considered.
For the emergency airlock camera, the options were surveillance of

either door of the airlock from inside or outside. Surveillance of the
outside door would have meant mounting the camera on the outside of the
administration building and having to cope with weather conditions which
ocassionally could obscure the view of the airlock. The inside door opens
into the annulus between the containment wall and shielding wall, and in
that area space is quite restricted and the view of the airlock door could
easily be obscured. Since a motion sensitive trigger was planned for this
location, the choice was made to put the camera inside the airlock despite
the cramped quarters. The orientation of the camera was towards the
inside door since both doors have small windows and it was considered
possible that light changes through the outside window might unnecessarily
trigger the camera. Because of low head room and generally cramped
quarters, the camera location had to be less than shoulder height in one
corner of the airlock. Since the camera was never installed, no working
appraisal of the location was possible.

For the main airlock camera similar options were available, although
space limitations inside the airlock were not as severe. Since a gamma
sensitive trigger was planned to be incorporated in this camera, a location
inside the airlock, with better control of the possible paths of radioactive
materials was considered desirable. Since the geiger tube was located at
the camera instead of near the centre of the area to be monitored, the
effect of radiation from outside the field of view had to be minimized.
Also, the sensitivity of the detector necessary to trigger the camera at the
time the source is within the field of view rather than passing by the
camera location, required some physical isolation of the surrounding area.

Some concern had to be overcome about restriction of space in the
airlock for the possible movement of large equipment. A location near one
corner of the airlock approximately 2-1/2 meters above floor level was
considered acceptable provided the camera equipment did not protrude into

the airlock space more than the other permanent equipment mounted on
that wall. This equipment included first aid kits, breathing apparatus
stations and a stretcher location. The maximum protrusion of this
equipment was approximately 30 cm.

In the fuel storage bay area, it was determined that three cameras
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properly oriented around the walls of the bay area could provide complete
coverage of the bay surface and the exits to the area. Because the

inspection bay is located at the side of the storage bay in somewhat of an

alcove, the effective surveillance of this area with one camera was possible
only irom the storage bay area wall more or less directly across from the

inspection bay. With this camera location determined, the other two
locations had to be at either end of the storage bay. Since only two
cameras were planned to be evaluated, the north end was chosen because of
easier access. The walkways under these locations were only one meter

wide, so the cameras were mounted 3 meters above floor level to reduce

interference to operations traffic.

*.2 Mounting

In all locations, the power supplies were bolted directly to the wall.

This necessitated the removal of the battery packs and some care was
required to prevent damage to the electronics during mounting. In the

airlock additional weldments were required since drilling holes in the

airlock shell would break the containment. The camera secure housings in

turn were mounted on the power supplies. The original design incorporated
a rather large swivel-equipped bracket which bolted to the top of the power

supply and allowed the camera to be oriented over a wide range of azimuth

and elevation.
A number of faults were recognized in these brackets.

(a) The swivel was difficult to tighten and required a complex

machined fixture to secure against tampering.

(b) The camera housing protruded from the wall more than was

necessary or even acceptable in the case of the airlock location.

(c) Servicing of the camera required unlocking the swivel which

then necessitated a time-consuming realignment of the camera

to return it to the same orientation.

(d) The lack of rigidity could cause potentially damaging vibrations

of the camera or blurring of the filmed scene.

An alternate mounting arrangement was designed using a small rigid

bracket mounted on the door of the power supply. A wedge assembly whose

angle was tailored to each specific location was used to orient the camera.



By unlocking and opening the power supply door, the back of the secure
housing was made accessible for servicing the camera. By merely closing
the door, the camera was returned to the original orientation without
further alignment. This bracket alleviated all of the listed faults, but
created a few of its own. The wedge assembly is not easy to assemble by
one man standing on a stepladder, although this has to be done once only.
And if the orientation were to be changed, then a new wedge assembly
would have to be manufactured, unless the change is one of azimuth only.

ft.3 Effectiveness of Coverage

The cameras are equipped with a zoom lens and all work was done
with the lens set at maximum wide angle, that is, minimum telephoto
setting.

In the main airlock the distance of the camera to the airlock door is
approximately 7 meters and the field of view completely covers the
personnel door, but not quite the entire opening of the large equipment
doors. Since the distance is so short, a wider angle lens could be used
without significant loss of detail, and with more coverage of the airlock
doors and walls.

In the emergency airlock the maximum dimension is less than four
metres, so a wider angle lens would provide better coverage. Since the
camera was not installed in the airlock, no definitive statements can be
made.

In the storage bay area the distances are in the order of 15 meters for
the camera looking across the bay and 30 meters for the one looking along
the length. Even with the maximum wide angle setting of the lens, it was
not possible to have all of the bay surface or the exits in the field of view
with only one camera per location. In this case, a wider angle lens might
not be desirable since at the longer distances, the adequacy of the
resolution is already questionable. With the field of view adjusted to obtain
maximum coverage of the water surfaces of both bays, the ceiling of the

area cannot be included in the field of view.
In addition to effectiveness from a systems point of view, the

effectiveness from an instrument point of view is also pertinent. This
includes such aspects as the resolution of the film and lenses, the
detrimental effect of viewing through a secure housing, the amount of
space within the field of view which can be blocked by innocent-looking
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equipment, the size of items discernible at various distances and the
frequency of exposures.

There is only one commercially-available film quality, and the
appraisal of the film data necessarily had to lump the film resolution
together with not only the camera lenses and the secure housing, but also
the quality of the projection equipment. The results were not encouraging.
It was not difficult to imagine, say a fuel transfer tube camouflaged to
match the background, which would require detailed inspection of indivi-
dual film frames to be noticed.

In the fuel storage bay area the travelling bridge can easily be
positioned in such a location that large portions of the field of view are
blocked. The frequency of exposure would allow significant diversion
effort to be carried out with only one film frame showing close proximity
of the bridge.

Inspection

The inspection procedures are detailed in Appendix A of the Douglas
Point Safeguards Instrumentation Preliminary Procedures manual. The
program of film change and general operation of the equipment have
identified a number of shortcomings. Relevant to the tasks performed by
an inspector, these are:

(a) a stepladder or other device is required to reach the equipment;

(b) because of the desirability of not interrupting power, all work
must be done under awkward conditions;

(c) in addition to one seal on the power supply door, a seal is
required tnrough four bolts holding the camera housing cover in
place;

(d) the camera housing cover bolts are difficult to remove and
replace, especially if the location requires the wearing of
protective gloves.

(e) the camera subassembly is literally covered with exposed
electronic components making it difficult to grasp the camera
without using electronic components as handles;

(f) the aperture and focal length scales are hidden behind elec-
tronic components making settings or their verification

difficult;
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(g) the fit of the camera subassembly into the secure container is
so tight that misalignment of the time/date mirror assembly is
likely during reassembly;

(h) if a film transport malfunction occurs or if film has been
improperly installed, the frame counter indexes despite no film
movement;

(i) the time required to inspect one film camera depends to a great
extent on its location, and the equipment and skill available to
the inspector. Once access to the camera location has been
arranged and the required stepladder located and in place, the
time required for an inspector familiar with the equipment to
change the film and do nothing else is no more than fifteen
minutes. However, if seals are to be inspected, camera settings
verified or changed, frame counters read, time and date
displays reset, light meter batteries changed, new seals
reinstalled, or instructions read to check completeness of the
inspection functions, then the time could increase to an hour.

Serviceability

Relevant to the servicing of the equipment, the same comments
about access, handling and adjustment apply as are listed for inspection. In
addition, a few other items can be noted:

(a) the battery pack capacity may reduce with time and there is no

quick method to check available capacity;

(b) diagnostic checks of electronic functions are difficult due to
close packaging and no test points;

(c) servicing of the camera itself could not be done without
extensive dismantling of the trigger electronics;

(d) subsystems such as specific trigger functions are not modular

and require the entire camera assembly for servicing.

In general, a high level of expertise and skill is required for almost
any service function unless the entire instrument is replaced.
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4.6 Trigger Functions

The two basic triggers, fixed interval time and random time, were
exercised extensively in the cameras mounted in the bay area. The fixed
interval timer was not operated on settings longer than 20 minutes although
the range of available settings is 10 to 90 minutes. This was partly to
obtain film data in shorter periods and partly because the longer time
periods were considered inadequate for safeguards surveillance purposes.
The 10 and 20 minute periods were accurate and repeatable.

The random time interval trigger was operated for a number of films
in the 8 minute average setting and the 16 minute average setting. Longer
average periods were not used for the same reasons as given for the fixed
interval timer.

For each average interval setting, there is a range of actual time
intervals which was generated in a random sequence. The range is from a
minimum of one eighth to a maximum of two times the average, and the
average can be selected from one of five settings ranging from 8 minutes
to 128 minutes.

The average time interval was close to the set value over as few as
two hundred frames. The minimum and maximum intervals were never
exceeded. The most important aspect of this timer is its randomness and
here a number of shortcomings were found.

(a) The design of the random time generator is such that all periods
are exact multiples of the minimum period, making it possible
to predict the exact moment when a trigger event can occur,
and being certain that a trigger event will not occur for the
minimum period after an exposure. In the extreme case, if the
average interval is set at 128 minutes, this could produce
predictable periods of no camera activity which are 16 minutes
long.

(b) The random time generators have produced a number of

sequences which are quite easy to identify and subsequently
predict. For instance, one film that was analyzed contained a
seqeunce which had a two minute interval always followed by

either another two minute interval or a 32 minute interval from
which it would be possible to predict a half-hour of camera
inaction. A computer analysis of the circuit by WNRE indicated
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that low probability sequences would occur more frequently
than they should. The cause was partially traced to the use of a
10 bit shift register instead of a six bit.

The Model B camera motion sensitive trigger was not tested.
Extended troubleshooting was carried out at WNRE, as well as several
redesigns and modifications by Sandia. Despite this work, stretching over
more than a year, the trigger stability was unacceptable for use at Douglas
Point, and one attempt to operate it exhausted the film in a matter of
hours due to frequent and multiple triggering.

The Model C camera gamma sensitive trigger was tested in the DSMA
laboratory with a source before it was installed in the main airlock at
Douglas Point. All six level settings were triggered with the aid of a
source and measurements of the fields agreed with the specification. The 5
second inhibit between radiation-triggered frames functioned as specified,
as did the decimal points on the LED display.

When the camera was installed in the main airlock, the gamma
trigger was exercised in the three most sensitive settings, with the timer
trigger set at 10 minute fixed intervals for all tests. The first film
operated for one month with the gamma sensitivity set at 12 mR/hr. Of
the approximately 4000 trigger events, 11 were generated by the gamma
trigger, all in one or two minute periods in the 15th day of operation. All
of the gamma-initiated scenes on the film were of the airlock empty, hence
probably caused by random fields. No known radioactive components were
brought through the airlock in this period.

The second film operated for three weeks with the gamma sensitivity
set at 4 mR/hr. Of the approximately 1800 trigger events, 12 were
generated by the gamma trigger. On two occasions four frames were taken
in the same minute, the others were all single events. A power failure due
to a faulty receptacle caused the batteries to be exhausted and the camera
to stop operating. None of the radiation-triggered frames indicated
unusual activity in the airlock. No known radioactive components were
brought through the airlock in this period.

The third film operated for four weeks with the gamma sensitivity set
at <f mR/hr. The film was exhausted in 21 days. 122 radiation initiated
frames were exposed in two groups. On the l*th day 22 frames were
triggered, mostly in pairs over a period of 2 hours. On the 21st day 100
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frames were triggered in the space of 15 minutes. The pictures
• corresponding to both groups did not indicate any unusual activities.

One known unusual event occurred in this period when the equipment
doors, were opened and a large component brought through the airlock. The
component was radioactive and surrounded by shielding. The fields in the
airlock were not measured. The camera took one frame of this event,
triggered by the fixed interval timer.

The fourth film was installed for a one month period with the gamma
trigger set at 2 mR/hr. The film was exhausted in approximately two days,
with single or multiple radiation-triggered frames almost every minute. It
appears that this setting was below background for the location at that
time. No known unusual activity occurred during this time period.

4.7 Other Components

Some of the standard features of the Minolta camera are a
disadvantage in this application. The ability to switch the light meter off,
for instance, adds a control which must be properly set initially and
verified subsequently. The same applies to the zoom lens. In any one
location, and in fact in all locations at Douglas Point, the lens is used in its
extreme wide angle position. Handling, focussing and checking other
components can change this setting and reduce the field of view.

The day and time indicators on each frame are of significant benefit
when analyzing the data, or searching for frames initiated by one of the
auxiliary triggers. However, care is required in focussing the camera to
ensure the LED display is sharp. This requires adherence to the focussing
instructions since the effective distance of the display from the lens is
shorter than most objects in the field of view are likely to be. Also, since
the light output of the LED's is fixed, a high ambient light in the field of
view will cause the lens to close in order to have proper exposure of the
scene, and the LED display then becomes quite faint and hard to read.

The control panel at the back of the camera used to set the day and
time, advance film and preview the LED display is difficult to operate
while looking through the camera, since the panel is very close to the
eyepiece. If wearing gloves were essential, the very small pushbuttons

would be difficult to operate.
The film advance pushbutton used to advance film before and after a

film exchange usually causes the camera to advance a multiple of frames
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4.8

rather than only one frame per push. This phenomena is no more than a
nuisance.

The tamper-indicating container made of glass and deposited
aluminum is too fragile. Two of the glass containers have already cracked
during routine use, and the aluminum film is peeling off in most of the
housings.

The cover plate used to close the glass container has an O-ring which
in this case functions more to guard against glass breakage than sealing. If
the housing were a metal cylinder instead of glass, the cover plate could be
designed to provide a hermetic seal which could prolong the life of the
camera and electronics. Also, the protective steel mesh would then not be
required which would reduce the size of the assembly, and speed the
opening and closing procedures.

Despite the power failed register which indicates a power interrup-
tion, the power cable from the supply box to the camera subassembly is too
exposed and available for tampering. An alternate design routing the cable
through the support bracket would be better.

The light meter is a critical component of the camera without which
the equipment does not function. If the light meter is set improperly or if
it fails, or if the batteries run down or fail, there is no back-up available.
The light meter batteries are connected to a trickle charger which supplies
10 ma of current, which is sufficient to maintain operation, but not to
charge exhausted batteries.

Operation

The camera itself functioned without fault in all of the units tested.
The timer-based triggers functioned well except for the partially-
predictable nature of the random timers. The LED display of day and time
superimposed at the top of each frame worked well except in a few cases
where the insertion of the camera subassembly into the secure housing
pushed the mirrors out of alignment.

The camera controls for selection of light meter functions, type of
illumination, lens settings, etc., functioned satisfactorily but were time
consuming to verify and set correctly. The electronic controls on the
control panel functioned satisfactorily but were somewhat awkward to use
while standing on a stepladder and holding the camera to the eye. For
some functions several pushbuttons must be depressed simultaneously,
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adding to the difficulty. In one camera assembly, the film advance
pushbutton functioned intermittently and required servicing.

The installation of the camera subassembly into the secure housing
requires a gentle touch. This is easy if done properly, but difficult if
attempted incorrectly and forced. Bolting the rear cover to the secure
container requires dexterity to pass the bolts through the expanded metal
shroud.

The power supplies functioned without fault throughout the tests. On
a number of occasions station power was interrupted requiring use of the
back-up batteries. All of these operated satisfactorily, and transfers back
to station power presented no problems, with the batteries automatically
recharging to full capacity.

Both the power failed registers and the frame registers worked
satisfacorily. The frame register indexes on each trigger event whether or
not the film is advancing. From an anti-tampering point of view this is an
advantage, but if the film is incorrectly inserted, broken or exhausted, the
inspector does not get alerted until the film is developed.

The radiation sensitive trigger functioned well but it appears that the
device may not serve its intended purpose, mainly due to the location of
the geiger tube. To be of practical use, the sensor must trigger the camera
while the source of the radiation is in the field of view. In the Main
Airlock, a source would first appear at about 7 meters and could be out of
the field of view at about 3 meters. In order to provide the required field
at the camera, the field at a container being brought through the airlock
and containing radioactive material would have to be approximately 1000
times higher. From the tests, it appeared that a 4 mR/hr setting was above
background; This means that the shielding around a fuel bundle must
reduce the field to only 4 R/hr which may be too easy to achieve to act as
an effective deterrment.

One technical aspect of the gamma trigger could be optimized. At
present, the sampling time of the geiger tube is a few milliseconds which

permits statistical variations in the background field to trigger the camera.
If the sampling time were increased to a second, the sensitivity could be
set lower without interference from statistical background variations.
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*.9 Reliability

The first camera installed at Douglas Point has been operating for

almost two years without any failures in the camera, electronics or power
supply. The secure housing showed significant deterioration early in the
testing period, due to a combination of shipping damage, handling and use.
The tearing and peeling of the silver coating affected the tamper-
indicating qualities and the cracked glass containers also reduced the
environmental protection for the camera.

The mounting brackets were changed, partly to reduce the profile of
the assembly but mainly to facilitate servicing and realignment. Although
the ball and socket type of support did not fail, it did exhibit increasing
looseness and flexibility. This was partly due to the tendency for service
personnel to swivel the unit without releasing pressure completely, as that
method made it easier to work with the camera. The camera subassembly
was also too heavy for the mount, and too cantilevered to provide firm
support.

The radiation sensitive trigger has been operating for only five
months, but also has had no failures. The geiger tube can be expected to
last a number of years, and the remaining circuitry is the same as in the
other cameras.

4.10 Tamper-proofing

The major tamper-proofing component used to house the camera
subassembly is difficult to handle, fragile, and prone to deterioration.
Access through it, however, is significantly more difficult to hide even
without the aluminum foil than penetrating the power supply. Also, if the
degree of tamper-indicating is compared on a system rather than
component basis, then the camera subassembly is definitely over-protected
compared to say, the power supply.

The rear cover to the housing is fastened with four bolts which must
be wire-connected to" a seal. Although this presents no particular problem,
a redesigned metal container could be sealed with only one fastener. Since
inspection time is both short and expensive, where a dozen such camera
assemblies are involved, the time saving would become significant.

If the secure housing is penetrated successfully, the problem still

remains to alter the electronics or optics in such a manner that the change
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could aid diversion yet be unnoticeable on the film record. Although this is

certainly possible to do, again the effort required, when weighed against

other methods such as induced failure of the instrument or camouflage of

the diversion, might not be justified at all, even with only modest tamper-

indicating components.

The camera can be made to cease functioning by holding a magnet

near the area where the film advance mechanism is located. This would

prevent camera operation but would not show up on any of the present

tamper-indicating devices.

4»11 Personnel Response

The personnel used for servicing and inspecting the equipment were

trained on a fully functional set-up in the DSMA laboratory and, aside from

the normal delays and procedures required to gain access to contamination

control areas, experienced no difficulties in performing their tasks.

The IAEA inspectors given opportunities to simulate inspection

procedures were generally critical of the amount of time and effort

required to gain access to the camera and the delicate handling required

for film changing and set-up of operating parameters.

The station operating staff treated all the camera installation like

any other station equipment. None of the film records showed any undue

attention being paid to the camera, and none were ever tampered with. On

several occasions before the permanent Class II power was connected,

service staff disconnected the temporary cable from the wall receptacle in

order to power some other equipment, and did not restore the connection

before the batteries had run down.

4.12 Data Records and Analysis

The data available from the surveillance film cameras is in three

forms. First and most important is the film itself. Second is the register

bank indicating total frames and power interruptions. Third is the tamper-

indicating devices. The first is not available to the inspector until the film

can be developed and viewed. The second is available while the inspector is

at the site and can be used as an approximate indication of whether the

camera has been functioning continuously, whether auxiliary triggers have

expended the film more than indicated by a time calculation, and whether

there is unused film remaining. The third is a combination of on-site
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inspection for tampering and subsequent analysis of seals.
A number of comments can be listed relevant to the film data:

(a) Developing the film commercially requires several days.
Developing the film in a secure environment under IAEA control
may require several weeks if the film is returned to Vienna.

(b) The film is time consuming to evaluate, and if done with a
manually operated projector, the job is tiring and it is easy to
miss relevant data.

(c) The resolution of the film data may be inadequate to detect
activities or camouflage at distances such as across the storage
bay.

(d) The time intervals between frames ..lay be too long to permit
construction of continuous assurance of no diversion.

(e) The data can be easily destroyed or degraded by over or under
exposure, or by radiation.

(f) The security of the unexposed film can be relied upon only if
the source of the product is under IAEA control, and is
protected until installed.

(g) A slight error in lens focus, or film sensitivity setting would
seriously degrade the available data.

(h) The amount of film in a commercially available colour casette
is sufficient for less than a month of operation at approximately
10 minute intervals. The black and white film is available in
double this length.

5. IMPROVEMENT POSSIBILITIES

During the course of the tests a few improvements were imple-
mented, mainly to facilitate operation or permit installation. Items listed

in this section are a result of appraisals of the equipment, installation,
operation and servicing.

5.1 Function

(a) The location of the storage bay cameras could be improved
from the point of view of inspector access, to eliminate the
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need of stepladders or other station equipment. Lowering the
mounting location is not possible because of interference of the
walkway, so this improvement would require some form of
mounting arrangement that could lower the equipment for
servicing.

(b) The location of the main airlock camera could be improved by
moving it further into the corner of the airlock. It would be
less obstrusive there and would have a more complete view of
the space inside the airlock.

(c) The field of view of the bay cameras needs to be either
expanded or augmented by other units. Expansion of the field
of view by wider angle lenses reduces the ability to identify
components at larger distances.

(d) The resolution of the camera-film combination is marginal in
areas where long distances are involved. Either larger film size
or more units would improve the resolution. Viewing through
the secure glass container could reduce the resolution slightly,
although with the lens at wide angle settings this is negligible.
A metallic tamper-indicating container could be made with an
opening for the lens that contains better optical glass.

(e) The standard colour film cartridge is 50 feet long which can
take approximately 3600 frames. The black and white film
which is available contains 100 feet which doubles the amount
of time the camera can function between inspections. The
increase in data provided by colour is considered small.

(f) The film from all cameras was viewed with a manually operated
film editor. This allowed single frame viewing, reversing, and a
wide range of transport speeds. Speeds so slow that the eye can
perceive the flicker of the shutter mechanism caused eye strain,
and a long time was required to view the film. Faster speeds
often missed information which was on one frame only. Some

form of electronic surveillance of the film would make the
viewing of large quantities of film easier.

i'
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(g) Even if the shortest time periods presently available in the
trigger circuits are utilized, the film has little continuity, and it
is difficult to view successive frames and develop assurance of
inactivity between exposures. Shorter time intervals between
exposures would help to create continuity, but would require a
greater film reservoir.

(h) The area lighting is not under the control of the surveillance
equipment. When the bay area lights are turned off, the data
available from the film is drastically reduced. Some control of
emergency lights, or the use of a flash would improve the
continuity of surveillance under these conditions.

(i) A gamma sensor remote from the camera, located in the center
of the field of view, or specifically for airlocks, near the door
under surveillance, would make that type of trigger more
useful.

5.2 Components

(a) No major component failures occurred during the tests.
However, the switches on the component boards and the
pushbuttons on the control panel should be higher quality to
guard against failures, particularly when switch settings are
changed which have been in one position for long periods of
time.

(b) The standard Minolta camera has numerous adjustments for a
variety of movie options, light conditions, lens settings, etc. If
this camera was used in quantity for surveillance work some

_ potential failures or wrong settings could be averted by
removing most of the adjustment and setting capability.

(c) The random timer trigger circuit needs redesign to reduce the
predictability of the time intervals and also to change the basic
time multiplier from precisely integral minutes to something

- that is not an integer. This would eliminate the two minute

predictability.
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(d) The fixed time interval circuit has a test switch on the
component board which changes the 10 to 90 minute interval
choice to 10 to 90 seconds for testing purposes. Time intervals
between 90 seconds and 10 minutes would be more useful than
the intervals over one hour.

(e) The gamma sensitive trigger sampling time is in the millisecond
range. This allows stray fields to trigger the camera when it is
not necessary. Since even a well planned and automated
transfer through the airlock will take a number of seconds, the
sampling time should be increased to the order of one second.
This would allow lower detection level settings without
continuous triggering.

(f) The motion sensitive detector is too unstable for use at this

time. More redesign of this circuit or the use of a different
light sensor might make the device useful.

(g) The first mirror assemblies used to direct the LED display into
the lens of the camera were fragile, difficult to align and easy
to damage while inserting the camera into the secure housing.
The redesigned mirror assemblies appear considerably better.

(h) The electronic components for the camera operations and the
various triggers would be easier to troubleshoot if they were
separate and modular, and had accessible test points for
intermediate functions.

(i) The camera subassembly is very easily damaged by handling due
to the exposed electronics. If all the additional electronics
were placed in the power supply, the camera would be easier to

. handle, would be smaller, and the electronics would have ample
space for a more convenient layout.

(j) The light meter batteries could be added to the recharging
circuit to prolong their useful life, and eliminate one main-

tenance function.

(k) The power failed register performs a somewhat redundant

function since a power failure will be indicated by a row of
eights on the LED display if power is returned.
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(1) The electronic controls for setting the time and day and the
film advance buttons are in an awkward location. If they were
moved along with the electronics into the power supply, the
adjustments could be made more conveniently.

5.3 Power Supply

(a) The component, layout in the power supply could benefit from
minor rearrangement to allow access to the mounting bolt holes
without removing components.

(b) There are a number of test points available in the power supply
for basic voltages. If all the electronics were placed in the
power supply, this test panel could be expanded and labelled to
aid troubleshooting and maintenance.

(c) The power supply box is a standard electrical utility cabinet
with conduit knockouts. The quality and tamper-proofing of
this enclosure is too far below that of the camera subassembly.
The thickness of the steel is inadequate to firmly support the
camera, the door hardware is of very poor quality and the lock
does not have facilities for applying a seal. The entire
enclosure, door, locks, feedthroughs should be brought up to the
Standard of the other safeguards components.

(d) Cooling requirements of the power supply presently necessitate
a number of knockouts in the box to be removed and closed with
mesh plugs. These would not only be difficult to tamper-proof,
but also allow environmental contamination to penetrate to the
electronics. The power supply enclosure, like the camera
enclosure, should be hermetic.

(e) With the camera assembly mounted to the power supply box by
means of a small low profile bracket, the connecting cables
could be routed through this device to increase tamper-
proofing.

(f) Any permanent installation of camera equipment should be

provided with a conduited Class II power supply from a high
priority source. The present battery back-up is adequate for up

to 48 hours for the Model A cameras and as low as 8 hours for'
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the Model B or C. Unless the station supplied power is high
priority, this amount of time occasionally is inadequate. The
power failure is usually coincident with other station operation
anomalies; which is a time when surveillance is needed most.

5A Tamper-proofing

(a) The camera housing tamper-indicating components are too
fragile and difficult to handle. A normal steel or aluminum
enclosure with one seal would be more secure and easier to
maintain.

(b) The power connection to the camera presently is totally
exposed. Despite the fact that interruption would be indicated
by the registers, this cable should be fed through the mounting
bracket. If the electronics is pi aced in the power supply instead
of the camera enclosure, a lo; more cables would be required
and the need for enclosing them would be greater.

(c) Hermetic enclosures would aid the tamper-resistance of the
instrument. The equipment could be made to fail by the
introduction of a number of on-site atmospheric contaminants
like hydrogen sulphide or dust, or simply humidity, and the
subsequent corrosion or failure would be rapid.

(d) Although this might be quite difficult, silencing the camera
operation would add to its effectiveness. As an alternative, a
device to produce a masking noise or create more frequent
camera sounds might be beneficial.

(e) If the cameras are located in such a manner that one can be in
the field of view of another, this would significantly aid in
tamper-indication.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The section on Improvement Possibilities contains the conclusions

evolved from the operation of the equipment. The section on Evaluation of
Test Results contains the conclusions drawn from the work required to
install, inspect and service the camera installations and from the analysis
of the films.
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The conclusions can be summarized as follows:

(a) The locations chosen for the camera installations can easily
accommodate the equipment. Sources of power, access by
inspectors and compatibility with station operation require-
ments are all feasible to arrange.

(b) The method of mounting the power supplies is straight forward
and requires a minimum of assistance from the station staff.
Servicing of the instruments is made difficult by the need of a
stepladder in most cases.

(c) The field of view of the storage bay cameras in inadequate for
safeguards purposes. More cameras either in more locations or
in pairs are required for complete surveillance.

(d) The resolution of the cameras, or the detail that can be
distinguished on the film is marginal, especially in the storage
bay area.

(e) The expertise required to service the equipment can be gained
only superficially from manuals and would require training on
actual equipment to be effective.

(f) The time required to inspect the installation, change film,
determine tampering and perform routine maintenance opera-
tions is within the broad guidelines set by the IAEA. However,
the large numbers of cameras that may be required for a
safeguards system would require redesign with a view of
reducing this time.

(g) The equipment used for this work was designed for testing and
developing functions. Significant redesign in areas of com-
ponent and cost reduction, serviceability, packaging, and opera-
tion would be required before the instruments are used in a
safeguards system.

(h) The basic time triggers work well, although some redesign is
required in the random time generator and the span of time

Intervals available.
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(i) The auxiliary triggers do not function well at all. The motion
sensitive trigger could not even be tested at site and the gamma
sensitive trigger did not function effectively although this could
probably be solved by a fairly simple redesign to increase the
sampling time of the geiger tube.

(j) A lot of human engineering is required for this equipment

considering the unattended operation requirements, the need to
service the camera in-situ and often in radioactive contamina-
tion areas, and the need to reduce inspection time.

(k) Since the equipment was operated for a relatively short time,
reliability data cannot be given with confidence.

(1) The tamper-proofing needs to be balanced between the various
components and also made compatible with the overall system.
The secure container for the camera is not practical and the
entire packaging scheme should be redesigned.

(m) The station operating staff responsed very well to the installa-
tion, operation and inspection of the equipment.

(n) The analysis of the film data was not carried out under secure
conditions. The commercial development of the -film caused a
few problems like lost film, delays, and mixed-up identification.

(o) The film is very tiring to view, and it is difficult to assume no
subversive activities were carried out between frames.

(p) The day and time data on each frame is very useful in aiding
evaluation of activities shown on the film and for cross-
reference with other safeguards equipment or station operation.

(q) Some form of back-up lighting or flash is required to bridge the
periods when area lighting is turned off.

(r) Close scrutiny would be required to identify details on the film

relevant to diversion attempts.
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APPENDIX H

Discussion of "Douglas Point Nuclear Generating Station Surveillance Film
Cameras Performance Evaluation, Report No. 764/967"

The report on the photo-surveillance cameras presented as Appendix G was
prepared by Varis Smiltnieks of Dilworth, Secord, Meagher, and Associates (DSMA).
The AECB let a contract to DSMA. which included the installation, testing,
evaluation, and reporting on the performance of the three models of these
photo-surveillance cameras. The cameras were designed and constructed at the
Sandia Laboratories by James W. Campbell. He was given an opportunity to
review this performance report and the following points represent the essence
of the substantive comments he made on it.

1. It is difficult to understand why the optical intensity change detector
could not be made to function correctly in the Canadian tests. It has
worked well both at the Sandia Laboratories and at another installation
in the world (overseas). This probably indicates the necessity of
sending a qualified person to do the initial set up of such prototype
devices and to train the users so they will understand the details and
procedures of operation.

2. The discussion in the report on the gamma sensing actuator model of
camera are somewhat misleading. The gamma sensitive trigger itself
worked as specified and cannot then be described as not functioning
effectively. What did prove to be ineffective is the concept of placing
the detector at the camera location. Since the procurement specification
required the detector to be incorporated within the camera housing the
design cannot be faulted solely on the grounds that the detector is
ineffective when placed at the camera position.

It is unfortunate that the simple concept of a detector with the
camera will not work effectively, since a remote detector will require
surveillance of the interconnecting line. This will raise both cost and
complexity.

3. The "faults" ascribed to the mounting bracket on page 7 are not faults
but the necessary compromises necessary for a universal mounting.
Certainly a better mounting bracket can be produced for a specific location
with a specific viewpoint, but then interchangeableity is lost.

4. The statement that the "lack of rigidity could cause potentially damaging
vibrations of the camera or blurring of the filmed scene" is merely a
supposition not supported by experimental evidence. Shake tests were
done with the camera at th? Sandia Laboratories and no blurring of the
pictures was observed.

5. Although a test of the 8 minute average interval setting on the random
timer is mentioned on page 11, no such test is detailed in table 3.2.

(Reply by V. Smiltnieks: the tests details in table 3.2 only concern
1977, the second half of the testing period. The first half of the test
period in 1976 included tests of the 8 minute average interval.)
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6. The comments about the degree of tamper-proofing made on pages 16 and 22
seem to be contradictory. On one hand there is the criticism that the
camera module is overprotected and on the other that the power supply
enclosure is underprotected.

The need to protect the power supply is not obvious and will substantially
raise unit costs. Indications of tampering with the power supply will
be made on the timer display and/or power failed register inside the
camera module's secure container.

7. The function of the power failed register is not identical with that of
LED display on the timer. The LED display will show by a row of eights
that power has been interrupted to the camera at least once. The power
failed register will show not only how many times this has happened but
also if there has been under or over-voltage tampering.
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DOUGLAS POINT NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION

SAFEGUARDS INSTRUMENTATION

PRELIMINARY OPERATING PROCEDURES

This manual is an assembly of preliminary instructions
for the use of the surveillance instruments presently
under development and evaluation at the Douglas Point
Nuclear Generating Station.

The manual is intended to provide the IAEA Inspectors
with the basic information necessary for them to
commence using the instruments during their routine
inspections. After a period of use and evaluation,
these procedures will be rewritten to reflect the
experience gained by the Inspectors.
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DOUGLAS POINT SAFEGUARDS

PRELIMINARY OPERATING PROCEDURES MANUAL

INTRODUCTION

• Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, the Atomic Energy
Control Board, and the International Atomic Energy Agency have
cooperated in the development of a safeguards scheme for the
CANDU reactor. This scheme requires the use of some novel equip-
ment in addition to equipment normally employed by the IAEA. A
demonstration of the operation of this equipment is underway at
the Douglas Point Nuclear Generating Station at Tiverton, Ontario.
The equipment at Douglas Point does not represent a full airtight
safeguards scheme, but rather the essential and novel elements of
such a system.

This manual is written in such a way that the equipment
at Douglas Point can be operated as if it were part of a total
safeguards scheme. This has been done to allow IAEA Operations
to make an evaluation of the operational characteristics of the
equipment, and of the usefulness of each piece of equipment.

This manual is not intended to dictate how safeguards
must be applied to Douglas Point by the IAEA. That decision is
solely theirs. Rather it is a suggested series of steps for use
with the operational evaluation. When a full safeguards scheme
is put into place at Douglas Point this manual will become obsolete.

PROCEDURES

A. MAIN AIRLOCK PHOTO-SURVEILLANCE CAMERA

The purpose of the main airlock photo-surveillance camera
is to determine that spent fuel is not removed from the reactor
building via the main airlock. Films from this camera should be
reviewed to ensure no significant removal of spent fuel could have
occurred.

visit:
The following steps should be .taken on each inspection

1. Check glass container for evidence of tampering.
2. Check that all seals are intact.
3. Service camera as per Appendix A, removing seals as

required.
4. Replace seals as required.
5. Process the film.
6. Verify that the spent seals have not been tampered.
7. Analyze film for anomalous, abnormal, or suspicious

events.
8. Query such events and attempt to establish what has

occurred.



B. FUELLING MACHINE MAINTENANCE BAY
TV-SURVEILLANCE CAMERA

The purpose of the T.V.-surveillance camera is to
observe the fuelling machine maintenance bay area to determine
that spent fuel has not been removed from the reactor through
this area. There is no normal procedure by which spent fuel
should enter this area. The fuelling machines are the tool by
which spent fuel could most easily be brought into this area,
although use of a special flask cannot be discounted. Mainten-
ance of the fuelling machine in this area must be critically
observed. As well the large concrete doors leading to the fuelling
machine vaults can be observed to determine that a flask has not
been taken into the area of the reactor face.

visit:
The following steps should be taken on each inspection

C.

1. Check the TV camera unit for evidence of tampering.
2. Remove and retain seals for verification as required.
3. Check the recorder/monitor unit for evidence of

tampering.
4. View video tape on monitor, removing seals as required.

Instructions on operation of the recorder/monitor unit
must be obtained from Y. Konnov, IAEA, Division of
Development.

5. Note and query anomolous, abnormal, or suspicious events.
6. Replace or reset video tape as required.
7. Replace seals as required.
8. Verify that the spent seals have not been tampered.

SPENT FUEL TRANSFER SYSTEM BUNDLE COUNTER

The normal method of transfer of spent fuel from the
reactor to the spent fuel storage bay is to send it down the
spent fuel transfer tube. The purpose of the bundle counter is to
count the net number of bundles transferred to the spent fuel
storage bay. Spent fuel bundles can be transferred either singly
or in pairs. The bundle counter records the number of singles and
the number of pairs sent to the storage bay and the number of
singles and the number of pairs back-transferred to the reactor.

The net number of bundles transferred to the bay may be
determined in two ways. There is a set of registers located with
the bundle counter in one of the shielding blocks over the transfer
tube, and a second set located at the power supply. The remote
set provides simple, easy access while the main set has a higher
level of security.

On each inspection visit the net number of bundles
transferred to the bay should be determined using the remote
registers at the power supply.

The access sequence for the remote registers should be
performed prior to the access sequence for the main registers.

2.
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Access Sequence For Remote Registers

1. Check that the seals on the bundle counter shielding
block are intact.

2. Check that the seals on the power supply box are intact.
3. Read the remote registers as per Appendix B Part 1,

removing seals as required.
4.' Replace seals as required.
5. Using previous readings determine the net number of

bundles transferred to storage bay for the remote
registers.

6. Verify that the spent seals have not been tampered.
At the discretion of the inspector, or if any seals

have been tampered, the main set of registers should also be'
read.

Access Sequence for Main Registers

1. Read the main registers,as per Appendix B Part 2,
removing seals as required.

2. Replace seals as required.
3. Using previous readings determine the .net number of

bundles transferred to the storage bay for the main
registers.

4. If the determined number of bundles transferred for
the main and remote registers do not agree (when
considered for the same time interval) investigate
for possible causes.

D. PHYSICAL COUNT IN THE STORAGE BAY

If the spent fuel storage bay is to be considered a
Material Balance Area, the flow of material into and out of the
area must be known. The bundle counter determines the flow through
the transfer tube into the spent fuel bay. Surveillance devices
are used to monitor stored fuel within the storage bay (see
sections E and F later). A physical count of the spent fuel bundles
stored in the bay should be taken on each inspection visit. A
reconfirmation of bundles previously counted is covered in section
E. Bundles discharged into the storage bay since the last inspection
should be counted. This number should agree with the number given by
the bundle counter.

Since at the present time bundles discharged into the bay
have not been sealed it will be very difficult to determine which
bundles have been freshly discharged. For the purposes of this
operational test the number of bundles in a stack of trays could be
counted to simulate this process. Although the number obtained will
not correlate with the number on the bundle counter, the exercise
is useful in that it will give the inspector a good representation
of the work involved.

3.



B. ULTRASONIC SEALS AND STACK COVERS IN THE STORAGE BAY

Since the number of spent fuel bundles accumulating in
the spent fuel storage bay increases rapidly it is not possible
to recount and verify all bundles on each inspection visit within
the limited time available. To overcome this problem blocks of
spent fuel bundles in the storage bay can be placed "in bond" so
that only a single seal need be checked to effectively recount
and reverify the entire block.

In the Douglas Point spent fuel storage bay a stack of
trays containing spent fuel is a convenient large block of spent
bundles. Each tray can hold eleven bundles and there can be 30
trays in a stack, so the maximum number of spent fuel bundles in
the block is 330.

Sealing a stack of trays of spent fuel bundles of this
size under more than 4 metres of water is not an easy task. The
system we have developed uses a stainless steel metal mesh cover
and a wire seal. The cover is made in such a way that to breach
the mesh would cause an easily observed distortion. The cage is
sealed to the top tray so that access to all the trays is
interdicted. The seal, developed by Ispra, can be applied and
monitored underwater. It is read using an ultrasonic technique.

visit:
The following steps can be taken on each inspection

F.

(a) Initial Counting and Sealing

1. Count the number of bundles in the stack.
2. Supervise the placement of the cover over the stack of

spent fuel, as per Appendix C.
3. Supervise the placement of the ultrasonic seal on the

covered stack, as per Appendix C.
4. Supervise the finger printing of the ultrasonic seal,

as per Appendix C.
5. Retain finger print recording for future reference.

(b) Seal Verification

1. Identify the seal and stack to be verified.
2. Examine the cover mesh for evidence of tampering.
3. Examine wire of ultrasonic seal for evidence of

tampering.
4. Supervise the recording of a finger print from the

ultrasonic seal, as per Appendix C.
5. Investigate any anomolies found.

STORAGE BAY PHOTO-SURVEILLANCE CAMERAS

The purpose of the storage bay photo-surveillance cameras
is to observe the surface of the storage bay water to determine
that spent fuel is not removed from the storage bay. Two cameras
are used, one observing the main storage bay and the other
observing the inspection bay.

4.



visit:

G.

The following steps should be taken on each inspection

1. Check glass container for evidence of tampering.
2. Check that all seals are intact.
3. Service camera as per Appendix A, removing seals

• as required.
4. Replace seals as required.
5. Process and analyze film.
6. Verify that seals have not been tampered.
7. Review film for anomolous, abnormal, or suspicious

events.
8. Query such events and attempt to establish what has

occurred.

TRACK-ETCH POWER MONITOR

The purpose of the track-etch power monitor is to record
the power level of the reactor. This provides an independent check
of the operators records. Power history records might also be
used to estimate fuel bundle throughput and plutonium production.

visit:
The following steps should be taken on one inspection

1. Examine track-etch power monitor installation and seal
for evidence of tampering.

2. Remove power monitor.
3. Service power monitor, as per Appendix D.
4. Replace power monitor.
5. Replace seals as required.
6. Process and analyze tape.
7. Cross-check power history data from tape against

operator records.
8. Query differences found.

5.



APPENDIX A

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

SAFEGUARDS SURVEILLANCE FILM CAMERAS

DOUGLAS POINT NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION

PURPOSE

The object of these instructions is to describe the
general steps needed for a qualified inspector to use the cameras
as part of the routine safeguards inspection.

The testing and diagnostic steps outlined here are for
superficial verification of an operating condition only and do
not include trouble shooting, maintenance, calibration, or
modification. Technical specifications not necessary for this
purpose are. not included.

DESCRIPTION

The surveillance cameras are of three basic types,
designated as models A, B and C. The power supply and exterior
appearance of the camera assemblies are all identical. The
difference is in the triggering options available on each
model.

The model A camera has triggering capabilities of
selectable fixed time interval mode and selectable random time
interval mode. The model B camera, in addition to the time
interval trigger of the model A, has a motion sensitive trigger.
The model C camera, in addition to the time interval trigger of
the model A, has a gamma sensitive trigger. The two time trigger-
ing modes on all cameras are selectable by means of switches on
the camera subassembly. The auxilliary triggers are automatically
superimposed on the selected time trigger function.

The surveillance camera consists of a power supply box
which is normally fastened to a wall or other station support,
and a camera assembly which is mounted on the power supply
box, with a limited degree of freedom for orientation in a
desired direction. An interconnecting flexible power cable is
routed between the camera assembly and the power supply box.
Class II station power is connected to the power supply box
through a permanent conduit installation.

The power supply box contains a voltage regulated power
supply to operate all camera functions except the light meter,
and a battery pack which provides approximately 24 hours of .
camera operation in the event of station power failure.
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Accessible inside the box are critical voltage tests points, fuses
and a master power switch which disconnects the camera from all
power. A red light visible through the door indicates the power
supply is on.

The camera assembly consists of an expanded metal
shroud protecting a silvered-glass tamper-indicating container.
Access to the camera sub-assembly is through a bolted aluminum cover
at the back of the container. The cover contains an O-ring for hermetic
sealing and is held in place by four socket head cap screws. A BNC
bulkhead feedthrough is used to pass the power cable through the cover.
A section of the glass is left unsilvered at the other end of the
container through which the camera lens can view the surveillance area.

The camera subassembly consists of a basic
Minolta movie camera surrounded by a wirewrap board, an LED
display module, a mirror system, a register bank, a control panel
and a support platform. The wirewrap board covers one side of
the camera and contains the logic elements for the trigger assemblies.
A flat ribbon cable connects the logic outputs to the camera
controls. The LED display module is mounted on the film access
door of the camera and generates a readout of day and time which
is superimposed on the top edge of each picture frame by means
of the mirror system located beside the lens.

The register bank is mounted at the front of the
camera beside the lens and is visible through the clear
opening in the glass container. There are two electromechanical
registers. One indexes each time the camera takes a picture
and the other indexes only when the camera power fails. A red
light integral with the register bank indicates the power is
available at the camera.

The control panel is located at the rear end of
the camera and incorporates all trigger controls. One selector
switch is used to set the desired fixed interval time.
Ths graduations range from O to 90 in units of 10 representing
the fixed interval in minutes. When the switch is set to O the
random interval timer selector is activated. This selector is
graduated in the binary numbers 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16. These
numbers times 8 represent the average random interval in minutes.
Other controls on the panel are a pushbutton marked CAM. ADV. for
indexing the film in the camera one frame at a time, a pushbutton
marked READ for activating the LED display, a pushbutton marked DAY
RESET which sets the day LED display to zero when pusiied, a
pushbutton marked TS which sets the time LED display to
zero when pushed and two pushbuttons marked HOURS and MINS. for
setting the correct time on the LED display. The power
cable enters the camera subassembly through a BNC
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connector on this panel. The support platform is used as
a mounting base for the camera subassembly and slides into a
keyway at the bottom of the glass Container. A thumbscrew
located at the right rear corner of the support platform
locks the camera subassembly to the keyway.

The camera itself has a number of standard
movie camera controls. An operating switch on the left
side of the camera enables all electrical functions.
A ring on the lens is used to focus the camera to the desired
distance. An electrically driven zoom assembly varies the
focal length of the lens. The control for this function is a
spring centered two position switch located on the top of
the camera body. A second switch on the right side of the
camera selects normal or macro lens operation. A switch on
the left side of the camera turns the light meter on and
a galvanometer type indicator shows the light level available.
A switch on the right side of the camera selects day-
light or artificial light compensation and a second switch
selects automatic or normal aperture operation. Two
batteries for the light meter are mounted inside the camera
above the film pack and are accessible through the door used
for changing film. A number of standard or special super 8 mm
films can be used, either black-and-white or colour. A
switch on the left side of the camera body selects single
frame operation.

LOCATION

Two model A cameras are located in the spent fuel
storage bay area. The camera designated as number 1 is mounted
on the north wall. It looks along the length of the storage
bay and provides surveillance of most of the storage bay
water surface as well as the east wall emergency exit and the
west wall water purification area exit. The orientation is
approximately 180° azimuth and 15° below horizontal elevation.

The camera designated as number 2 is mounted on
the east wall. It looks across the storage bay at the inspection
bay and provides surveillance of the inspection bay surface,
the main personnel entrance door and the equipment double
doors. The orientation is approximately 290° azimuth and 20°
below horizontal elevation.

One model B camera is located in the Reactor
Building Emergency Airlock. It is mounted in the corner of
the airlock and provides surveillance of the interior
of the airlock and the reactor-side access hatch. The orient-
ation is approximately 130° azimuth and horizontal elevation.

One- model C camera is located in the Reactor
Building Main Airlock. It is mounted in the north-east
corner of the airlock and provides surveillance of the
interior of the airlock and the reactor-side access doors.
The orientation is approximately 260° azimuth and horizontal
elevation.
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MODEL A CAMERA CHARACTERISTICS

Lens:

Focus Range:

Exposure Control:

Film Type:

Frame Rate:

Field of View:

Display:

Time Base:

Activators:

Indicators:

Housing:

Power Requirements:

Weight:

f/1.2 with 8.5 to 34 mm focal length.

1.2 m to infinity.

Automatic thrü-the-lens.
Adjustment for ASA 40 and 160 Film,
f/1.2 to f/32.

Super 8 mm cartridge, 3600 color
frames or 7200 black and white frames.

Single frame operation.

22° vertical (maximum full angle).
28° horizontal (maximum full angle).

Days, Hours, and minutes super-imposed
at top of scene image.

Quartz crystal controlled oscillator»

a. Periodic interval timer with
selectable fixed intervals of 10,
20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80 or
90 minutes.

b. Random interval timer with selectable
minimum intervals of 1, 2, 4, 8
or 16 minutes and maximum
intervals that are 16 times
the selected minimum interval.
Probability of occurrence of any
integer (1 to 16) multiple of the
minimum interval is 1/16.

"Power On" - light emitting diode.
"Power Interrupted" - electro-
mechanical counter.
"Frames Exposed".- electro- mechanical
counter.

Silvered-glass tamper-indicating
enclosures with seal with compatible
closing features, 143 mm (diameter)
X 312 mm (length).

Camera: Less than 1.5 watts.
Power supply: 115/220 volt, .single
phase, 50/60 Hz at less than 2 amps
(for automatic recharging of batteries
which operate camera for 24 hours in
the event of main power interruption).

Camera: 7 kg.
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INSPECTION

These steps apply to all three camera models.

" The following steps should be performed prior to any •

attempt at servicing.

1. Record status of power lights in the power supply

box and in the glass container.

2. Record the readings on both registers in the glass

container.

3. Using the readings from the previous inspection

period, the time interval setting and the elapsed time

calculate the approximate reading to be expected on the frame

register and record the discrepancy.

4. Using the readings from the previous inspection

period, record the discrepancy in the power failure register.

5. Verify the orientation of the camera assembly.

6. Verify the integrity of all exposed cables.

7. Verify the clarity of the camera window.

8. Verify integrity of all seals and .tamper - indicating

devices.
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FILM CHANGE

The following tools and equipment are necessary
for changing film:

Protective clothing as required by the camera location.
Tools for removing and attaching tamper-indicating seals.
Key for access to the power supply box.
Two replacement batteries for the light meter. They should
be the size AA rechargeable type.

One Super 8 film cartridge
Data record from previous film change.

9. Remove all seals necessary to gain access to the
camera subassembly.

10. unlock the power supply box and swing the door
open, thus making the rear cover plate of the camera assembly
accessible.

11; Remove the four screws securing the rear cover
plate.

12. Withdraw the rear cover plate and let it hang by the
power cables.

13. Advance the film 15 frames using the CAM. ADV.
push button.

14. Remove the retaining screw holding the camera
subassembly to the glass container.

15. Slide the camera subassembly out of the container
and install it in the service retainers on the side of the
power supply box.

16. Push the READ button on the control panel and
verify correct date and time indications on the LED display.

17. Open the film access door on the camera, remove
the film cartridge and label with camera parameters and date.

18. Remove the light meter batteries.
19. Install freshly charged batteries.
20. Install a new film cartridge.
21. Close the film access door and verify that it is •

properly latched.
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22. Push the DAY RESET button on the control panel to

zero the LED date display.
23. Push the READ button and verify that the LED date

display is zero and the time display is correct. If the indicated
time is incorrect, reset with pushbutton TS and set with pushbuttons

HOURS and MINS.
24. Push the CAM. ADV. button to advance the film by

15 frames.
25. Set the timer controls to the desired trigger

mode and select the required time interval.
26. Verify the following camera control settings:

Operating Switch in the A position, Function Switch
in the SF (single frame) position. Light meter compensation
switch in the LAMP BULB position. Lens aperture Switch in the
AUTO position, Lens Focus Switch in the NORMAL position.

27. Verify the light meter function by passing a
hand in front of the lens and observing the response of the
light meter.

28. Verify that the focus and zoom settings are as
desired. For maximum wide-angle coverage, the zoom, ring
of the camera should be rotated to the 8.5 mm focal length
position, maximum counterclockwise when viewed from the rear
of the camera. For the best depth of field under all
lighting conditions the focus ring should be set to the 5
meter position.

REASSEMBLY

29. Replace the camera subassembly in the glass
container and lock in place with the thumb screw.

30. Replace the rear cover plate and install the four
retaining screws. The connector on the cover plate should be
in the 5 o'clock position. The retaining screws should be no
more than finger tight.

31. Install new tamper-indicating seals on the retaining
screws.

32. Close the power supply box door and install a
new tamper-indicating seal. •

33. Record the status of the power lights in the power
supply box and the glass container.

r _
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34. Record the readings on both registers in the glass
container.

35. Verify the orientation of the camera assembly.



MODEL C CAMERA GAMMA TRIGGER DESCRIPTION

The radiation detector is an LND Industries Geiger Mueller tube
type #713. This tube produces approximately six pulses per second for
each millirad per hour at low dose rates.

The gamma sensor is assembled on the same type of specially
fabricated board as the rest of the electronics for the camera system.
Integrated circuit (IC) sockets are used for mounting integrated
circuits and discrete components, while wire wrap techniques are used
for the interconnections. The dc-dc converters are also mounted on
the board. This extra circuitry requires approximately 150 milliamps
of operating current.

High voltage for operating the GM tube is obtained by con-
version of the voltage supplied to the camera sybsystem. The GM tube
generates an electrical pulse, the total number of which is proportional
to the amount of incident radiation. . The pulses from the GM tube are
amplified and shaped in order to drive a digital rate detector that
has a time base obtained from a fixed frequency oscilator. The digital
rate detector provides an output only when the number of input pulses
per second exceeds a settable value. Interface circuitry actuates
the camera when the digital rate detector provides an output.

Included in the actuator of the camera is a lockout circuit
which prevents excessive film usage by inhibiting the taking of a
second picture within 5 seconds of the previous picture. The pulse
that actuates the camera also enables the decimal points of the date/
time display to be illuminated. The decimal points identify the frame
as having been activated by the gamma sensor instead of being initiated by
the timer.

The use of the decimal points permits the identification of
photographs that are radiation actuated rather than time actuated.
This enables the inspector to distinguish between periodic triggers
and gamma radiation triggers.

Gamma radiation thresholds are set by means of a multiposition
rotary switch on the gamma trigger circuit board. The settings are:

full counter-clockwise -
1st step clockwise
2nd step clockwise
3rd step clockwise
4th step clockwise
5th step clockwise

-Sa

-St

O.

O.
O.
O.
O.

O.

002

004
012
050
150
500

R/hr.

R/hr.

R/hr.

R/hr.
R/hr.

R/hr.



MAINTENANCE

..The film cameras are designed to function unattended for periods
exceeding the length of time between inspections. Preventive maintenance
is. required only for- the batteries driving the light meter. These are
not connected to the recharging circuit and have capacity to operate the
light meter under normal conditions for approximately six months. The
battery backup for the camera itself is in a recharge circuit and does
not need maintenance except for a yearly total discharge and recharge.

Periodic checks of the trigger circuits should be performed
to verify proper operation. For the the four trigger options this
means:

(a.) Fixed interval timer Intervals are as specified

(b). Random interval timer average i;s close to specification
and there are no easily predictable interval sequences

Cc). Radiation detection trigger settings are close to
specification using a calibrated source and the inhibit
circuit functions to prevent multiple frame exposure
from one signal

(d) Optical motion detection trigger actuates at the
specified percentage of light change and the inhibit
circuit functions to prevent multiple frame exposure
from one signal
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APPENDIX B

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

SPENT FUEL BUNDLE COUNTER

DOUGLAS POINT NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION

PURPOSE

The object of these instructions is to describe the general

steps needed for a qualified inspector to use the bundle counter

as part of the routine safeguards inspection.

The testing and diagnostic steps outlined here are for

superficial verification of an operating condition only and do not

include troubleshooting, maintenance, calibration, or modification.

Technical specifications not necessary for this purpose are not

included.

In addition to inspection instructions, descriptions are

included of the fuel handling system in general, the counter location

in particular, and the counter operation.

The bundle counter is designed to detect and log the .passage

of irradiated fuel bundles through the transfer tube connecting

the reactor fuel handling area to the spent fuel storage bay. Since

the fuel handling equipment can transfer spent fuel in both directions

along this tube, the counter is capable of discrimating direction

as well as quantity.

FUEL TRANSPORT SYSTEM

Figure 1 is a diagramatic representation of the fuel handling

system. The transfer tube is located near the bottom of a 1.3 m x

1.6 m trench beneath the service building floor. Interlocking,

removable concrete blocks set in the service area floor span the

roof of the trench. Access to the trench requires the use of the

service area crane to lift, one of the blocks. This operation is

done infrequently and requires shutdown of the fuel handling system.

Fuel is transported along the tube in a shuttle propelled

by water hydraulic pressure. The speed of the shuttle is

approximately 0.6 m/sec to 1.0 m/sec. The fastest speed occurs
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when the shuttle contains two fuel bundles and the lowest
speed occurs when the shuttle is empty. In addition,
some variation is possible by .changing pump speeds and pressures.

The bundles are loaded into the shuttle by rams operating
through the fuel transfer machine. Normally, all fuel handling
activities are carried out with bundles in pairs, however, the
equipment is equally capable of handling one bundle at a time „
When the fuel bundles are loaded into the shuttle the transfer
system pumps are started and the shuttle is propelled through the
tube to the receiving station in the bay. There the bundles are
taken out of the shuttle and the shuttle is returned to the
transfer machine station for the next pair. The round trip for
the shuttle, including time to remove the bundles in the bay
takes approximately 10 minutes.

In addition to fuel, it is possible to transport ram extensions
in the same shuttle. This is normally done only several times a
year during major maintenance operations. Since the ram extensions
are used to push fuel inside the reactor, they are normally radio-
active. Their length is equivalent to two fuel bundles, hence the
bundle counter registers these infrequent events as transfers of
bundle pairs.

LOCATION

The location of the bundle counter is shown in Figure 1. The
concrete block housing the counter was specially designed to
accommodate the electronics and provide the radiation collimation
necessary for the counter operation. The power supply for the
counter is mounted on a nearby wall and the interconnecting cable
is routed in conduit to the block.

The bundle counter monitors all passage of fuel through the
transfer tube. Under normal procedures, the transfer tube is the
only means for moving spent fuel from the reactor to 'the bay.
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DESCRIPTIOtI

The bundle counter assembly consists of two major components,
namely the bundle counter itself and the power supply. Figure 2
shows the bundle counter and Figure 3 "the power supply.

An aluminum frame with a group of electronics mounted at
each end, forms the bundle counter. Each group of electronics
is mounted on a lead and aluminum base and covered by a silvered-
glass tamper indicating jar. The jars are covered by expanded-metal
cages for physical protection. The lead base for each group of
electronics is used to provide the final collimation and shielding
for a Geiger-Muller tube, (G-M), which is the sensing element for the
counter. The jars also provide environmental protection for the
electronics.

The bundle counter is oriented over the transfer tube in such
a way that one end is closest to the reactor and the other is
closest to the storage bay. Figure 4 shows the reactor end electronics
and Figure 5 shows the storage bay electronics. Both groups of
electronics function together to log the transfer of fuel. The
storage bay end contains the registers which display the secure record '
of the number of fuel bundles transferred. There are five separate
registers in the group indicating single bundle transfers in either
direction, bundle pair transfers in either direction, plus failure
or tampering of the power supply.

. Figure 6 shows the bundle, counter in the specially
designed concrete block. This block provides physical
protection as well as collimation of the radiation fields as
the bundles pass by. The concrete portion of the block duplicates
the original shielding hatch similar to the others along the
transfer tube. The bundle counter is located in a cavity within

the block and is oriented such that the two G-M tubes are above the holes
in the concrete block. The counter is bolted to a lower lead
block which also has holes that line up with the G-M tubes.
The cavity is capped by an upper lead block which provides a
flush floor surface and makes up the shielding lost by the
cavity and holes.

The hole arrangement in the block collimates the radiation
from the bundles. To aid this collimation, additional
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absorption shields are arranged around the transfer tube directly
below the counter ' as shown in Figure 6. The portions of the transfer
tube visible to the counter provide the signal sources for' the
counting electronics.

The power supply is mounted on a nearby wall and contain« the
basic 5 volt power source for the counter plus a battery bank
sufficient for approximately 24 hours of operation during a power
failure, within the power supply is a set of four registers which
duplicate the recording of bundle movements. These registers are
considered less secure against tampering than the ones inside the
counter, hence are used only when easy access is more important
than security. A main power switch, fuses, and voltage test points
are arranged inside the power supply. The cable connecting the
power supply to the counter is routed in conduit embedded in the
service area floor.

TAMPER INDICATION

There are a number of access routes to the bundle counter
components. The following table lists the access method and the
indicating device.

METHOD INDICATING DEVICE

Access to power supply

Access to bundle counter
electronics.

Access to bundle counter
wiring.

Access to power supply
cable.

The power supply box is locked and
sealed.

Seals are installed on the bolts holding
the bell jars to the aluminum frame.

The wiring between the two ends of
the. counter is inside a stressed glass
tube which will shatter if penetration
is attempted.

The cable is inside embedded conduit.
Tampering with the cable will not
destroy the counter register contents,
and will be indicated by the power
failed register.



Access to the block cavity

Movement of the concrete

shielding block.

Access to the transfer tube

trench.

Shielding the space between

the transfer tube and

counter.

5.

The upper lead block is sealed by a

wire running from the underside of the

lead block through the cable conduit

into the power supply.

Prevented by the same sealing wire

used for the lead block.

Restricted by seals on all other blocks

in the trench. Approximately 10 blocks

are involved.

Captive steel tubes placed between the

counter and the transfer tube prevent

shielding. The tubes can only be

removed by lifting the lower lead block

in the cavity.

OPERATION

The bundle counter detects the gamma field associated with the

spent fuel using two type 713 Geiger-Muller tubes. The design of

the shielding and collimation in the bundle counter area is such

that a unique relationship exists between the number of bundles

that simultaneously pass the counter and the length of time the

radiation is incident upon each tube. If radiation is detected

by one tube at a time and no overlap :. detection exists then the

logic registers one bundle. If the radiation is detected at both

tubes simultaneously then the logic registers a bundle pair. The

direction of transfer is determined by which tube detects the radiation

first. The registers are labelled IB, IR, 2B, and 2R representing

transfers of one or two bundles either to the bay (B) or to the

reactor (R). The registers in the power supply are similarly

labelled and duplicate the data.

The radiation level at which the tubes signal the presence of

a bundle is set by a series of rocker dip switches mounted on the circuit

boards within the electronics packages at each end of the counter.

This setting is made during commissioning tests and remains
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unchanged unless shielding or fuel characteristics are changed.

If the station power fails, the battery pack will automatically
supply power to all functions for a period of approximately 24 hours.
If the power is restored within that time, the batteries recharge
and are available for subsequent outages. If power is not restored
before the batteries are exhausted,then the power failed register
indexes creating a permanent record of power interruption. When
the power is restored, the counter functions normally once more.

Access to the bundle counter is possible only by lifting the
upper lead block out of the cavity. A sealing wire is attached to
the underside of this block and routed through the power supply
conduit into the power supply box. When the block is in place, the
slack is taken out of this wire and the free end is fastened
inside the power supply box. The block then cannot be lifted
without breaking the wire unless the power supply end of the wire
is unfastened. This requires access into the power supply box
which is protected by seals. In this manner, the seals on the
power supply box also serve, to secure the counter itself.

INSPECTION

1. Verify the integrity of the power supply seals, and the
transfer trench seals.

2. Remove power supply seals.
Unlock power supply.
Record status of power light.
Record readings of all registers.
Verify the integrity of the upper lead block sealing wire.
Using the readings from the previous inspection period,
determine the net number of bundles transferred.
Compare the data from all four registers with verified
station records.

Decide whether or not the counter registers are to be read.
If the decision is negative, lock and seal the power supply
and the inspection is complete.
If the decision is positive ,free the upper lead block
sealing wire in the power supply.

12., Lift the upper lead block off the bundle counter slowly

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9

10

11
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guiding the sealing wire into the power supply
conduit. When the block is clear by 10 cm, iho~ve it
horizontally just clear of the block cavity in the

• opposite direction to the power supply. Leave the
block suspended.

13. Check the bundle counter for evidence of tampering.

14.. Record status of power light.

15. Record readings of all registers.

16. Using the readings from the previous inspection period
determine the net number of bundles transferred.

17. Compare the data from all four registers with the power
supply register data.

r

18. If the power failed register has indexed an investigation
is necessary to determine the cause as well as to verify
the transfer data by other secure means.

19. Replace the upper lead block while pulling the sealing
wire through the power supply conduit until there is no
slack.

20. Fasten the sealing wire in the power supply box.

21. Lock power supply box.

22. Install seals.



MAINTENANCE

The bundle counter is designed to operate unattended for

periods exceeding the time between inspections. Data on the

mean time between failures for components of the instrument has

not been generated. There are no components whose life could be

extended by preventative maintenance. The battery pack may be

one exception. Occasional total discharges and full recharges

would assure more available power when needed. The cooling fan

in the power supply box has sealed bearings hence cannot be

lubricated. Impending failure may be detected by noise, vibration,

or temperature.

Some components like the geiger tubes have a predictable life

determined by the total radiation dose. However, the dose rate

is so low that probably other influences like aging of insulation

or overvoltage will cause failure first.

Failures of electronic components oannot easily be predicted

in this installation, hence there is no practical alternative to

operating the instrument to failure. The drawings schematics and

component layouts attached to this appendix may serve to aid the

diagnostic and repair work.
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APPENDIX C

STACK COVER AND ULTRASONIC SEAL • '

PART 1 - Placing the Cover for a Stack of Spent Fuel

'OBSERVATIONS;

The security cover consists of a stainless steel framework constructed
of light angles covered with a flattened expanded stainless steel mesh.
The stainless steel mesh is such that any attempt to open the mesh
for removal of any bundles under water and in place over a stack of
fuel trays would be impossible to repair and avoid detection. The
inspector should conduct a visual examination of the exterior surface
of the cover immediately prior to installation and record location of
any surface irregularities which might later appear as tampering.

IMSTALLATIOM;

The cover will be lifted up from the edge of the bay and lowered into
the water by use of the special lifting tool and-a gantry hoist. The
cover will then be transferred by use of the gantry and lowered over
a prepared and verified stack of fuel trays. The fuel tray stack must
be thirty trays high to provide the proper level of the top tray for
sealing the cover to the stack. The lifting tool will then be removed •
from the cover. The inspector will visually ascertain that no damage
has occurred to the cover during installation.

PART 2 - Attaching the Ultrasonic Seal

EQUIPMENT;

Four items are required for attaching a seal to the cover and fuel trays.
These are the seal installation and verification apparatus and three
hand tools (a seal pick-up tool and two pistol grip operated jaw tools) .
(Figure 1).

PREPARATION; (See Operating Manual for Detailed Instructions)

The ultrasonic probe and the probe translation drive assembly are normally
stored out of the bay water in an adjacent supply cabinet. The main
apparatus and hand tools are stored on a rack at the south end of the
bay. The gantry should be traversed so that the apparatus can be picked
up on the south hoist and the hand tools hooked to the gantry rail. An
underwater light will also assist.

An ultrasonic probe should be installed in the drive assembly (the probe
serial number should be recorded) and the drive should be checked to
ensure that it is operating. The lower end of the seal installation
apparatus must then be raised from the bay by means of a grapple and the
transducer and the assembly installed on the lower end. The probe and motor
cable are then clipped to the support tube and the end is lowered back
into the water so that the .ii-paratus is suspended vertically from the
hoist. A visual check should be made to again ensure that the transducer
index drive is functioning. . . .



SEAL INSTALLATION;

An ultrasonic seal assembly should be selected and the serial number
recorded. A seal cable (if not already installed) should be inserted
into the left hand hole next to the lifting ring (with the grooved
side of the seal facing the observer see Figure 2 left hand) . The
seal should then be hung on the seal insertion tool hook, by the seal
lifting rinq, with the grooved face towards the closed side of the
hook, and then lowered toward the installation apparatus. The seal is
then lowered into the seal cavity of the seal installation apparatus
with the groove in seal facing away from the apparatus as viewed from
the side opposite the transducer.

With the seal installed in the apparatus the cross pin supporting the
centre rod at the upper end should be removed. If the seal is fully
home in the cavity the rod will lower to the lower mark on the rod.
The rod should then be raised and the cross pin re-inserted.

The apparatus, with the seal block in place, should then be maneuvered
by means of the hoist and gantry so that the seal is immediately
adjacent to the rectuangular opening in one end of the upper surface of
the cover to be sealed. The apparatus may be gently lowered by the
hoist to partially rest on the upper surface of the cover to prevent
swinging. The free end of the seal cable is then grasped with the jaws '
of one of the appropriate hand tools and the "needle" end directed down
through the opening in the cage upper surface and through the hole in
the end of the storage tray then sidewise out through the opening in
the side of the cover. The cable end must then be grasped by one of
the hand, tools, close to the needle, and brought up horizontally to
the "funnel" shaped end of the insertion rod. The cable is then raised
vertically so that the cable slides up the slot in the insertion rod
and the needle is raised up vertically and retained inside the rod,
free end down (Figure 3, 4, and 5) .

When the needle has been visually observed to have been installed in
the insertion rod, the cross pin in the upper end is removed and the
centre rod depressed fully. This action drives the needle on the end
of the cable into the seal. The upper mark on the -upper end of the rod shows
that it is fully inserted. The rod is again raised and the cross pin
inserted.

The sealing action is now complete and the seal could be removed using
the hook tool by which it was inserted into the apparatus, however,
before this is done, the ultrasonic identification .of the seal must be
obtained as described in Section 3.

PART 3 - Finger Printing the Ultrasonic Seal

GEMERAL;

After installation of a seal as described in Part 2 or in verifying a
seal which has been previously installed the .following procedure will
apply. A previously installod seal will have to be picked off the top '



of the cage and inserted into the seal installation apparatus as
described for installing a seal in Section 2. Ensure that excessive
strain is not applied to the sealing cable by motion of the apparatus
or the seal cable ends may break off at the weak section, thus rendering
-the seal useless. If such a mishap occurs a new seal must be installed.

EQUIPMENT PREPARATION;

The equipment required for identification of the seals, in addition to
the mechanical equipment and the transducer previously described, are
an ultrasonic instrument and a chart recorder. The ultrasonic instrument
is a Sonic Instruments Model FTS Mark I (Figure 6). The recorder is a
Gould Brush Model 222, two channel recorder (one channel only is
used (Figure 6) . Both units are battery and/or 115V AC operation with
built in battery chargers. Providing the batteries have been adequately
charged before hand all testing can be carried out without the use of
AC power. If this is not the case then 115V 60 cycle supply is required.
A battery low level indicator is provided on both the ultrasonic
instrument and on the recorder. See Service Manuals for detailed
information.

The transducer cable should be connected to the ultrasonic instrument
at the "R" connector as shown in the figure (Figure 7). -The instrument
is connected with the recorder output cable from the rear plug to the •
recorder teminals "+" and "-" on one channel. The "-" and G terminals
should be interconnected with the jumper provided if not already done.

The'recorder should be checked for proper operation of pens by switching
chart speed onto any selected speed..

SEAL IDEHTIFICATIOH;

The ultrasonic instrument should be set in accordance with the figure
(Figure 7) and the transducer translation motor energized. Adjustments
may be required to obtain an adequate display.on the CRT including
possible adjustment of the gate position and width to eliminate the
interface and back reflections. The chart recorder should then be
turned on to obtain a trace of the seal identification. Gain should be
adjusted to obtain adequate recording -amplitude. Speed setting of 5
mm/sec, should be adequate but may be varied as required.

Sample identifications are shown on the attached Figures 8 and 9.

Upon completion of satisfactory seal identification the. seal should be removed
from the apparatus, using the hand tool, and deposited upon the upper
surface of the cage.. The lower end of the apparatus should then be
raised and the transducer and drive assembly removed for dry storage.
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APPENDIX D

TRACK-ETCH REACTOR POWER MONITOR

A. General Description

The GE Track-Etch Reactor Safeguards Monitor (Mark II Model) is an

externally powered device designed to record the neutron flux from opera-

ting reactors and other sources for extended periods of time. A strip

of special polymer tape is driven past a group of fissionable, isotopes

which are exposed to the local neutron flux. A certain fraction of the

fission fragments generated penetrate the tape and produce damage tracks

that subsequently are. etched and counted to permit a reconstruction of the'

temporal flux history to which the monitor was exposed. The SO foot

' . supply of tape is adequate for over a year's operation at the nominal

speed of 1 1/8 inch per day. Variations in the drive speed and the geo-

metry of the fission sources permit a different' time resolution of the

record and t

point flux.

fi 2
record and the ability to operate at other than the .10 n/cm sec design

The monitor was designed to fit within the ion chamber thimbles normally

used on power reactors. 'It is contained within a sealed aluminum can

that is 8.4 cm in diameter and 26 cm long. The total weight is just

under 1.2 kg. An eyebolt is located on one end of the monitor for

insertion and retrieval purposes. Power is supplied to the monitor from

an external source through a sealed electrical connector. The synchronous

motor within the drive may be selected for operation from 115 v, 240 v,

AC power supplies or from low voltage DC sources with an external converter.

A microswitch is placed on the drive sprocket to allow a remote indication

of proper transport operation. A pulse cycle is completed every 66'.2

minutes under normal operating conditions at the 1 1/8 inch per day

"tape speed.

The fissionable isotopes contained In the two types of source plates

available are shown'below: •

•I-



Number of Total Isotope Contents (gm)

Source' Plate Type

Reactor Monitor

Fuel Machine Monitor

Channels Cf-252 U-235 Np-237 U-238

6 4 x 10"9 3 x 10~4 1 x 10~4 I x 10"4

4 4 x 10"9 9 x 10"3 1 x 10"4

The source plate for the reactor monitor has three U-235 sources arranged

• to give a range of fission tracks densities and.one source each of Cf-252,

Np-237 and U-238. The source plate for the fuel machine monitor uses

two U-235 sources and one source each of Cf-252 and Np-237.

B. Detailed Description
• _ '

The major parts of the monitor are located within an outer aluminum can

which is attached to a supporting end flange with two small flat headed

screws. The seal of the outer can is made with a rubber "O" ring.

Details of the Interior parts are shown in the attached photograph.

. A synchronous motor .(M) operates through a gear train (G) to drive a

16 tooth sprocket (S) that pulls the registrant tape (K) from the supply

reel (R), under the source plate (P), over a plastic idler pulley (I)

• . and onto the take-up spool (T). These supply and take-up spools are

held on spindles (H) by ball detents (D) which are released by pressure

on a-central detent release post (E). A coil spring belt (A) between

these spool spindles and the sprocket shaft provides tension on the reg-

istrant tape. ' '" . ' * " ' - .

The speed of the drive can be shifted by loosening the two speed change

. ' clamp screws .(Cl and C2) and sliding the motor mount bracket either

• way until it firmly comes to rest against the central stop (B)1 which. ;

is a drive shaft bearing. The mount bracket must fit snuggly against ' '

• this stop to assure that the gear teeth are properly meshed. Either the

-2- .



number 9 or 1, stamped-on the backing plate is exposed and visible vhen

the gears are meshed respectively in the high (9" in/day) or low (1 1/8

in/day) speed position. The low speed is normally used for reactor

monitoring and the high speed for fuel machine monitoring. The gears

are not engaged in intermediate positions and power will not be transmitted

to the sprocket. . This intermediate position is useful for manually ad-

vancing the tape for the calibration exposures. The thumb of your hand

may be placed over the spur gear (G) held in the bearing block (B).and

drawn in the direction from the fl to #9 stamped on the back plate.

This action will cause the sprocket to advance about 1/8 turn and move

the tape an adequate-distance beneath the source plate in the forward

direction for calibration exposures. • _

Additional lengths of tape may be fed onto the take-up spool by repeatedly

drawing your thumb in the same #1 to #9 direction across this gear.

Do not move this gear (G) in the opposite direction or the take-up

spring will cause both reels to unwind.
• * •" '

*•

Two source plates (P) are available, the one for the'reactor monitoring

applications has 6 windows and the fuel machine monitor plate has 4 windows.

These rectangular windows are the outer ends of the fission fragment

collimators. The front surface of the source plates is machined to fit

the curve of the tape as it lies on the drive sprocket (S). A flat plate

(L) at the outer end of the. source" plate rides against the outer edge

of the tape so that the record tracks are positioned consistently along

the exposed tape. A piano wire spring finger (F) supplies the modest

pressure necessary to hold the source plate in its lateral position.

A heavier flat spring (N) holds the source plate against the tape on the.

sprocket (S). This flat spring (N) is held in position by a screw (Q)

that may be loosened so the spring may be turned out of the way when the ';.

source plate is being installed or removed.
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C. Loadine/Unloading Registrant Tape Spool's . .

In order to lead and unload Che registrant tape, it Is first necessary

to remove the two small screws and the outer aluminum can from the end
flange which contains the eyebolt and electrical connector. The aluminum
can should be gently, but firmly, held while removing the end flange
by pulling on the eyebolt.

The circular cross section of the monitor and its weight distribution
combine to -cause .it to roll over with the spool spindles pointing upward
whenever it is released on a flat surface. It is recommended that an

• • open rectangular or angular channel be provided to hold the monitor while
loading with tape to restrain it from rolling over. Two rulers taped

to a desk top about an inch apart will serve temporarily as a holding

guide. • : ' ••

It is important to be aware that the natural springiness of the tape
is adequate to unwind' itself off a spool if it is not restrained;

therefore, use care to keep the free end under control to prevent mechanical

abrasion of the tape which can interfere with' readout. Valuable records
may be made illegible by careless handling of the registrant and the spools.

Kote particularly that attempts to tighten a roll of tape by securing the

spool and pulling on the free end may generate a large number of scratches

through the entire roll and make photometric readout impossible or of
questionable value. Do not mark over tape areas that have been exposed .
to fission fragment tracks. " • ' - . . ' . • • ' . •

1. To Remove a Spool of Exposed Tape . ' . - . . • •

.. a. ' Place monitor on the holding fixture. '

b. ' Loosen the two motor mount clamp screws (Cl and C2).

' c. Slide motor to Intermediate position.
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d. Tighten motor mount screws. * . :

e. -Draw your thumb across gear #G In the (1 to #9 direction enough
times to rotate the sprocket 3 revolutions and feed through

about 9 inches of unused tape as leader..*

f. Grasp the sides of the exposed length of tape between the plastic
idler pulley (I) and the take-up spool (T) and hold it securely.

g. Be sure you have a good grip on the taps (see £ above) and
cut, with a pair of scissors, the tape at a location between

the source plate (P) and .the plastic idler pulley (I)i The
sprocket and source plate keep the free end of the'unexposcd
tape under control, and the other end is in your grasp.•

h. Wind the exposed tape onto the take-up spool and secure it
with a piece of adhesive tape. " • • • .
Note that if the adhesive tape is stuck to the end of the

registrant tape perpendicular to the direction of the sprocket
'perforations, the free ends of the' tape may be bent over and

' stuck to the outer surfaces of the reel. The need of sticking
the adhesive tape to the next lower layer is thereby- avoided.

_ 1. Press the central detent release post (E) on the spindle •

(Hl), lift the take-up spool off the spindle, place it in

.a suitable protective case, label it as to the time, date,

location, monitor serial number, source plate serial number,
etc., and set it aside for processing.

J. • Place an empty take-up spool on the spindle (Hl). .

2. -To Load a Hew Supply of Registrant • . .

a. Clamp the motor mount in the "Neutral" position by loosening

the two screws (Cl and C2), sliding the mount to mid-position, '•
. and tightening the screws.
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b.' Position the "monitor In the holding fixture with the source

plate closest to you and the motor end furtherest away with

the spool spindles(H) pointing upward.

c. Position the full spool of registrant tape on the desk In front

of you so that about 10 cm of the tape extends clockwise off the

right hand side of the reel towards you and is secured by a

tab of adhesive tape from its surface to the top surface of the

reel.

d. Set the spool down over the supply spindle (H2), rotating the

' spool so that the spindle key enters the keyway in the spool.

Depress the detent release post (E) to allow the spool .to seat

completely and be captured by the detents.'

e. Rotate the monitor 90 degrees about its longitudinal axis so

that you are looking straight down upon the full supply reel

and the sprocket, with the microswitch and gears to your right.

f. Cut the exposed end of the registrant tape strip into a "V"

' shape. . • .' .

g. Feed the point of the V down into the area between the source

plate and the sprocket shaft and guide the first sprocket

• holes up onto'the sprocket teeth. - - . .

h. . Slowly rotate the sprocket in the forward direction (using the

previously described "1" to "9" motion of the spur gear (G)

'while making sure .the tape perforations are engaged by the*
•

sprocket teeth. . ' ' ; '

. 1. Continue to feed the registrant tape through until an inch or

so extends beyond the source plate. . ' ' •

J. Remove the adhesive tape tab that temporarily held the registrant

tape end on the supply spool. Make sure no adhesive tape remains

on the surface of the registrant tape as it enters the source
plate area. . • .' . . . •
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k. Note that the registrant tape extends smoothly from the supply

•reel, under the microswitch arm and around the sprocket without

kinks or warps In the surface and that the sprocket teeth

engage the perforations of the registrant tape.

1. Inspect the source plate to make sure that It Is seated squarely

on the tape, not cocked at an angle, and that the guide plate

Is resting against the exposed edge of the tape, beyond the

sprocket.

D. Rotate the monitor 180° and feed enough tape through to go

around the plastic Idler pulley (I) and Into the slot In the

take-up spool (T). '

n. Feed enough additional tape through so that one or two layers

: of tape are held on'the take-up spool.

o. Hake the necessary Identifying marks on the tape in the area
4 ' ' between the take-up spool and the idler pulley.

p. Precede with the.calibrations and then return the motor speed

mount to its proper position. Be sure the clamping screws

(Cl and'C2) are tightened sufficiently not to loosen during

• . exposure. . • • . .

D. Installing Source Plates ' . '*•';•.'•"••' ' ;' •'•.'.''

The normal method of loading and unloading the tape does not, involve

removal of the source plate.' Nevertheless, it may be necessary at some

time to remove or replace a source plate and the following instructions

. are provided for that eventuality. '.- . • -.- . . • . ̂

The source plates contain the fissionable isotopes. The Cf-252 source

is the biggest concern from a health'hazard standpoint although Np-237 •

is also potentially hazardous. These isotopes ar.e deposited on 1/8"

or 1/4" discs which are held away from the tape by colllmators of various

. • : -7-, . " "' '
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depths. The surfaces of the source plates themselves were --and should '

remain - uncontamlnated, but caution suggests that they be handled as
potentially contaminated. UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES INSERT ANYTHING INTO

THE COLLIMATOR SLOTS. Such action will invariably spread alpha contamina-i «
t ion, and may very well damage the source plate and/or the collimators.

Loosen the spring holding screw (Q) and rotate the flat pressure spring
(N) out of the way. Place the source plate down through the slot opsning
with the guide plate (L) over the edge of the tape at the free end of
the sprocket. Make sure that the piano wire spring finger (F) rides

between*the two screwheads on the guide plate (L) and pushes the source
plate against the outriding tape edge. There is a tendency for this

.spring finger to hang up on one of the two screwheads on the side of the

source plate and prevent the source plate from seating SQUARELY on the
film at the sprocket. It may be popped loose with a pencil point or

tweezers. Then rotate the flat spring (N) up over-the back of the source
plate and tighten its'screw (Q). Rotate the sprocket drive shaft to run

the tape .through to see if all works properly, then move the motor, and
tighten it at the proper speed position. . . '

'. Note: The motor should slide down until the brackets firmly hit their
'stop to•assure the gear teeth are engaged. The number 9 or 1 is exposed

• ' to indicate the 9 inch/day or the 1 1/8 inch per day speed. The two
screws should be tightened securely so they don't come loose during
operation. . '. • \.

' . " ' • • • • '

E. Standardizing Exposures and Tape Notations •
4 ' '"" .J . • • *

Standardizing exposures, to permit calibrations of the photometer read-

out should be made at the'beginning and end of each length of exposed

tape.- The following schedule of exposures is suggested to provide.calibra-

. tion points for the' readout,instruments and to establish a pattern on
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the tape that permits the proper establishment of two time check points:

1. Remove the outer protective shell from the monitor and position

.. it in front of you on the holding fixture.
•

2. Loosen the motor clamp screws (Cl and C2), slide the motor mount

to "NEUTRAL" position midway between the #1 and #9 speed numbers,

and tighten the clamp screws to hold it there.

3. Put on a fresh roll of tape - if one is not already installed -

' as previously described.

4. Advance the tape forward by turning the sprocket (S) 3 turns

or by drawing your thumb about 24 times in the fl to #9 direction

across the spur gear (G). A fresh supply of tape is now po-

sitioned beneath the source plate and along the length between

the idler pulley (I) and the take-up spool (S).

5. Write, using an ink pen', on the tape section between the idler

pulley (I) and the take-up spool (S) the following information:
"i • " • . , • " *

a. •• Time and Date. • • • . . ' . ' -
• " • " " , " . " '

b. Monitor Serial Number (located near the eyebolt).
* * * " t

' c. Source Plate Serial Number (on the long side of source plate),

d. Where the monitor is to be located for the exposure.

6. The calibrating exposures are made by advancing the tape in the

forward direction to a fresh area and allowing the Cf-252

fission fragments to irradiate the tape for a series of timed
intervals. •' . . • . • -. • . •

. ' " " * " '

'•'. .The tape may most easily be advanced the required 1/8 sprocket

turn by drawing the thumb across the exposed spur gear (G).

at the motor mount location (B) in the direction from the speed /

number 1 to number 9. .. - • . •"
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The following procedure is suggested:

a. Advance tape 1/8 turn and expose for 60 minutes

b.

c,

d.

•e.

£.

1

10

3

30

Advance tape 1/8 turn

7.. Loosen the motor clamp screws (Cl and C2), engage the drive

gears in the proper speed selector position (#1) and securely

clamp the screws (Cl and C2) down tightly.. • ' •

Verify that the gear train is properly engaged by making sure

the mount slide is sitting solidly against the central stop (B)

and by trying to turn the spur gear (G) pr the sprocket (S)

manually. You should not be able to rotate these parts if the

.'gear train is properly engaged.

8. Put the monitor unit back into its ,outer container and install

the two'flat headed holding screws..

9. Plug the motor into the proper power supply and verify that

it is rjinning by placing your ear to the monitor and listening

for rotation of the motor drive. -.. . ' - .

If the monitor is equipped with a" counter box, you may verify

that the counts accumulate at the proper rate indicating that

the drive sprocket is rotating properly. Rotation can also

be checked by monitoring the microswitch output with an ohm- •

meter. ' • . ' ' • •

10. ^Disconnect the power source from the monitor and permit the

monitor to remain un-energi'zed for at least one hour. The

monitor may be installed in the monitoring position during '
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this non-energized period. This irradiation period provides

a mark on the tape frtm which a time base is establihsed.

11. The time and date at which the monitor is re-enerRJzed must

be recorded. • •

12. The power to the monitor must not be interrupted during the

monitoring period. If power interruptions do occur, record

the time and date of the start and end of each interruption.

13.. At the conclusion of the monitoring period, record the time

and date at which the monitor was de-energized.

14. Allow the monitor to remain de-energized and the tape undis-

turbed for-at least one hour at the conclusion of the monitoring

• period. • •

15. Open the monitor case and verify that the speed position is

proper. • - ' .

16. Hove the speed selector to neutral as in step 2 above, ad-

vance the tape 1/8 turn as before and repeat the calibration

exposures as before in steps 6a through 6f'.

17. Advance the tape 9 inches (3 sprocket revolutions or 24 "thumb

. vipes across the spur gear") to wind the exposed tape on the

take-up spool. . . - ' . . ' '

18. Vrite - with an ink pen - on the section of tape between the

idler pulley and the take-up spool the following information:

" . a. Date and Time the monitor was turned off. ' • •

. •- b. Reactor and Exposure Location. . ' • • - . '

• .c. Monitor Serial Number. . . . '

d. Source Plate Serial Number. ' *
• • • . . /

e. Speed Selector Number during exposure.

f. Your name. • . . • .
• «• •

-U- ' .



19. Cut the tape and remove It as described previously.

The monitor has been 'designed to operate properly In a thermal neutron
6 2 • "

flux of 10 n/cm sec using the "reactor monitor" source plate with a tape

speed of 1 1/8 inch/day. Exposure of the monitor to flux intensities

greater than 2 x 10 n/cm sec and temperatures above 50°C (120°F) is

specifically not recommended. The operating location should be selected

to minimize the gamma ray exposure. The monitor operating orientation

is unimportant, although the source plate end (opposite of the cable end)

should be nearest the neutron source. . • '

F. Test Program Data _ _ \ '

A reactor operating history should be obtained for the period that the

' monitor was running and returned with the exposed tape from the monitor

for correlation purposes. This reactor history should show the periods

of operation, shutdown periods and other significant changes in the

'reactor operating condition. It is recommended that the first test '

. • -tapes show reactor operating periods of 30 to 90 days. . '.

. Any data concerning the neutron flux level, flux spectrum and gamma '•'

flux at the monitor test location should be 'noted and recorded.
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1. IKTRODUCTION

1.1 Scope

The reactor power monitor provides a permanent independent chronological
record of the reactor power level and information concerning the neutron
energy spectrum. Periodically the monitor's recording tape must be changed
and this guide provides a detailed step by step procedure for accomplishing
this with minimal hazard to personnel involved with the task.

1.2 Description of Monitor Components

This reactor power monitor, shown in Figure 4.1, consists of:

- monitor head
- interconnecting cable and power cable
- tape advance counter in mounting bracker
- coupling adapter

The monitor head is installed in the vacant fission counter
housing shown in Figure 4.2. Power to the monitor is provided via tht inter-
connecting cable which runs through the holes in the shield plugs out to the
tape advance counter.

The tapa advance counter is help in a mounting bracket attached
to the shield block wall of room Rl-106. The tape advance counter receives
12OV 6OHZ of uninterruptable power via the power cable.

1.2.1 Monitor Head

The overall dimensions of the monitor head are 3.25 inches O.D.
by 10.125 inches long. An eyebolt, fixed to the end of the monitor, provides
a means of coupling to the shield plug via the coupling adapter. Power for
the tape drive motor and the output to the tape advance counter.is through
the 12 pin connector located near the eyebolt. See Figure 4.3.

The monitor can hold a one year supply of 35 mm polyester tape
which is transported past several pieces of fissionable material. The materials
fission at a rate proportional to the neutron flux of the reactor and the
fission fragments form tracks on the tape. Also recorded on the tape are any
interruptions of the 120 volt power to the monitor.

At intervals, as required , the tape is removed and a fresh tape
is loaded. (The exposed tape is then chemically etched to mnko tho trnckn
visible and then fed through an optical scanner which plots the track density
as a function of time. This plot provides an independent record of tho
reactor power level over the period monitored by the tape.)
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1.2.2 Tape Advance Counter

The tape advance counter is mounted in a 7.5 x 4.V5 x 3.25 inch '
aluminum housing. This housing contains a fuse, and off-on toggle switch
and 2 connectors.

The fuse and toggle switch are not used in this application and
therefore have been purposely bypassed to eliminate unnecessary component
failures. The external 120 volt AC power is fed through the 3 pin twist-lock
connector on top of the unit. The interconnecting cable from the monitor head
attaches to the 5 pin connector. A counter dial, visible through a window
on the front of the unit, provides the only means of checking that the tape
is advancing. ' •

The wiring for the reactor power monitor is shown in Figure 4.3.
The tape advance switch in the monitor is wired in series with the counter.
The actuating arm of the switch is cycled by a cam attached to the tape drive
aprocket. A running time of 66.2 minutes is required for the switch to
complete an off/on cycle. The counter registers one additional count each
time the switch contacts close.

1.2.3 Interconnecting Cable

The 5 conductor interconnectin cable is 15 feet long with
connectors at either end.
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2. ERDCEPURE

The removal and installation of the IAEA power monitor has
been divided into 5 stages - Section 2.1 to 2.5. The purpose of the stages
is to maximize the amount of work done in non-radioactive areas so as to
reduce the radiation exposure to personnel.

The major radiation hazard occurs when the fission counter shield
plugs are removed during the "reactor power monitor removal and installation"
stages (Section 2.1 and 2.4). It should be necessary to have all the plugs
oufc for only a few seconds; however, even this short period may make it
necessary to institute additional safety precautions which will be at the
discretion of the authorized station representative.
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2.1 Monitor Removal

This stage imposes a radiation hazard.

Before proceeding notify the authorised station representative,• he will i
you with a dosimeter respirator, protective clothing and anything else that
may be required. He will also monitor the work area and in general be
responsible for the welfare of personnel removing the monitor.

A temporary platform has to be provided by the station staff, for
which 48 hours notice is prefered.

2.1.1 Equipment Required.
a) a 4 foot long rod with a hook on the end for pulling the

shield plug train.
b) pliers
c) spare shield plug (removed when monitor was originally installed).
d) knife
e) Platform (previously installed)

2.1.2 Procedure ,

. (a) Explain the procedure to the "green man" who will authorize the
• ' removal of the monitor and shield plugs.

(b) Disconnect the monitor cable from the top of the tape advance counter.

(c) Position the platform so that the shield plug train may be handled
as a unit.

(d) Position spare shield plug so that it may be inserted as soon as the
monitor is removed.

(e) Attach the hooked rod to the eye bolt of the exposed shield plug.

(f) Pull shield plug train and monitor into platform.

(g) Insert spare shield plug into hole

(h) Measure the radiation level of the shield plug train and monitor.
Record the readings for reference purposes in Section 3.

Measure the radiation "s'treaming" from the fission counter access
tube. Record this reading and the reactor power load.

When and where the following steps are carried out will depend
upon the above measurements.

(i) Cut away the polyethylene bag covering the monitor and discard.



(j) Remove the cotter pin and latching pin at the shield plug end.

(k) Remove the monitor by disconnecting the interconnecting cable.

(1) Replace the latching pin and cotter pin in coupling.

(m) "Bag" the monitor and take it to the area designated by the authorized
station represntative.

2.2 Tape Standardizing. Exposure, Notation and Removal. (Exposed tape.)

The radiation level of the monitor must be checked prior to .
starting this stage. The time required for completion of this stage is
approximately three hours.

2.2.1 Equipment Required:
a) common screw driver
b) scissors
c) felt marking pen (magic marker)
d) watch with a sweep second hand.
e) adhesive tape.

2.2.2 Procedure

(a) Remove the two flat headed screv;s and pull monitor from its
protective container.

(b) Loosen the motor mount clamp screws, slide the motor mount to the
"NEGTRAL" position midway between the T?! and #9 speed numbers and

. 1 lightly tighten the clamp screws to hold in there. (The £1 and £9
speed numbers are visable through the clamping screw cut-out slots
in the motor mount. Only one number is visable at any one time.
Changing the position of the motor mount changes the tape speec.)

(c) Position the monitor so that you are looking down on the supply
reel and sprocket, with the nicroswitch and gears to your right,
(rhe supply reel is the one furthest from the motor).

(d) The calibration exposures are made by advancing the tape in the
forward direction to a fresh area and allowing the fission fragments
to irradiate the tape for a series of timed intervals.

The tape is easily advanced, the required 1/8 turn of the drive
sprocket, by drawing the thumb across the spur gear located near
the motor mount.



The tape is to be exposed in the following sequence:

i) Advance the tape 1/8 turn and expose for 60 minutes
U) •• •• " " " " " 1 minute . . .
Ui) " " " " 10 minutes
iy) •• " " " " " '•" 3 minutes
v) " " " " " " •" 30 minutes

(e) Advance the tape so the exposed areas are on the take-up reel.

(f) On the unexposed area of the tape between the take-up reel and
the idler pulley record the following information:

-date and time
-monitor serial number (located near eyeholt)
-source plate serial number (located on the long side of source plate),
-where the monitor was located for exposure i.e. Douglas Point,
fission chamber housing 63716-KE 10.

(g) Also record the above information in Section 3.2.

(h) Advance the tape so the recorded data is 'on the take-up reel.

(i) Holding the tape near the take-up reel cut the tape near the
source block.

(j) Carefully wrap the loose tape end on the take-up reel and fasten
with the adhesive tape - CAUTION Do not pull tape tight since this
causes scratches which make reading the tape difficult,

(k) Remove the take-up reel by depressing the release post extending
from the spindle and pulling.

(1) Remove the supply reel from the monitor and discard the unexposed
tape.

(m) Install the empty reel on the take-up spindle by depressing the
release post and aligning the keyway in the spool.

(n) If the monitor is not to be immediately loaded with fresh tape
then replace the mechanism in its protective container and replace
the two flat-headed screws.

Note Exposure may not be required on tape removal if the operating
period is short.'
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2.3 Tape Loading, Notation and Standardized Exposures (New tape)

The tape notation and standardizing exposures should be done
in a non-radioactive area and will take approximately three hours.

2.3.1 Equipment Required:

(a) common screwdriver
(b) wristwatch with a sv/eep second hand
(c) scissors
(d) felt tip marker pen
(e) 120 volt patch cable

' 2.3.2 Procedure

(a) Remove-the two flat head screws and pull the protective cover
from the monitor.

(b) Loosen the motor mount clamp screws, slide the motor mount to
"Neutral" position midway between the Sl and £9 speed numbers,
and tighten the clamp screws to hold it there. (The fl and S9
speed numbers are visible through the clamping screw cut-out
slots in the motor mount. Only one number is visible at any one
time. Changing the position of the motor mount changes the tape
speed.)

(c) Position the monitor so the motor end is furthest away with
the spool spindles pointing upwards.

(d) Position the full spool of tape on the desk so that about four
inches of the tape extends clockwise off the righthand side of the
reel towards you and is secured by a tab of adhesive tape from its
surface to the top surface of the reel.

(e)SSet the spool down over the supply spindle (the one furthest
from the motor). Rotate the spool so that the spindle key enters
the keyway in the spool. Depress the release post, extending
from the end of the spindle, to allow the spool to seat completely
and be captured by the retractable bells at the spividle base.

(f) Rotate the monitor 90 degrees about its longitudinal axis so that
you are looking straight down upon the full supply reel and the

^ sprocket, with the microswitch and gears to your right.

(g) Cut the exposed end of the tape to form a "V" shape.

(h) Feed the point of the V into the area between the source plate
and the drive sprocket. Guide the tape perforations onto the
drive sprocket teeth.

(i) Slowly rotate the sprocket in the forward direction (using the
spur gear near the motor mount) while making sure the tape

_ perforations are engaged.by the sprocker teeth.



(j) Continue to feed the tape through until an inch or so extends
beyond the source plate.

(k) Remove the adhesive tape that temporarily held the tape end to
the supply spool. Make sure no adhesive remains on the surface • •
of the tape as it enters the source plate area.

(1) Kote that the tape extends smoothly from the supply reel, under
the microswitch arm and around the sprocket without kinks or
warps in the surface and that the sprocket teeth engage the
perforations of the tape.

(m) Inspect the source plate to make sure that it is seated squarely
on the tape, not cocked at an angle, and that the guide plate is
resting against the exposed edge of the tape, beyond the sprocket.

(r.) Rotate the monitor 180° and feed enough tape 'through to go around
the plastic idler pulley and into the slot in the take-up spool.
(The spool closest to the motor.)

(o) Feed enough additional tape through so that one or two layers of
tape are held on the take-up spool.

(p) Write, with the marker pen, on the tape section between the idler
pulley and the take-up spool, the following information:

-time and date
-monitor serial number (located near the eyebolt)
-source plate serial number (on the long side of source plate)

. -where the monitor is to be located for the exposure
i.e. Douglas Point Reactor, fission chamber housing 63716-NE10

(q) Record the monitor serial number and the source plate serial
number in Section 3.3.

(r) The calibrating exposures are made by advancing the tape in the
forward direction to a fresh area and allowing the fission
fragments to irradiate the tape for a series of timed intervals.

(s) The tape is to be exposed in the following sequences:

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)

Advance tape 1/8 turn and expose for 60 minutes
" V 1 minutes

" " " " 10 minutes
• " 3 minutes

11 "" * 30 minutes
Advance tape 1/8 turn.
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(t) Loosen the motor mount clamp screw. Slide the motor mount so
that the speed 31 is visible through the screw slot and
securely tighten the 2 clamp screws.

(u) Verify that the gear train is properly engaged, by making sure
the' mount slide is sitting solidly against the central stop and
by trying to turn the spur gear or the drive sprocket manually.

" You should not be able to roate these parts if the gear train
is properly engage.

(v) Using a suitable patch cable connect the monitor head (pins J and L)
to 120 volts 6OH,.- Verify the monitor is operating by observing
the tape advance motor and gear train.

(w) Disconnect the power monitor from the power source.

(x) Put the monitor unit back into its container and replace the two
(flat headed) holding screws.

(y) Ensure the coupling adapter is still attached to the monitor eyeholt.

(z) Cover the monitor with a polyethylene bag and tape in place, but leave
the connector and coupling exposed. (The plastic bag will prevent
loose radioactive particles from becoming lodged in cracks in the
monitor. The bag will be discarded when the monitor is removad
from the fission counter tube.)

(aa) Check that the exposed locking pin and cotter pin may be easily
removed from the coupling adapter and replace the locking and
cotter pins in the coupling adapter.

2.4 Monitor Installation

This stage imposes a radiation hazard arid the authorized station
represent!ve must be notified before proceeding.

2.4.1 Equipment Required:

a) pliers
b) Monitor head in polyethylene bag with coupling adapter

attached to monitor.
c) tape to seal polyethylene bag.
d) tape measure.

2.4.2 Procedure:

(a) Remove the cotter and latching pins from the coupling adapter
and attach the monitor via the coupler adapter to the 3rd
shield plug.

(b) Install the cotter pin in the latching pin and bend the ends over.

(c) Connect the interconnecting cable to the monitor and tape
polyethelene bag inposition over coupling adapter.
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(d) Remove the 4th shield plug from the fission counter tube and
insert the monitor and the 3 shield plugs.

(e) Position the face of the outer shield plug 2 ft._5 inches . .
inside the fission counter tube as shown in Figure 4.4.

(f) Connect the cable to the tape advance counter.

(g) Record the following in Section 3.4 -

Date
Starting time
•Reading on tape advance counter dials
Distance shield plug train is inserted

(h) DO NOT REMOVE the platform until completion of the operational
check - Section 2.5.

2.5 Operational Check

The only means provided to ensure the monitor is operating is by
comparing the present reading of the tape advance counter with a previous reading
The counter records each cycle of the tape advance switch mounted in the monitor
head. This switch causes a one count change every 66.2 minutes.

2.5.1 Procedure:

(a) Allow the monitor to run for approximately 24 hours from the
Starting Time and record the following:

Date
Time
Reading on the tape advance counter dials

(b) Determine the running time in minutes, divide it by 66.2 min/count,
and compare the result with the increase in the number of
counts recorded.

(c) If the number of counts agree, remove the -equipment
and the spare shield plug. If the numbers differ by 10%
further checks or corrections of a fault will be reouired.
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3. STATION RECORD

The following information should be recorded in the station log
as an independent record of the Safeguards Inspector's data in case any
subsequent misunderstandings arise.

3.1 Data from
"Monitor Remount Section 2.1

Date ' Time
.Radiation level:- shield plug train

-monitor

Radiation "streaming" from fission counter hole with one
shield plug installed

Reactor power level
Date time

3.2 Data from
Tape Removal Section 2.2

Date Time
Monitor serial number
Source plate nurober
Location of monitor before removal

3.3 Data from
Tape Loading. Section 2.3

Date Time
Monitor serial number
Source plate number
Proposed location of monitor

3.4 Data from Monitor Installation Section 2.4

Date Time

Distance shield plug is inserted in fission counter tube

Reading on tape advance counter

3.5 Data from Operation Check

Date Time

Reading on tape advance counter



5. REFEREKCES

5.1 Drawings
Fission Counter Tube GA-E-N63190-3
Fission Counter Shield Plug DN-E-K63190-3
Shield Tank Installation GA-E-N21323-5

5.2 Reports

Development of Nuclear Reactor and Fuel Monitors for Unattended
Safeguard Applications NEDG 12463 June 1973

Instructions for Using the G.E. Track-Etch Reactor Safeguards
Monitor May 1973
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